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A SUBSTITUTION THEOREM FOR THE LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION AND ITS GENERALIZATION

TO TRANS-

FORMATIONS WITH SYMMETRIC KERNEL
R. G. BUSCHMAN

In the problem of the derivation of images of functions under the
Laplace transformation, the question arises as to the type of image produced if t is replaced by g(t) in the original. Specific examples have
been given by Erdelyi [3, vol. I §§ 4.1, 5.1, 6.1], Doetsch [1, 75-80],
McLachlan, Humbert, and Poli [6, pp. 11-13] and [7, pp. 15-20], and
Labin [5, p. 41] and a general formula is also listed by Doetsch [1,
75-80].
The Laplace transformation will be taken as
dt
in which the integral is taken in the Lebesgue sense and which, as
suggested by Doetsch [2, vol. I, p. 44], will be denoted by

t

s

(The symbol will be read " F(t) has a Laplace transform f(s) ".)
THEOREM 1.

If

( i ) k, g, and the inverse function h = g"1 are single-valued analytic
functίns, real on (0, oo), and such that g(0) = 0 and #(00)= oo (or #(0)
= °o and g(m) = 0)
(ii) F(t)o- f(s) and this Laplace integral converges for 0 < 9 ΐ s ;
ί

s

(iii) there exists a function Φ(s, u), Φ(s, u)o- φ(s, p) and this Lapu

p

lace integral converges for 0 < 31 p, and φ(s, p) = e~shClJk[h(p)~] \h'{p) \ and
(iv)

\

I \e~upΦ(s, u)F(p)\du \dp converges for

a<dϊs;

then
k{t) F[g(t)]o- \
t

sjo

Φ(sfu)f(u)du

Received June 25, 1957. This paper is a portion of a thesis submitted to the Graduate
School of the University of Colorado.
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and this Laplace integral converges for a
Proof. From (iii) and (iv) it follows that
s

r ^k[k(pJ}\h'(p)\F(p)dp
is absolutely convergent for α<3ΐs. There are two cases to be considered. Since from ( i ) both g and k are single valued, h is monotonic.
Case 1.

If g(0) = 0 and g(oo) = oo, then 0<*h'(p).

Case 2. If #(0)=co and #(oo)=:0, then h'(p)^0.
In either case, therefore, if the substitution t = h(p) is made in the
integral
[°°e-sik(t)F[g(t)]dt,
Jo

then
k{t)F[g(ty\o- \ e-sHv)k\h{p)\ \h\p)\F(p)dp .
S Jo

ί

From (iii) Φ(s, u) can be introduced and by (iv) the order of integration
changed so that
Ht) F[g(t)]o-*[°l[Oe-upF(p) dp]φ(sf u) du .
ί sJθLJθ

J

Finally, from (ii)
k{t) F[g{ty]o- \ <P(8, u)f(u)du .
t

S Jo

To show that there are functions φ(s, p) as assumed in (iii), let, for
example, g(t) = ί2 and k(t) — 1 so that
φ(s, p) —

and
φ(8, u) — (

From this the known relation

t

S Jo
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is obtained.
Special cases of k{t) will sometimes simplify the image of Φ(s, u).
If k(t)=\g'(t)\K[g(t)l then
Φ(s,
If k(t)=W(t)\[g(t)γ, then
0(8,
u

p

In the proof of Theorem 1 it is noted that the only important property required of the kernel is that it be symmetric. Therefore consider
the transformation
s, t)F(t)dt
a

in which the integral is taken in the Lebesgue sense and in which the
interval (α, 6) may be unbounded. This transformation will be called
the ^transform and denoted by

/()
The following theorem is for this transformation with symmetric kernel.
THEOREM 2.

//

( i ) k, g, and h—g'1 are single-valued analytic functions, real on
(a, 6), and such that g{a) — a and g{b)—b (or #(α)=6 and
J
(ii) F(t)o- f(s) and this transformation integral converges for
t

s

a<s<b
(iii)

there exists a function Φ(s, u), Φ(s, u)o- φ(s, p), this transforu

p

mation integral converges for α<s<6, and
Φ(s, p)=K[s, h(Py]k[h(p) ]\h'(p)\;
(iv)

JJjVfat P)Φ(s, u)F\p)\dujdp
converges for s=s0; and
(v)

K(u, p)=K(p, u); then k(t) F[g(t)]o- \ Φ(s, u)f(u)du
t

s Ja

and this
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transformation integral converges for s = sQ.
The proof follows in a manner similar to that of Theorem 1.
Formulas which hold provided F(t) satisfies (ii) or (iv) of the theorem
can be obtained for various transforms for specific k(s) and g(s) with
the aid of tables [3, formulas 14.1(6), 8.12(10), 5.5(6)].
Formula 1.

t)~(s+ί)"1.

For the Stieltjes transformation K(s,
'—7

1

\ °° (ηι I /γ i δ/2 ι

/ o/ //-w \ ΛΛCt T\τr 19

/δ + 1 Jj /rt-f-2\ r\ A 1 \vlΊ IΛ>J

ylA/jUjJ t U o U/L j £ι

c s j o 2πa L

O CSTK1 t\τr 19

I

o O l l l U71 j LΛ

2

s +u/a

P(n,\ slit

J

for a positive.
Formula 2.

For the Hankel transformation K(s, t) = Jv(st)(sty'*
t~*F{alt) O- GΓ 1 !
t

s

Jo

for — 1/2O and α positive.
The Laplace transformation will be considered in the next two
formulas.
Formula 3.
(t+bίa)dF(at2+2bt)
O

t

Λ(Λ
s

IOτr\ rfisla 1 ,)— b^sla /9— s"l8au/-. /Qrtot\~&~ 1 7~) ίol-ι /9ntι\
Jo

~F(iι\ rln

for α and b positive and in which Dd(z) is the parabolic cylinder function. The range of permissible values of d will depend, according to
(iv), on the particular function F(u).
Formula 4.
ίd-1jFXαί-6)o- δ-1[ββ(α%)d/6φ[l/6> (d + b)jb;
t

s

Jo

-s(au)ιIb]f(u)du

for a and b positive and in which φ(A,B; Z) is TFrights' function [4,
vol. 3, § 18.1]. The range of permissible values of d will depend, according to (iv), on the particular function F(u). In the special case
6=1 the formula becomes

ta-χF(a\t)o- \ {i/aulsf Jd(2\/aus)f(u) du .
t

s Jo
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NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF VIBRATION PROBLEMS
IN TWO SPACE VARIABLES
S. D. CONTE

l Introduction* The classical theory of vibrating plates leads to
the following non-dimensional fourth order partial differential equation
in two space variables W(x, y, t) for the transverse vibrations:
(1)

ΔΔW+Wtt = 0 ,

where ΔΔ is the biharmonic operator
2

2

dx dy

dtf

Solutions of this equation for two dimensional regions of arbitrary
shape are of course not known, but even for those plate problems for
which analytic solutions in series form for this equation are available,
the series do not lend themselves easily to numerical calculations. Direct
numerical solutions of this equation are therefore of considerable impotance. It is the purpose of this paper to present a new finite difference approximation to this equation which is stable for all values of
the mesh ratios Δt/Δx2 and Δt\Δy2 and which involves an amount of work
which is entirely feasible on large-scale digital computers. The method
is a generalization of a method prepared by Douglas and Rachford [1]
for solving the two dimensional diffusion equation.
2. The differential and difference equations* We consider first the
specific problem of determining the transverse vibrations of a square
homogeneous thin plate hinged at its boundaries and subjected to an
arbitrary initial condition. The boundary value problem may be written
*W+2*WL+*W+»W
dxi

dtfdy2

dy*

= Ot

b) W(x,y,0)=f(x,y),
c) Wt(x,y,0) = 0,
d)

W(x, y, t)=^-(x,

e)

Wix, y, t)=^~(x,
dy*

(x,y)eR,

0<t<T,

ΘP

(x,y)eR,
(x,y)eR,
y, ί)=0 ,
y, ί)=0 ,

at x=0, 1 for 0 < y < l , t>0 ,
at y=0 , 1 for 0 θ < l , ί > 0 ,

Received February 11, 1957. The author is currently on leave of absence from Wayne
State University, Detroit, Michigan.
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where R is the open region \0<x<l, 0<y<Y\. Letting Δx=Δy=^l/M
we now lay a mesh over the region R and we introduce the following
typical notation for difference operators
w{iΔx,jΔy, nΔt) = w
ίjn

We now approximate (2) by the following finite difference system :
a) —

Δi[wZJ,n+ι+wίJ>n-1]+2Δldlwijn+ΔtJwijn

1
n

-

.

1

j

A

y

W

i

j

n

,

Δt"

£

(4)

(iΔx, jΔy) e # ' , O^nAt^ T ,
c) Wij,o=Wυo=fυ

,

(i, j=l,2,

d) w M > 1 = TF IJ>0 ,

(«,ί = l , 2 , . . . , 3 f - l ) ,
,.

(^.=^..=0

— , Λf—1) ,

n

Λ/f

,

(ί = l , . . . , Λ ί - l
,

(H-,I-l;0^

Ki + i, m =-^j-i,« O = 0, M) )

where β r is the set of lattice points {iΔx, jΔy) in R and in condition e)
and f) wfjn^wijn.
Equation 4a) is implicit in x alone while equation 4b) is implicit in
y alone. The numerical procedure consists of first solving equations 4a)
to obtain wfj>n+1. A system of (M— 1) equations in (Λf— 1) unknowns is
obtained for the unknowns along a single line in the a -direction. The
matrix of this system of equations has at most 5 non-zero elements in
any one row (either on the main diagonal or on two adjacent diagonals).
We shall call such matrices quidiagonal. These quidiagonal systems can
be solved efficiently by an extension of an algorithm for solving tridiagonal matrices due to L. H. Thomas and involve about twice the amount
of work as for tridiagonal matrices.
Use of equation 4a) above, however, is not sufficient to yield good
values of w over a wide range in t because as will be shown the finite
difference approximation is unstable. Equation 4b) then provides a corrective process which combined with 4a) does provide a stable, convergent
process. Equation 4b) is implicit along lines parallel to the y-axis and
again for rectangular regions yields Λf—1 systems of equations each
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involving M— 1 unknowns. The matrices of these equations are again
quidiagonal in form.
By eliminating wfjyn+ι from equations 4a) and 4b) we obtain the following implicit finite difference equation
A

(5)

—d Jiwtjtn+1+wiJtn-1]+2/Pad\,wiJn

+

Δ

Γ

Δ

2

which lends itself more readily to a stability and convergence analysis.
3* Stability considerations* Let v(x, y, t) be the error due to roundoff. Then since equation (5) is linear, it follows that vijn will satisfy
the system
a) - 4 K J ) M + 1 + ^ j ) W - 1 ] + 2 4 J > ί i n + - φ i J i n + 1 4 - v i j , n - 1 ]
Δ

Δ

I

(6)

= =
Zίt'

/Γ
4

vJ.

j

b) v < J ι 0 and v 4 J f l arbitrary
c)

j,

(i,^"=l,

, M—1) ,

ij, n =--v < - 1 j > n (*=0, M)
/

Ίx

d)

f yί0
iJ+l,n=--'W«J-l,n=O

0 = 0 , Λf)

The eigenfunctions of (6) are of the form
vίjn=cin sin 7rpa?t sin πqy3 ,
where xi — iΔx, y^jΔy.

p, g = l ,

, M— 1 ,

It is easily shown that, for example,

=16

3n

sin 3

Applying this to equation (6a) and rearranging we obtain the following recurrence relation in an :

where
(8)

a-

1

2 s

2

+P 4 Q~2psls q

2

=

2

2

(l-ps ps q)

1538

and β,=sin ^-

S. D. CONTE
2

sg=sin M-, p=δiζ=δi£=8r .

The difference equation

(6) will be stable provided that the roots of the characteristic equation

corresponding to (7) are at most equal to one in absolute value. These
roots are equal to one in absolute value if | α | ^ l , a condition which
follows at once from the definitions of sp, sq and p. Thus the finite
difference system (4) is stable for all values of the mesh ratio p and
for all values of p and q.
It should be pointed out that if (2) is replaced by an explicit finite
difference approximation, a stability analysis leads to the requirement
that

This restriction on the time step ordinarily leads to an amount of computing time which is not feasible even with the most modern computers.
On the other hand a straightforward implicit finite difference approximation to (2), while simpler than (4) and also stable for all values of
the mesh ratio, leads to a system of (ikf—I)2 equations in (M—lf unknowns which must be solved at each time step. Even a 20 x 20 interior
grid leads to a system of 400 equations in 400 unknowns again involving an unreasonable amount of computing time.
Finally if one attempts to use 4a) without the corrective equation
4b) the same stability analysis given above leads to the characteristic
equation

where

It is easily verified that for some values of p and q, \β\>l and hence
equation 4a) is not stable for all values of p.
4- Treatment of other boundary conditions* The stability analysis
of § 3 depends upon the existence of a set of eigenfunctions of the difference operator given in (6a) which satisfy the boundary conditions (6c)
and (6d). If the boundary conditions (2d) and (2e) corresponding to the
difference conditions (6c) and (6d) change, the eigenf unctions of the system (6) will also change. Let us consider then the error equation (6a)

NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF VIBRATION PROBLEMS
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with the boundary conditions (6c), (6d) replaced by the general homogeneous conditions :
(9)

Lm(vijn)=0

(«, j) e S 1 . ( m = l , 2, 3, 4) ,

,

where S 1 is the set of boundary points affected by the conditions Lm.
Assume a set of eigenfunctions of (6a) of the form
vi3n{v,

q)=a>nΦιAPf Q) >

p, g = l ,

, Λf-1 .

Substituting into (6a) and rearranging, we obtain
an+1-2apqan+an-1=0
where

Now let H and if have a common set of eigenfunctions subject to the
condition (9), i. e.

We then have
«„=!»•

and the condition for stability is simply that for all p and q

Thus the stability analysis of § 3 can be applied for any boundary conditions for which the operators H and K have common eigenfunctions.
5 A mean square convergence theorem for the square region. For
the problem considered in § 2 assume that the function f(x, y), is sufficiently regular in the closed region R to guarantee the existence and
boundedness of
dQw
in R.

dSΌ

dQw

dQw dHυ

Then it can be shown following the usual series expansions that

1540
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(10)
I

and moreover that
(11)

Jt^Al[wίJtn+1-

Hence the difference operator (5) approximates the differential equation
(2) to terms which are 0(Ax2+At2). In the notation of [2] the elementary
truncation error hίjn is
(12)

h^

and by Theorem 1 of [2] we have
(13)

\\Wijn-wijn

uniformly in n, where

(14)

1 J F f J n _ w < J n | = ^ ^ { J ί 1 Wijn -

It thus follows that if the boundary value problem (2) is sufficiently
well defined in the sense that the derivatives mentioned above exist
boundedly in the closed region R, then the solution of (4) converges in
the mean to the solution of (2) with errors given by (13) as Δx and At
tend to zero.
The convergence proof given above holds for a rectangular region
only. In practice one is usually interested in point-wise convergence
rather than convergence in the mean square sense. Section 6 establishes
point-wise convergence of the solution of the difference system to the
solution of the differental system.
6. Point-wise convergence* A solution of the boundary value problem (2) can be given in series form
oo

(15)

eβ

W(x, i/,ί) = Σ Σ Apq sin pπx sin qπy cos (p2+q2)π2t .

The initial condition (2b) will be satisfied provided that Apq are taken to
be the Fourier coefficients of f(x, y), i.e.
(16)

Am=4: \ \ f(x, y) sin pπx sin qπy dxdy .
Jo Jo
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The conditions on f(x, y) are assumed to be such that the series
(15) converges and is the unique solution of the boundary value problem
(2). A solution w(x, y, t) of the finite difference system consisting of
(4a, b, e, f) can be obtained by separation of variables as follows :
(17)

w(x, κ,ί) = Σ Σ Bm sin pπx sin qπy cos ^ - arc cos M ΐ ^ ,
p-i «-i

λ2(p,

r

q)

where

and Bpq are arbitrary constants. The series (17) satisfies the finite difference system (4) except for the initial condition 4c).
We will now show that it is possible to choose the coefficients Bpq
so that the solution w(x, yf t) of the difference system will converge to
the solution W{x,y,t) of the differential system as Λf-*oo. We first
define an integer k(M) such that k(M)<M1>5 and limk(M)=oo. We
M-*oo

then choose the Bpq so that Bpq = 0 for p>k(M), q>k(M) and the remaining Bpq so that for any e>0 there exists an M^ε) such that for
M>Mlf
\BPQ-Apq\<εM-*15 uniformly for p, g = l ,

(18)

, k{M) .

One way of satisfying (18) for instance is to choose Bm—Apa for p, g=
1, •• , k(M). An exact solution of the difference equation then is
(19)

wM(x, y,t)~ Σ Σ Bpq sin pπx sin qπy cos

arc cos —- .

This solution satisfies the initial condition
k

(20)

k

wM(x, y, 0) = Σ Σ

^PQ sin

p πE sin g r?/

and of course does not satisfy the exact initial condition w(x, y, 0) =
/(#, ?/). However, it will satisfy this initial condition in the limit as
M->oo.
LEMMA

1. For any p>0,

5

Ogz^—ikf-*' ,

exists an M2(p) such that for M>M2 and for any ε>0
(21)

4r(zl+zϊ)-arc

cos^ <

r ε

φ

0^z 2 ^—M~ , there
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where
2

2

λι=(l—p sin z1 sin z2f ,
λ2=(1—p

sin 2 #! sin 2 z 2 ) 2 +p(sin 2 zL+sin2 z.zf .

Proof. We first choose Mz{p) such that Λf>ikf3 and for all admissible zlf z2
(22)
Let
F(zlf

z2)-

It is obvious that F(0,0) — 0 and it can be shown by direct calculation
that the partial derivatives of F(zlf z2) up to and including those of order
3 all vanish at ^ = 0 , z2=0. Thus in the Taylor series expansion of
F(zl9 zz) the remainder term is

where the coefficients ^(^,^2), i = ( l , « ,5), are related to the fourth
derivatives of Ffe, z2) and 0<^<—ikf"4/5,
Δ

0^^ 2 <—M" 4 / 5 . Using the
Δ

inequality (22) it is possible to show that the au are bounded functions
of p. Thus using the extreme limits of zι, z2 we have

\F(zlf z.m
and hence it follows that there exists an M2(p) such that for M>M2,

as the lemma asserts.
Now multiplying (21) by
r

and putting z1—^-, zi=-^- we have
2M
2M
^M'

UP, Q)

and therefore
(23)

λ

p>

cos M!L arc cos ^

g)

2

-cos π

NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF VIBRATION PROBLEMS
THEOREM

1 (THE CONVERGENCE THEOREM).

a)

t>0 , 0 < # < l , 0 < 2 / < l ;

b)

I Apq\<^P

,
115

c)

k(M)<M

d)

\Bpq~A

p>0

Under the
p,t,x,y
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assumptions

fixed

P constant, for all p, q=l, 2,

, oo

, Urn k(M)= oo

we have
lim wM(x, y, £)= W(x, y, t)
or
B(M) sin pπx
pττα; sin qπy cos ^ i arc cos :ΛΛPr
lim Σ Σ Bpz(M)
M—>o° ϋ = l
oo

(7 = 1

q)

Ύ*

oo

= Σ Σ Apq sin pπx sin g7r?/ cos (p2+q2)π2t .
Proo/.
wM{x, y, t)— W(x, y,t)—^Σ, Σ {Bp(l—Apq) sin pτr# sin qπy cos (p2+q2)π2t
+ Σ Σ (^Bpg—Apq) sin pπα; sin g7rJ cos
p=iq=i

L

+ Σ Σ Apq sin p7rίc sin qπy\ cos
1 1

L

arc cos ——cos (p2+q2)π2t
r

J

l2

arc cos ——cos (p2+q2)π2t
r

λ«

J

+ Σ Σ ^.pg sin p7rίc sin qπy cos
fc + l fc + 1

By conditions c) and d) above and Lemma 1,

M

M

By condition b) and c) and Lemma 1,

and because the series for w(x, y, t) converges there exists an Λf4 such
that for M>M,
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Thus for M>max(M 1 , Af2, Λf4),
\WM(X, V, t)-W(x,

y,

t)\^

This establishes the convergence theorem.
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A PROPERTY OF DIFFERENTIAL FORMS IN
THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS
PAUL DEDECKER
1.

In the classical problems involving a simple integral

(1)

I^L(ί, q\ (t)dt,

i=l

one is led to the consideration of the Pfaffian form
(2)

ω

^ ιw
dq

7

d qι ( q
dq
\ dqι

where

ωi=dqί~qidt .
For example this form ω is the one which gives rise to the "relative
integral invariant" of E. Cartan.
In a recent note [1] L. Auslander characterizes the form ω by a
theorem equivalent to the following one.
THEOREM

1. Among all semi-basic forms θ such that
θ=Ldt mod ωι

(3)

the form ω of (2) is the only one satisfying the condition
(4)

dθ^

In this, a semi-basic form is a form for which the local expression
contains only the differentials of t, q^not of qι). The integral / i s defined
over an arc c of a space W with local coordinates t, q\ qι satisfying
the equations ωι — 0\ Therefore in (1) the form Ldt may be replaced
by any θ satisfying (3).
Condition (4) is a special case of a congruence discovered by Lepage
[5]. The purpose of the present note is to give a natural reason for this
congruence which goes beyond its nice algebraic expression.
Let us observe that the space W is the manifold of 1-dimensional
ι
contact elements of a manifold 5^ with local coordinates £, q . The map
(ί, q\ gr«)->(ί, (f)
is then the local expression of the natural projection π: W -> 5^Γ We
Received January 14, 1957.
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remark that we do not integrate (1) on any arc c in W^ satisfying
ι
ω = 0 but on such an arc the projection c of which in 5^ is regular.
2 Let U be the domain in ^ of the coordinates t,qim, then the
t, q\ q* are defined in an open subset We W" of projection π(W) — U.
If we denote by L* n real undeterminates, we have coordinates t, q\ q% Lt
in WxRn; we then define in this product the PfaίRan form
(5)

Qw=Ldt+L^

.

Now, let us cover "W with open sets W, W,
this way we get a
family of products WxRn, W xRn,
with forms ΩW9 Ωw,,
. Using
fibre bundle techniques, one proves that over a non-empty intersection
Wf}W the products WxRn and W' xRn can be glued together in such
a way that the forms induced on WΓϊWxR"
coincide. This yields a
fibre bundle E{ Ύ/f Rn) over 5T~ as base, with fibre Rn. This bundle is
covered by open subsets isomorphic with the products WxRn and in
which the t, q\ q\ Lt are local coordinates there is also on £ a global
Pfaffian form Ω of local expression (5). Combining the projections
E -> W and 7/^ -> 5^ we obtain a map E-^^
locally defined by
(ί, q\ q\ Li) -> (ί, (f) .
We want to characterize in E the extremal arcs c* of \Ω which have
a regular projection in X"
An extremal arc c* of \Ω has to satisfy the local equations
d(dΩ)z=θ(dΩ)_θ(dΩ)=
d(dt) d(ωτ) d(d(f)
We have

dΩ^ωAdt + ί
dqι

\ dqι

These equations are therefore

%

dq

Lz)dt
J

dtdL^O .

0,
ι

dq

Since an arc c* of regular projection in ψ" cannot satisfy simultaneously
co1 — 0 and dt — O it has to lie in the submanifold F of E locally characterized by
dL _T
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or equivalently by condition (4).
THEOREM

2. Every arc c* in E for which \Ω is stationary and the

projection of which in ^ is regular necessarily lies in the submanifold
F of E locally defined by the congruence (4). Furthermore the projection
c of c* in 5^ extremizes in the classical sense the integral (1). Finally
if c is a regular extremal are of (1) in 5^" let c* be the arc of F the
projection c of which in Jp" is the arc of tangent directions to c; then
c* extremizes \Ω.
3. The submanifold F can be identified with *W in an obvious
way so that 5 ^ can be considered as a submanifold of E. Then clearly
Ω induces ω on W."
THEOREM 3. // the integral (1) is regular there exists a (one-to-one)
correspondence between the regular extremal arcs c in 5^ of (1) and the

extremal arcs c of

\ω in *W* which have a regular projection in 3f

Starting from an extremal c, the corresponding c is the arc the points
of which are the tangent directions to c starting from c the corresponding c is its projection in 5^f
In this statement, regularity of (1) means that the matrix {d^Ljdtfdq3)
is everywhere non singular.
Theorem 2 and 3 give a complete justification of condition (4).
Theorem 3 was actually proved by E. Cartan [2]. These theorems are
special cases of similar theorems involving multiple integrals and even
those in which the function L depends on higher order contact elements.
Theorem 2 was first proved by the author [3], as well as the alluded
generalizations.
Combining Theorems 2 and 3 yields the following.
THEOREM

4. In the regular case, every arc c in

<

W of regular

projection in 5^~ which extremizes \ω with respect to variations confined
to W does also extremίze \Ω with respect to variations in the larger
space E.
4 There is a last question to be answered: why in Theorem 1
restrict oneself to semi-basic forms ?
We can only add to L.dt a linear combination of Pfaffian forms
ι
ι
vanishing with ω every such form is a linear combination of the ω
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and is therefore semi-basic. Hence the restriction to semi-basic forms
in Theorem 1 was actually redundant.
However, as mentioned above and as I have proved in various papers
(e.g. [3, 4]), the above properties generalize to a multiple integral
(6)

h

to be integrated over a p-surface c defined by qί = qί(tcύ) and where qΐ
l
stands for dq \dt*. Then 5^ is of dimension n+p and *W (which is
geometrically the manifold of p-dimensional contact elements of 5^) is
of dimension n+p+np. We can consider that we integrate (6) in *W
over a p-surf ace c of regular projection in 5^ and solution of the Pfaffian
equations

Such a p-surface c is formed of the contact elements of dimension p to
a regular p-surface in 3^ and will be called a p-multίplieity.
Now in (6) we can add to L.dt any p-form vanishing on all pmultiplicities and all such forms are no longer semi-basic if p>l: for
example dωιAdfA*
Adtp is such one. Nevertheless, the semi-basic
forms satisfying the Lepage congrences [5]:
(7)

θ=Ldt

(8)

modω*,
modω*.

dθ=0

play an important role for a deeper reason which is actually a transversality condition. We briefly discuss this below referring the reader
to my memoir [4] for further details.
5. Let J?Γ be a p-dimensional manifold and K a domain of ^Γ with
regular boundary K. A map
c: K-+T~
is a domain of integration of (6) it gives rise canonically to a map
c: K-> W
such that for keK,
k.

c(k) is the contact element of dimension p to c at

A variation (or homotopy) of c is a family of maps
ct: K-> 3^~,

this yields a variation of c:

teR

,

co=c

DIFFERENTIAL FORMS IN THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS

ct:
We also define C: KxR-^^C:
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K-

KxR->

Why

The corresponding variation of \θ is then

which may be expressed as a sum of two terms:
(9)

=[

dθ+[ _θ.

The domains of integration Cot and λotC are the restrictions of C to
Kxlot and Kxlot respectively (where Iot = [O,f](zR). We say that the
variation C is transversal to θ if this form vanishes on λC (restriction
of C to KxR). This being the case, the last integral (or boundary
term) in (9) is zero.
Now the variations usually considered are those for which the restriction of C to K is constant (fixed boundary variations): for those,
s o
λC has an everywhere non-regular projection in 5^
that every semibasic form vanishes on λC. Therefore if we replace in (6) L.dt by a
semi-basic p-form θ satisfying (7), all variations with fixed boundary are
transversal to it. This would of course not be the case, should we add
to L.dt a non-semi-basic p-form vanishing on all p-multiplicities.
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A NOTE ON ADDITIVE FUNCTIONS
H. DELANGE AND H. HALBERSTAM

l
A real valued function f(n), defined on the set of natural numbers, is called additive if f(mn) = f(m) + f(n) whenever (m, n) — \, and
strongly
additive
if a l s o f(p*) = f(p) f o r p p r i m e a n d a = 2, 3 , •••. W e
define

(1)

An=Σ AP)IP ,

#»=Σ f\v)!v ,

and we assume throughout that
(2)

Bw->°° ,

n-+co .

Additive functions for which Bn = O(l) have already been discussed
thoroughly in Erdos and Wintner [4], They proved the following theorem:
Define
r l for

t/(p)for
Then the additive function f(n) possesses a distribution function if, and
only if, the series
Σf'(p)IP

Σ{/'(P)}2IP

and

V

V

converge.
Moreover, it follows from a general result of P. Levy [10] that this
distribution function is continuous if, and only if, the series Σ f(p)Iv
jΓ(ίO#0

diverges. Surveys of this subject are given in Kac [7] and Kubilyus [9].
A comprehensive account is being prepared by H. N. Shapiro.
Our knowledge of functions subject to (2) is not as complete. Outstanding is the result of Erdos and Kac [3] which states that if
(3)

f(p) = O(l),

the distribution of

ArntA,
BT

m

<n,

is asymptotically Gaussian. In a recent note H. N. Shapiro [11] has
shown that the theorem of Erdos and Kac remains true even when (3)
is replaced by
Received July 26, 1956 and in revised form April 11, 1957.
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limi?" 1

(4)

Σ

/KP)!P=O

for every ε>0

Since (4) is essentially the Lindeberg condition which is necessary and
sufficient for the central limit theorem to hold, one is led to conjecture
that (4) is not only the sufficient but also the necessary condition for
the truth of the theorem of Erdόs and Kac. However, it seems very
difficult to establish the necessity (see Kubilyus [8] and Tanaka [12]).
Associated with such questions about the distributions of additive
arithmetic functions is a number of ' moment' problems, which, if solved,
lead to results of independent interest. Thus, for example, the following
result is suggested by, and includes, the theorem of Erdos and Kac.
THEOREM

1.

Let f(m) be strongly additive and subject to (2) and

(5)

f(p)=o(Bf).

Then we have for each fixed k=l, 2, 3,

(For proofs see Delange [1], [2], Halberstam [5], [6].)
The purpose of the present communication is to indicate briefly a
proof that Theorem 1 remains true even when (5) is replaced by the
weaker pair of conditions (4) and
f(p) = O(B]!2) .

(5a)

That (5a) alone does not suffice can be seen readily from the case f(p)
= logp, which determines a very different kind of distribution. On the
other hand, (4) alone would also be inadequate, as can be seen from the
following example.
Let pu p2,
, pj9
be an increasing sequence of primes with the
property that the number of primes which belong to this sequence and
do not exceed x is o(loglog#). Now take
j ( ^ ) 1 / 2 if p—Pj ,

ι 1 , if p does not belong to the sequence.
Then Bn~(\og\ogri)

and condition (4) is satisfied.

However,

j g (fW - A,)' ^ (f(Pj) - APjY ~ p)
whereas, if Theorem 1 were true in this case, we should have

A NOTE ON ADDITIVE FUNCTIONS

Σ (f(m)-ApY~3Pj(\og\ogPjγ
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.

The most general formulation of Theorem 1 remains an open question. The theorem shows, incidentally, that although the method of moments is in many ways more tractable for determining the distributions
of given functions, it is not as wide in scope as the method evolved by
Erdos and Kac.
2 We suppose throughout this section that (4) and (5a) hold. First
of all, we rewrite (4) as
(6)

\im φ(n, ε) = 0

for every ε>0 ,

where

(7)

Φ(n,ε)=B;> Σ

P<n

f\v)lv .

I

To simplify subsequent arithmetic we choose ε<l/2 and keep it fixed;
then we choose n so large that
(8)

φ(n, ε)<—ε

as is possible by (6). We set

and observe that in view of (9) and the well-known relation
Σ P~τ = log log y+c+o(l)

(10)

p<y

where c is an absolute constant,1

We define
(12)

i4*=

Σ

f(p)IP,

Bf=

Σ

Γ(P)IP

*<*nιlt

and
(13)

/*(m)=

Σ

/(P).

By (7) and (12)
1

The constants implied by the use of the O-notation depend throughout on at most k.
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B*=Bn(l-φ(n,

e))

and this combines with (11) to give
(14)

Btn=BJl
LEMMA 1.

+ O(ε*+φ(n, ε)) .

An=A*n+O(BT{ε+ε-'φin,

e)}) .

Proof. By (1)

An =

Σ

ΆP)IP+

Σ

ΆP)IP+

Σ f(p)lp

The first sum on the right is A* by (12) with y—an, the second sum
is O(εBιJ2) by (11), and the third"is less than

Σ f\p)\p=B)ϊh-'φ{n, ε)
by (7). Hence the result.
LEMMA 2.

Proof.

If r^k,

then

By (13) and the definition of /(m)

f(m)-f*(m)=

Σ /(P)+ Σ
Σ /(P)Σ
p<.n,ρ)m
p\m
<|

where 8^ is the set of those primes less than n which satisfy either
(i)
or
(ii)
Then the sum of Lemma 2 is
O(Σ

Σ

Σ'Ί/MPO

/MPV)! Σ

1

/r

= O ( Σ {max ι/αor>} Σ Γ—5—
where Σ / r indicates t h a t t h e summation is carried out over all sets of
distinct prime numbers pu p2, •••, pv with pte & (i — 1, 2, •••, v), and
[y] stands for t h e integer p a r t of y. Using (5a), (i) and (ii) this expression is
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Σ \f(p)\lp\s\ Σ
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\f(p)\lphs),

l></2

/

which, as in the proof of Lemma 1, becomes

θ(n Σ,B^h ± {B)l\e^φ)Y{BTeγ-s)^θ(nBl Σ Σ {^
\

V=l

S=0

/

\

V=lS=0

here we have used the restrictions on the magnitudes of e and φ imposed at the beginning of § 2 (see inequality (8)).
Next we set

Mk(n) = ±(f(m)-Anf
m=l

,

M*(n)=£ (f*(m)-A*Y .
mι=l

Then

so that by Lemmas 1 and 2 and Cauchy's inequality
Mk(n)-Mf(n)
IΛ.-i4*|riΣI/(m)-/*(m)h|/*(

Σ

= θ(
1

^

o

k

But by the methods of Halberstam [5] or Delange [2] it is a straightforward matter to confirm that for n sufficiently large
Mf(rc) = ^ 5 * )ι/ί(2τr)-1/aί~ ωιe-Jl2dω{l + O(ε)} ,
so that by (14) and (8)
(15)

M*(rc) =

and, in particular

Hence
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now, whilst still keeping e fixed, we let n tend to infinity, and obtain
lim

MM_MJ(r?)
nBT

Thus, by (15) with l=k,

Since the left side is entirely independent of ε, and yet the relation is
true for every e<l/2, we have now proved that

for every fixed & = 1, 2, 3, ••• .
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1 with condition (5) replaced
by the pair of conditions (5a) and (4).
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CHARACTERISTIC DIRECTION FOR EQUATIONS OF
MOTION OF NON-NEWTONIAN FLUIDS
J. L. ERICKSEN

1. Introduction* According to the Reiner-Rivlin theory of nonNewtonian fluids,1 the stress tensor t) is given in terms of the rate of
strain tensor d) by relations of the form
(l)

ti^-pδt+jςdi+^did},

where p is an arbitrary hydrostatic pressure, the ^ ' s are essentially
arbitrary differentiable functions of
(2)

11= - — dfii,

I Π ^ d e t dj,

Li

and dj satisfies the incompressibility condition
(3)
d\=0.
The tensors dj and t) are both symmetric.
It is known [2] that the characteristic directions of the corresponding
equations of motion are the unit vectors v% satisfying
(4)

F(vi)

where

Since F(vι) is a continuous function of v4 on the compact set ^ = 1 ,
a necessary and sufficient condition that no real characteristic directions
exist is that F(vt) be of one sign for all unit vectors. Using this fact,
we obtain simpler necessary conditions which are shown to be sufficient
when
2. Necessary conditions* Let dlf dt and dd denote the eigenvalues
of dj. From (3),
Received April 12, 1957.
1
This theory was proposed independently by Reiner [4] for compressible fluids, by
Rivlin [5] for incompressible materials. We treat the latter case.
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(5)

d1+d1 + dΛ = O .

We restrict our attention to unit vectors vt which are perpendicular to
an eigenvector of d) and note that Ffa), being a continuous function of
ui9 must be of one sign for all unit vectors in order that no real
characteristic directions exist. Given any unit vector v% perpendicular
to an eigenvector e% corresponding to d3, we may introduce a rectangular
Cartesian coordinate system such that, at a point, v% is parallel to the
positive a^-axis and e% is parallel to the #3-axis. Then
v% = δiτ, d13=d23=dudl

= d21dt = 0 ,

sin 2φ , d^—d^ ,

2d12=(dι-d2)

where φ is the angle between v% and an eigenvector corresponding to
dt. Making these substitutions in F(^)f given by (4), we obtain, by a
routine calculation,

(6)

F{v,) - 2[jς - J^d 2 ] { ^ ~ ΉΛ* ~ y(di - d2f sin
dll

3

βIΠ

3

ΘIIlJJ

which must be of one sign for all real angles φ. This is clearly true
if and only if it is of the same sign for φ = 0 and φ = 7r/4. That is,
either
(7)
and
(8)

3

an

"dll

or (7) and (8) hold simultaneously with the inequalities reversed. By
similarly analyzing the cases where v% is perpendicular to eigenvectors
of d) corresponding to dλ and d2, we conclude that either
(9)
and
(10)
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[^-^J[^Γ-J^]<O

(iΦj),

or
(ii)

and (10) holds with the inequality reversed. Now (11) cannot hold for
all i and j , so this possibility is ruled out. We thus have
1. A necessary and sufficient condition that no real characteristic directions exist is that ί 1 ( ^ i ) > 0 ; in order that there exist no
real characteristic directions perpendicular to an eigenvector of d), it is
necessary and sufficient that the inequalities (9) and (10) hold.
For (9) and (10) to hold, it is necessary and sufficient that either
THEOREM

(12)
and

(is)

or
(14)
and
(15)

θΠ

d J + d S d l

011 *8IΠ 0Πl

3. Equivalent conditions. Let tt denote the eigenvalues of the
stress tensor corresponding to the eigenvalue di of dmn so that from (1),

Using (5),

(16)

tt-t} = U% +^(dt+dMd, - d3)

From (2) and (5),
(17)

π
(ί, j , kΦ).

Using (16) and (17) to express tt—t, as a function of dt—d} and dk{i,j, kφ),
we calculate
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(18)

djtj-t)
O\di

[

d

From (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (18) and Theorem 1, we have
THEOREM 2. When the eigenvalues of d) are all unequal, a necessary
and sufficient condition that there exist no real characteristic direction
perpendicular to an eigenvector of d) is that either
( i ; ) / ( i ^ )

and

β(ίt-

or
(ti-tJKdi-djXO and d^-t^d^-d^^KO

(i,j,kΦ).

When (12) holds, the stress power Φ, given by

is negative, a possibility which many writers exclude on thermodynamic
grounds.
4. The case ^ = 0 . When ^ ^ 0 , J^Γ^O, the characteristic
equation (4) has been shown [2] to reduce to
(19)

G(»4)

where

In fact, F{vi)^2^G{vi).
When ^ " = 0 , ^ Γ = 0 , every direction is
characteristic, a case which we exclude. Using the Hamilton-Cay ley
theorem,

we can reduce (19) to the form
(20)

G(αf β)^J^

where
(21)

α

CHARACTERISTIC DIRECTIONS FOR EQUATIONS OF MOTION
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Now (21) is a mapping of the unit sphere v 4 i/=l onto a region R
in the a—β plane. The conditions
v

da

P)

011

dlll

^

0III

0

011

f

? ^ Ί ^ 0

011

0ΠI

for all da,dβ ,

must be satisfied at any interior point of R at which G is a maximum
or minimum. These conditions cannot be satisfied unless 0^f/0II —
0_^Γ/0IΠ=O, in which case G(^) is independent of v4, and ^ f ^ O is
then necessary and sufficient that there exist no real characteristics.
From the implicit function theorem, values of vέ corresponding to boundary
points of R are such that the equations
da=2di3Mv3,

dβ=2d\ dimκ*dvm ,

0 = v%d\t

do not admit a unique solution for du* in terms of cfo and dβ. We thus
have
THEOREM 3. Maximum and minimum values of G(vt)9 hence of
hence of F{vt)9 occur only at values of v% such that the vectors v%, di3vj
and d%dkmvm are linearly dependent or, equivalentlyy at values such that
the determinant D of these three vectors vanishes.

Whatever be the unit vector vif we can always choose rectangular
Cartesian coordinates such that, at a point, Pi = Silf d 2 3 =0. The condition
D=0 then reduces to
1
0=

dn

0

0
Ct2i

^3

^21(^11 + ^22)

If dai=0((Z81 = 0), δt2(δi3) is an eigenvector of dtJ.
If d^d^ΦO, d3d=dn,
the vector with components (0, eZ31, — d21) is an eigenvector of diJ9 whence
follows
The vectors vi9 diόvj, d\dUmym can he linearly dependent
only when vt is perpendicular to an eigenvector of d].
THEOREM 4.

Theorems 3 and 4 imply that, when ^ f = 0, we will have F(v«)>0
for all unit vectors ^ if and only if .F(i^)>0 for each unit vector vi
which is perpendicular to an eigenvector of d). From Theorem 1, we
then deduce
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5. When j ^ = 0, a necessary and sufficient condition that
there exist no real characteristic directions is that the inequalities (9) and
(10) hold.
THEOREM
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ON TWO THEOREMS OF PHRAGMEN-LINDELOF
FOR LINEAR ELLIPTIC AND PARABOLIC
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF
THE SECOND ORDER
AVNER FRIEDMAN

1. Introduction. In Part I of this paper our main interest is to
generalize to elliptic equations the following theorem of PhragmenLindelof :
THEOREM 0. / / f(z) -> a as z —> oo along two straight lines, and
f(z) is regular and bounded in the angle between them, then f(z) -> a
uniformly in the whole angle as z -> oo.

A generalization of the classic Phragmen-Lindelof theorem to elliptic
equations was given by Gilbarg [1] and Hopf [4]. A refined form of
that classic theorem, due to the Nevanlinnas [5], [6; 42-44] and Heins
[3], was generalized to elliptic equations by Serrin [8],
In generalizing Theorem 0 we shall make an extensive use of
the Gilbarg-Hopf results.
In Part II we generalize to parabolic equations both the classic
Phragmen-Lindelof Theorem and Theorem 0.
In § 2, Theorem 0 is proved for elliptic equations defined in any 2dimensional domains (Theorems 1, 2). The case n>2 is treated in §3,
for domains contained in a half space. In § 4 we consider the behavior
of solutions in an angular neighborhood of the origin, and we obtain
results similar to those of §§2, 3. In §§5, 6, generalizations to parabolic
equations are given: Theorems 7, 9 extend the classic PhragmenLindelof Theorem and Theorems 8, 10 extend Theorem 0.
The results in Part I are somewhat analogous with Theorems 2, 3,
3' of Gilbarg-Serrin's paper [2]. The similarity appears both in the type
of conditions imposed on the coefficients of the elliptic operator and in
the assertions. It is however important to note that our results cannot
be obtained by the Gilbarg-Serrin methods, since Harnack Inequalities
which play an essential role in their paper, do not hold uniformly in
open domains.
Received May, 13, 1957. Paper written under contract with Office of Naval Research
N58304.
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PART I

2, Consider the differential operator
fΣδi(«)
defined in a domain Zλ In this and the following chapter D is supposed
to be unbounded. We denote by dD the boundary of D, and by D the
closure of D. We shall assume throughout Part I that L satisfies the
following conditions ([1], [4]):
(1) Σ l°^(#)| is bounded in D, and, for all xeD, ξt real,

(ii) for all xeD,

\x\ = r,

(2)

ΣI6i(»)I^PW,
i

where p(r), defined for 0<r<cχ>, is monotone decreasing and
\ p(r)dr< oo .
Jo

define αυ(oo)=limα0(a;) as |a?| -> oo (^eD), whenever the limit exists.
The matrix (atJ(x)) is said to be Dini continuous at infinity, if there
exists a monotone decreasing function φ(r) with \ r~Ύ(r) cZr< oo, such
that for # e ί ) , |α;| = r,

Let %(a?) be defined in D and belong to C\D). In Theorems 1-6 the
function u{x) is also assumed to be continuous in D. Denote
m(r)=

inf

u(x) ,

xβD, \x\=r

Kr)—

SU

P I*ΦOI

xβD, \x\=r

Let Kβ denote the ^-dimensional cone with angular opening β,0<β^2π,
whose axis is the positive #w-axis and whose vertex is at the origin.
1. Suppose DaKβ, n=2. Assume that L satisfies (i), (ii)
and that {aiό{x)) is continuous at infinity with 0^^(00) — ^^. // Lu(x)^0
in the open set Drΰ=DΠ\x\>r0, u(x)^0 on dDrQ and for some
LEMMA

lim rΰrm(rk)

=§

(rk -> 00 as k ~> 00) ,
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and if r0 is sufficiently large (depending only on L, β and γf), then u(x)^0
in Dro.
By u(x)^0 on dG we mean: liminf u{x)^§ as x tends to dG(xeG).

v

Proof. Following the Gilbarg-Hopf method, it is enough to prove the
existence of functions vR(x), rQ<R<cof with the following properties:
(3)
(4)
(5 )

if

LvR(x)^0

if

\x\^R ,

xedDrn

if

\x\=R ,

xeDrQ ,

\x\<R ,

xeDrQ,

Y

for every x e DrQ , R vR(x) is bounded as R -> oo .

Denote by h(x[, x2) the harmonic function defined in the semicircle
2
2
C": xl +x2 <l, x'2>0, which takes the value 0 on the diameter and the
value 1 on the rest of the boundary. The transformation z' = z\ where
f
γ'<δ<γ, z — Xϊ+ix[, z=x2+ixlt maps S=Kβf]\x\<l onto a domain S ' c C .
The function k{xly x2)—h(x{, x2) is harmonic in £ and takes boundary
values ^ 0 on the radii and the value 1 on the rest of the boundary.
We shall find vB(x) in the form vΛ(α)=Λ(fc(—
If we show, in addition to
(6)
(7)

Λ(0) = 0,

Λ(l) = l ,

L/R^O,

that
if

0£fR(k)£l

O^fc^l,

and

r

fR(k) = 0(k ") uniformly in R, as k-+0 ,

then (3), (4), (5) follow.

Note, in proving (5), that iPJcf—) is bounded
\R J
as i2->co. The construction of fR proceeds as in Hopf's proof [4], except for the facts that property d) p. 421 and the inequality

(8)

Σ
(χ)\

do not hold for the corresponding k.
The image of Kβ under the mapping z' = z8 is a 2-dimensional cone
UL*_8 (ε>0) with opening π — e and S;czK^s.
From Hopf's proof it is
clear that instead of satisfying d), it is enough for k to satisfy:
r
d ) along each equipotential arc k(x) = const.,
1/2

dx.

on the axis of x2 (say at x), H>0. Since the equipotential arcs of k{x)
is S correspond to equipotental arcs of h(xf) in S\ we have
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dz

~~

dx'2

^ Hdh(x')

~

dx2

g|y.(δ-D/δ _ _ H &k(x)

d'

d

where x' is the image of x and i ϊ > 0 . Here, in the case <5<1, we used
the inequality \xf\<Rλ\x'\ (ίZ;>0), noting that
S'aK^t.
The estimation of Σ a>tj(x)Kj(£) i n Lk (see [4; p. 423]) has to be
modified, since (8) does not hold for k. Defining
(9)

eij{x) = atJ(x) — δtJ ,

ε(r) =

sup

and using the harmonicity of k, we get

where A and B are constants, and |£|
Using the inequality 2\ξ'\^h{ξ') ([1

p. 414]), we obtain

Define r 0 to be such that if r>r0 then Be(r)<l—γrjd. Then, the last
inequality for / shows that Hopf 's method can be applied to prove that
L / R ^ O , provided that fR satisfy:

(10)

ί/'(fc)
^ ± ζ fcl *

£^L

H(dk(x)ldx2)

where 5 = (0, x2) (k is a monotone function of x2).
Solving (10) we obtain,
(11)

fm

1

= Ek^'

exp (- ACk-P(x2)) ,

Λ(0) = 0 ,

where
Jo

exp ( - A C -

The verification of (6), (7) is immediate and the proof is thereby completed.
LEMMA 2. Suppose DaKβ, n—2. Assume that L satisfies (i), (ii)
and that (a^x)) is continuous at infinity with aίj(oo) — Sίj. If rQ is sufficiently large, then there exists a function w(x), defined in DrQ, and
having the following properties:
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(a)

w(x)^0

if

(b) w(x) = l if
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xedDrQ,
xeD,

\x\=rQ ,

(c)

IAV(X)^0

(d)

w(x) —> 0 uniformly in DrQ as \x\ -> oo .

if xeDrQf

and

o

Proof. To prove the lemma, define v(x')=—&(x'), where &{x') is
π
r

the polar angle of the point x with (—r'o, r'o) as a pole. Define also
r
y
v(x) = v(x'), where x' is the image of x under the mapping z —z j where
f
γ—πlβ, z — x2+ix[, z=x2+ixlt
We try to find w in the form w=f(v).
(c) implies that

(12)

f»(v) Σ M ^ ^ I ^ + Z X ^ Σ M » ) - ^ 5 - + Σ 6.(^-1^)^0.

Using the harmonicity of v(x) we conclude, after some calculations (see
[1 p. 414]), that (12) is a consequence of the inequalities:

(13)

ζM < -AA\x\)^ ~A\x\p(\x\)^}- ,
f(v)
r0
r0

f(v)>0 ,

where Alf A2 are proper constants and ε(r) is defined by (g).
Taking r 0 to be such that 2A1ε(r) + 2A/rp(r)<l-δ (0<^<l) if r>r0
(note that rp(r)-^O), and using the elementary inequalities

we conclude that if f(v) satisfies:
(14)

/»//'( v )= -(l-δ)lv ,

then (13) follows.
fies (a)-(d).

f(v)>6,

Solving (14) we find that the function f{v)—v8 satis-

THEOREM 1. Suppose DaKβ, n=2, and assume that L satisfies (i),
(ii) and that (α^(a )) is continuous at infinity with aίj(co) = δίj. If Lu{x)
= 0 in Dj and, for some η,

(15)

lim^P-=0

{yyOifβΦπ,

7 = 0 if β=π) ,

and if u(x) -> 0 on 3D as \x\ -> oo, then u(x) -> 0 uniformly in D as
Proof. Given ε>0, there exists ro>O such that — ε<zφ;)<ε for
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xedD,

\x\^r0.

Denoting MQ=ma,x\u(x)\, we can apply Lemma 1 (in the
M-η,

case β=π we apply the Gilbarg-Hopf theorem) to the
+MQw(x) + ε in the open set DrQ. We get v{x)^0 in
be such that MQw(x)<e in Z) r i , we conclude that
Similarly we get u(x)<2e in Drχ and the theorem is

function v{x)—u(x)
Dro. Taking rτ to
u(x)>— 2ε in Drr
proved.

REMARK. Using a proper linear transformation we conclude that
the assumption ai3(<χ>) = δl5, can be dismissed if in (15) β is replaced by
f
β', where β is the angular opening of the image of Kβ under the linear
transformation. The continuity assumption of the ai3(x) at infinity can
be replaced by the weaker assumption that the oscillation of the atJ(x)
near infinity is sufficiently small.
We can reduce the case 0</?^2τr to the case β—π by the conformal
mapping rf=z*lβ, where z=x2+ixl9
zf=x'2+ίxΊ.
Applying Theorem 1, we
get the following theorem after some calculation.
THEOREM 2. Let DaKβ,
n=2, and assume that L satisfies (i), (ii),
that (aij(x)) is Dini continuous at infinity with aίj(co) = δίj, and that
rι~yp(r) (ΐ=πjβ) is monotone decreasing. If Lu(x) = 0 in D, and

and if
\x\ ->

u(x) -• 0 on 3D as \x\ -> 00, then u(x) -> 0 uniformly

in D as

00.

As in Theorem 1, the restriction α tj (oo) = δ < i can be dismissed, but
then in (16) and in rλ~Ί/p{r), β should be replaced by β'.
In analogue with Theorem 2, one can formulate an extension of
the Gilbarg-Hopf theorem to the case 0</2^2τr. Serrin's results [8] can
also be extended to domains DczKβ (0</9^2π) such that the image of
D under the mapping zr = zrt/β contains a half plane x'2>c. In particular
we have the following.
If Lu^O in D and u^O on dD, then lim r" W β m(r) exists and is ^ 0 .
T—>oo

3* In this section we consider the case
3.

—^β<π, n^3.
Assume that L satisfies
ό
(i), (ii) and that (ai3(x)) is continuous at infinity with a>tj(c°) = δtj.
If
)^0 in DrQ, u(x)^0 on ΘDrQ, and, for some γ'<γ=πlβ,
LEMMA

Suppose DaKβ,

lim rky'm(rk) = 0
k-*o<

(rk -> 00 as k -> 00) ,
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and if r0 is sufficiently large, then u(x)^0 in DrQ.
Proof. The proof proceeds as in Lemma 1, if (following Hopf [4]),
we define
x) = k(p, xn) ,

2

P=Vxi+

,

+x n.1=Vr*-xl

0<r<l ,

where k is the function defined in the proof of Lemma 1. The only
essential difference will be in estimating Σ a>ίj(%Wί'j(ξ)• Clearly,

and
V \K"(<r>\\< A V \k"\4-A

d

(W\<^Λ

A ^0

P P
If we show that
(17)

j=λ^L/\j^\^B1
p dp I

and \J\^B1+ψ
k

where Bτ and B2 are positive constants, then we can proceed as in the
proof of Lemma 1, and the proof of Lemma 3 will be completed.
To prove the first part of (17), we write J in the form
l^Γ1 sin d& 1 lzΓ1cos(a--l)ff dh
sin#
p'

T

^ Oh
dxn

where Jτ is the first term and z' = z8, z=xn+ip,
etc..

__J,J
2
'

z'=xn+ip',

p — \z\ si

Since

p'=0, and since \h\z')\ is bounded
is bounded near p'=0,
P' ®P'
from below by a positive constant, we get
Since dM^l^o and s m ^ ~ 1 ^ ^ 0 if
if l<δ<3 (since Kγ^S we can
dx'n
dx'
sm &&
take l < δ < 3 ) , it follows that J 2 ^ 0 and consequently, J%Bλ.
n

The second part of (17) follows from noting that \J2\tί
LEMMA

8

2\z\

k

4. Lemma 2 is true also in the case

Proof. The function t(x)=rΓ2\x\2~n satisfies (a), (b) and (d). We
shall find w(x) in the form f(t). Condition (c) implies that
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( w

f"(t) Σ M«0

~

By our assumptions, Σ Iα4j(a?)—3o|^e(|a?|) -*0 as |a?|-*0.
harmonicity of \x\2~n, we find that if f(t) satisfies

(19)

/"(*)//'(*)< -(BAlxD+BMpimίt ,

Using the

f'(t)>0 ,

where Bx and B2 are proper constants, then (18) follows. Now, if r 0 is
such that 2?1e(r)+2?2rp(r)<l--δ (0<<5<l) for r>r0, and if
(20)

f»(t)lf(t)= -(l-δ)t-* ,

then (19) follows.
satisfies (a)-(d).

f'(t)>0 ,

Solving (20) we get the function f{t) = t\ which

With Lemmas 2 and 3 at hand, we can use the argument used in
proving Theorem 1 and thus get the following.
3. Suppose DaKβ,

^^β^π,
n^S. Assume that L satis3
fies (i), (ii) and that atj(x)) is continuous at infinity with α4J(oo) = δ υ . If
Lu(x) — 0 in D, and for some η,
THEOREM

Km ^ ^ - 0

(?>0 if βΦπ , ? = 0 if β = π) ,

and if u(x) -> 0 on dD as \x\ —> oo, then u(x) -> 0 uniformly in D as
\χ\ -> oo.
REMARKS, (a) The remark which follows Theorem 1, applies also
to Theorem 3.
(b) If we assume in Theorem 3, that %(^)=0(r2~w+δ), δ>0 on dD
then the same holds in D. This follows by applying the maximum
principle to functions of the form u(x)±Ar2~n+8±εf
where A is a proper
fixed constant and ε>0 (compare [2; 324-325]).

4 Let D belong to the half space xn>0 and denote by Cr the open
set Df]\x\<r. We shall consider the behavior of solutions near x—0;
it is therefore assumed that OeZλ
We first observe that the construction of w(x) in Lemma 4, can be
easily modified to derive functions wr(x) defined in Cr=CrQf)\x\>r for all
0 < r < r 0 , and having the following properties:
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(a) wr(x)>0

if

(b) wr(x)=l

if

(c) Lwr(x)<^0
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xedC'r,
xeCro,
in C'r,

\x\=r,
and

(d) there exists δ (0<<5<l) depending on r0 (δ-*l
8( 2

Inn r - ~^wr(x) = 0

if

asr o ->O), such that

x 6 Crn

here, r0 is assumed to be sufficiently small, and, (α^(#)) is assumed to
be continuous at # = 0 with atj(0) = δiJm
With the aid of wr(x) we can prove an analogue of the Gilbarg-Hopf
theorem.
If Lu^O in C r o , ^ 0

on ΘCrQ and

and if r0 is sufficiently small (depending on <5), then u^O in CrQ.
We can now use the method used in proving Theorem 1, noting
that the role that w(x) played in that proof is now given to the function
frj(k\—))

of Gilbarg-Hopf.

The following theorem is thus proved.

THEOREM 4. Let D belong to the half space xn>0,
n^S.
Assume
that L satisfies (i), (ii) and that (&«/#)) is continuous at x=0. If Lu(x)
= 0 in D, and, for some positive e,

and if u(x) -> 0 on ΘD as \x\ -> 0, then u(x) —> 0 uniformly

in D as |#| —• 0.

The continuity assumption on the atJ(x) at x=0, can be weakened.
The case n—2 can be treated in a similar manner. Note that now,
instead of modifying Lemma 4, we rather modify Lemma 2 and thus
2
V

(

(x19

— ΰ (x[, x2) 1 , where (x[, x'2) is the image of
π
/
x.z) under the mapping z' — z"1'^. We have the following.

THEOREM 5. Let DcKβ,
n—2, and assume that L satisfies (i), (ii)
and that (a^ix)) is continuous at x—0 with a>ij(0) = δiJ. If Lu(x) = 0 in
D, and, for some positive e,
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and if u(x) —> 0 on dD as \x\->0, then u(x) -> 0 uniformly in D as \x\ -> 0.
Another way to treat the case n=2, is to reduce it to Theorem 1,
using the mapping z' — z"*^. We thus get the following.
THEOREM 6. Let DaKβ, n—2, and assume that L satisfies (i), (ii)
and that {ai3(x)) is Dini continuous at x=0 with aiJ(0) = δiJ. Assume
1+7ί/3
further that r
p(r) is monotone increasing. If Lu(x) = 0 in D and

limr*lβμ(r) = 0 ,
and if u(x) -> 0 on dD as \x\ -> 0, then u(x) -+ 0 uniformly in D as \x\ -> 0.
lβ

By using the same mapping z' = z~* , we can derive theorems analogous with the Gilbarg-Hopf ([1], [4]) and Serrin's ([8]) theorems, provided
that L satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 6.
In the case ^ ^ 3 , β^π9 such theorems can also be obtained, by
using the transformation x't = xtl\x\n (i = l, -- , ^ ) .
PART II

5 Let x=(x19 -- ,xn) and denote X=(x, t), \X\ = (\x\2+tψ\
sider the operator

(1)

Lu^± al3{X) -^L- + Σ
«Ji

dxβX

Con-

ψ

<i

defined in an unbounded domain D. We shall assume that L satisfies
the following conditions:
(i)

Σ Kj(JC)| is bounded in D, and, for all XeD,

(ii) for all XeD,

ξt real,

\X\=R,

(2)
i

where p(R) (0<B<oo) is bounded and p(B)-+0 a s β - > o o .
Beside the functions m(R), μ{R) defined in Part I, we introduce the
functions
m\R) = inf u(X) ,

μ\R) = sup \u{X)\ ,

xeτ

xeτ

2

where Ta=Dn\x\ +\t\=R.
Let Kβ denote the cone with angular opening β, whose axis is the
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positive ί-axis and whose vertex is in the origin. In what follows,
u(X) is assumed to belong to C\D). In Theorems 8, 10 u{X) is also
assumed to be continuous in D.
THEOREM 7. Let D belong to the half space £>0, and assume that
L satisfies (i), (ii). / / u(X)^0 on dD, Lu(X)^0 in D, and if

(3)

lim

0

( β

R\
then u(X)^0

f

c

o

as Λ > o o ) ,

in D.

Proof. The function vR(X)=(\x\2+(t+K)2)IR?
ing properties:
(a) ^(X)^0

if

XedD,

(b)

if

XeD,

vR(X)^l

(c) LvR(X)<0

in

(K>0) has the follow-

\X\^R ,
\X\=R ,

CB=Dn\X\<R

, if if is sufficiently large,

and

(d) R2vR(X) is bounded, for every X, as R -> co.
The function u(X)=u(X)-σ(R)vR(X)f
where σ(#)= min (0, m{R)), is nonnegative on dCR and Lu(X)<^0 in CB. Applying the (weak) minimum
principle [7], we conclude that ϋ(X)^0 in CB. Taking R=Rh-> CXD and
using (3), we get
REMARK. It is clear that the same proof holds under weaker assumptions on L: (ii) may be replaced by ΣχA(X)^B>
where H is a
m
ma
constant, and in (i), the boundedness of Σ K J ( ^ ) I
& y be replaced
x
i n
by the boundedness of Σ ^u( )
D and the boundedness of Σ K/-^)l
in each CR.
LEMMA 5. Let D belong to the half space t>0, and assume that L
satisfies (i), (ii). / / Ro is sufficiently large, then there exists a function
w(X) defined in DRo=Df)\X\>Ro,
and having the following properties:

(a)
(b)

0 if
ί T^\ —

1

(c) Lw(X): ^0

XedD

if

XeD

in D^ ,

(d) w(X)- > 0 uniformlyin DRQ as \X\
Proof. Define

oo.
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( C > 0

'

ε > 0

'

H > 0 )

'

Since W(X)>0 if \X\~R0, ί^O, we can choose C such that (b) is satisfied. Since (a) and (d) are also satisfied, it remains to verify (c).
2

H

Y x b

2H

ε

+

consequently, if
AH Σ atjXtXj ^ \x\2,

(4)
then Lw^O.

2H Σ α«+2H Σ «A ^ e ,

Obviously we can choose H and β such that (4) is satisfied.

With Theorem 7 and Lemma 5 at hand, we can now proceed as in
the proof of Theorem 1 and get the following.
THEOREM 8. Let D belong to the half space £>0, and assume that
L satisfies (i), (ii). If Lu(X) = 0 in D and

(5)

lim^=0,
on dD as |Jf|->oo, then u(X)~>0 uniformly in D as

and ifu(X)-+0
|X|

Theorems 7, 8 are not true for domains D in the half space £<0.
As an example take D to be the whole half space £<0, and take u(x, t)
= t1/m, where m is an odd positive integer. Then
u=0

on ί = 0 ,

Lm 1

Lu=- — f ' - <0
m

=0

if

if

ί<0 ,

±
m

but u(X)<0 if ί<0, and \imu(X) does not exist as |X|->oo, t^O.
6 THEOREM 9. Let DaKβ, 0</3<2τr, and assume that L satisfies
(i), (ii). / / Lu(X)^0 in D, u(X)^0 on dD, and if
(6)

then u(X)^0

lim^^^^-O
fc-»°° Rl

in D.

(Rk-+oo

as
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Taking vB(X) = 2(\x\*+Bt + C)]R2 (B and C are proper constants), we
proceed as in the proof of Theorem 7. Details will be omitted. The
remark that follows Theorem 7 applies also to Theorem 9.
Lemma 5 can also be generalized to the case DaKβy
Indeed, the function w{X) may be defined as follows:

if

0

if

t>-RQ

t^-R0.

Proceeding as in § 5, we get the following theorem.
10. Let DaKβf
/ / Lu(X) = 0 in D and

THEOREM

(ii).
(7)

0<β<2π, and assume that L satisfies (i),

lim^-=0,

and if u(X)~>0 on dD as \X\ -• oo, then u(X)->0

uniformly

in D as

|X|-*co.

Note that (7) can be replaced by the stronger assumption
(70

R
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ADDITIVE FUNCTIONALS OF A MARKOV PROCESS
R. K. GETOOR

1.

Introduction* We are concerned with functional of the form

V[x(τ)]dτ where x(t) is a temporally homogeneous Markov process

L~\
Jo

in a locally compact Hausdorff space, X, and V is a non-negative
measurable function on X In studying the distribution of this functional
various authors (e.g. [1], [3], and [7] have considered the following
function
(1.1)
r(t, x, A)=E{e~aL\x(O)=x;x(t)eA}p(t,
x, A)
where p(t, x, A) is the transition probability function of x(t). If one
can determine r then one can in essence determine the distribution of
L since (w>0)
r{t, x, A) = [° e-uλdλP[L^λ\x(O)=x;x(t)e

A]

p(t, x, A) .

Jo

Formally it is quite easy to see that if p satisfies an equation of diffusion
type
(1.2)

dt

Ωp

that r should satisfy the equation
(1.3)

to={Q-uVyr.
at

If x(t) is the Wiener process in EN and V satisfies a Lipschitz
condition of order α > 0 Rosenblatt [12] has given a rigorous derivation
of (1.3). In this paper we use the theory of semi-groups to give a
meaning to (1.3) for a wide class of processes without assuming any
smoothness conditions on V. Rosenblatt's result does not follow from
ours since our results only imply that r is a "weak" solution of (1.3).
However, for many applications (e.g. [10]) this is all that is really
required.
Because of certain difficulties connected with the definition of the
conditional expectation in (1.1) we define r directly and prove that if
p(ί, x, A)>0 then r ' 'x'
' is the appropriate conditional expectation.
p{t, x, A)
Since we intend to apply analytic methods it is necessary to investigate
the dependence of r on its various variables. This is done in § 2.
Received May 8, 1957.
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Beginning in § 3 we assume that p(t, x, A) has a density f(t, x, y)
with respect to a Radon measure m and we show (§§ 4 and 5) that if
Utφ(x) = \ψ{y)p{t, x, dy) has infinitesimal generator Ω on L2(m) then Ttφ{x)
~\φ(y)r(t,x,dy)

has infinitesimal generator Ω—uV if V is bounded,

subject to certain regularity conditions on / . If V is unbounded our
results are less complete and are contained in Theorem 5.2. In the
sequel we will suppress the parameter n.
We use throughout this paper the function space approach to
stochastic processes. We also make use of certain elementary facts
about integration in locally compact spaces. The reader is referred to
[2], [4], and [5] for the basic facts required. In a future paper we
plan to study the spectral properties of the operators defined here. In
that paper X will be an open subset of an N dimensional Euclidean
space.
I would like to thank Dr. R. M. Blumenthal for several enlightening
discussions during the course of this research.
2Φ A class of integrals over a function space* Let X be a locally
compact Hausdorff space and 93(X) the Borel sets of X; that is, the
smallest σ-algebra of subsets of X containing the compact sets of X.
Let X be the set of all functions from I0^£<°°] to X which are right
continuous; that is, x{t)->x(tQ) if t \ U Let p(t,x,A) be a transition
probability function defined for £>0, xeX, and Ae23(X), such that
given an arbitrary probability measure μ on 33(X) there exists a Markov
process xjf) with paths which are right continuous and which has μ as
its initial distribution and p(t, x, A) as its transition probability. In
other words, if S3(ϊ) is the ^-algebra of subsets of X generated by sets
of the form
Λ= {x(-)\x(t3) 6 A , ; i = 0 , 1 ,

, n; A5 e S(X); O = ίo<ί x < •••<«»}

then there exists a countably additive probability measure, P μ , on
such that
(2.1)

(A) = I \ . . . I μidx^vfa, xQ, dxjpfa-^,

μ

x1, dx2)

If μ assigns mass one to a single point, x, we write Px for P μ .
We assume that
(Pi)p(-> 9A) is jointly measurable1 in (t, x) for each Ae23(X). We also
pick a fixed μ, and x(t) will always denote the processes having μ as
1

Measurability conditions in t are understood to be with respect to the ordinary Borel
sets of
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Clearly (once we have established Theorem 2.1)

(2.2)
If Ae33(X) we define
(2.3)

At={x(-)\x( )elί; x(t) e A} e

If ΛeS3(X) and Ae^B(X) we define for t>0
(2.4)
It is evident that P(- x t, A) is a finite measure on 33(£) for fixed
a?, ί, A and that P ( J ; a:; t, •) is a finite measure on S5(X) for fixed J , a?, ί.
It is easy to see that if t and A are such that p(t, x, A)>0 for all x, then
(again assuming Theorem 2.1)

(2.5)

P[A\φ) = x; x(t) e A] =iMμ}A^

.

p(t, x, A)
THEOREM 2.1. P[A;

, A] is a measurable function of (ί, x) for

fixed A, A.
Proof. Let A be fixed and suppose
A={x(-)\x(tj)eAj;j=l,

-- ,w}

then P[A;x;t,A] = Px[Af)At'] which is measurable in (t,x) in view of
(2.1) and (Px). Hence P [ J ; a?; t, A] is measurable in (£, a?) for J ' s which
are finite disjoint unions of sets of the above form. But the measurability of P[A;x;t,A]
is preserved under monotone limits of J ' s and
hence P[A;x;t, A] is measurable for all Je3B(3£). See [8].
The following lemmas will be of use in the sequel.
LEMMA 2.1. Let (Y, &) and (Z, φ) be measurable spaces and let

m(A, B) be defined for Ae& and Be&. Suppose that m{-,B)isa measure
on (Y, ©) for each fixed Beξ) and that m(A, •) is a measure on (Z, ©)
for each fixed Ae®. Let / ^ 0 be a measurable function on (Y, @) then
(2.6)

q(B)=\f(y)m(dy,B)

is a measure on (Z, φ).
Proof. The only thing that requires proof is that q is countably
additive. Let \fn} be a sequence of simple functions such that / w ^ 0
and fn f / . Clearly
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are measures and qn(B) tq(B) for each Be&.

Let B= \J Bj where the

B/s are disjoint. Put B™ = \JBJ9 then lim lim qn(B™) = q(B). Since qn(B™)
j =l

n

k

is increasing in both n and k we can interchange the limits obtaining

Σ
LEMMA 2.2. Le£ (F, ©) δe α measurable space and let f(t, y) be an
X valued function defined for £2:0 and yeY. If /(•,?/) is right continuous
for each yeY and f(t, •) is ^-measurable for each t then f(t, y) is jointly
93 x© measurable. (93 is the <7-algebra of ordinary Borel sets.)

Proof. Define gn(t,y) = f((j+l)ln,y) if jln<t^(j+l)jn for j=0,l,2,--1
and n = l , 2 , •••. Let £e33(X) and define GJn=f((j+ΐ)ln,
)" (^). then
since /(£, •) is ©-measurable Gjne®. Let A j w = {t\jjn<t^{j+l)ln} 693,
then
( )

J

,

J

,

which is in 93 x®. Hence ^w is jointly 93 x© measurable for each n,
but gn(t, x)~>f{t, x) as n-><^> and thus / is 93x© measurable.
If Φ [x( )] is a complex valued measurable2 functional on 3ί we
write r[Φ £, x, A] for the integral of Φ over X with respect to the
measure P[ ;a?;ί, A], provided the integral exists.
2.2. If Φ^O is a measurable functional on H then
r[Φ'y t, x, A\ is a measure on 93(X) for fixed (£, x) and is measurable in
(t9 x) for fixed A.
THEOREM

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1 and
Theorem 2.1.
Let <p be a complex valued measurable function on X, then for
each t>0 we define a measurable functional, φt9 on 9c as follows:
Ψtί^(')] — ψίχ(^y]' Also if Φ is a measurable functional on X we denote
its integral over 9c with respect to the measure Px by E{Φ[x(')~\\x(0)=x}.
THEOREM 2.3. Let Φ^O be a measurable functional on 9c and ψ a
complex valued measurable function on X; then

(2.7)

j?(2/M0; t, x, dy] =

provided either integral exists.
2

Measurability of real or complex valued functions always means Borel measurability.
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Proof. Suppose ψ — IA where IA denotes the characteristic function
A, then the left hand side of (2.7) is r[Φ;t,x,A].
Now if Φ = IX then

r[Ix;t,x,A\

= P[A;x;t, A] .

But
where At={x(-)\x(t)e

A]. Thus

Let Φn be a sequence of simple functionals such that Φn f Φ, then Φn (IA)t
is a sequence of simple functional increasing to Φ {IA)t.
Therefore
E{Φn (lA)t\x(0) = x} 1E{φ.(IA)t\x(0)

= x} .

On the other hand r(Φn; t, x, A) f r(Φ; t, x, A) by the monotone convergence theorem and since
E{Φn-(IA)t\x{0) = x} =r[Φn; t, x, A]
it follows that if either of the integrals in (2.7) is finite the other is
also and they are equal in the case <p=IA.
If ^5^0 let ψn be a sequence of simple functions increasing to ψ
then if either of the integrals in (2.7) exists we have equality for each
<pn and by monotone convergence for ψ. The result for a general ψ now
follows in the usual manner.
For each t^>0 let xt(τ)—x(t+τ) for all r ^ O , then we define a map,
St, from X into X by Sta?( •)=#*(•)• C l e a r l y ^ is a measurable transformation of ϊ into X. If Φ is a measurable functional we define StΦ[x( )]
measurable with respect to3
and Ψ be measurable with respect to S3S such that 0<^Φ<,M and
then
THEOREM 2.4. Let Φ be a functional

(2.8)

jr[tf>; ί, x, dy]r[Ψ;s, y, A]=r[Φ StΨ; t+s,x,

A] .

Proof. Since Φ and Ψ are non-negative and bounded it is clear that
the integral in question exists. If Φ~IF and Ψ=IG with Fe^8t and
Ge93 s then

thus to prove (2.8) for IF and IQ we must show that
3

S3[ίi, h] denotes the σ-algebra of subsets of 35 generated by sets of the form
{x(.)\x(τ})eAy, h^τj^tj,
and $Bt=SB[O, fl.
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(2.9)

^P[F; x; t, dy]P[G; y; β, A] = PtFnSf Ό ; x; t+s, A]

We first consider the case in which

G={x(-)\x(tk)eBk;k = l,
In this case

thus

= \1

\

V(ti f %> dx1)p(t2—t1,
•1

= I

I I

"

\

p(£ — £ n , xn, dy)

xλ, dxj

V<Φ\,y,dyύ •••

\ V{tι, a?, da?i)
t'2—(t+t[)9yl9dy2)

p(s-t'm,ym,A)

p(t + t[-tn, α?n, dyλ)
••• p(t+s

— (t + t'm),ym,

A)

If t — tn, or s=C> or both, it is necessary to make only minor changes
in the above argument.
This equality clearly extends to finite disjoint unions of such F's
and (τ's and since Sϊ1 is a σ-homomorphism it extends to monotone limits
of such G's. Thus (2.9) holds for each Fin the algebra of sets generated
by sets of the given form and for each Ge?βs. For fixed GeSSs the
left hand side of (2.9) is a measure in F by Lemma 2.1, hence (2.9)
holds under monotone limits of such F's and thus finally (2.9) holds for
all F and G in the appropriate ^-algebras.
Let Φn and Ψn be sequences of simple functionals increasing to Φ
and Ψ, then by monotone convergence
[Φn; ί, x, dy]r\Ψ;8, y, AΊ = r\Φn-StΨ; t+s, x, A] .
Applying an argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 2.1
the equality (2.8) results. (This also follows from Theorem 2.3.)
We conclude this section with the following theorem which is easily
proved using standard approximation techniques.
THEOREM 2.5. Let Φ (t, #( ))^0 be jointly measurable in t and x{ )
then r[Φ(t, #(•)); ^> %> A] is jointly measurable in (t, x).
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3* Additive f u n c t i o n a l For each pair (tl9t2) with Og£i<£ 2 let
L[tlft2; x( )] be a functional (L may be+00) on X which is measurable
with respect to SB[ίx, ίJ and which is jointly measurable in tτ, t2, and
%(•). We further assume that for tx<t<t% and each x(*)eH we have
(3.1)

L[ί l f tz; x(')]^L[tlft;

x( )~]+L[t, t%; *(.)] ί

and that
(3.2)

$ £ & , t2; α ; ( . ) ] = Φ i + ί , * 2 + £ ; a?( )l

Such a functional will be called an additive functional on 3£ (See [1]).
THEOREM 3.1. Let V^rO be a measurable function

on X, then

on X.

is an additive functional

Proof. Define F(t, x(-))=x(t) then F is measurable in x(-) for fixed
t and right continuous in t for fixed x(-). Thus by Lemma 2.2 JP is
jointly measurable in t and #(•). Since V[x(t)]=V[F(t, x(-))] is the
composition of measurable transformations F[#(r)] is jointly measurable
i n τ a n d ^ ( ), and therefore (a simple argument using Lemτχia 2.2 shows
V[x(τ)]dτ is jointly measurable in tl9t29
and x(>). The other
h

properties that L must satisfy are obvious.
We suppose that L[tlf t2; ί»( ) ] ^ — M where M>0 is independent of
tlft2, and x( ) . We define
r(ί, a?, A ) = r [ β - i [ 0 tϊaCO i ί, α?, A] .

(3.3)

Theorems 2.2 and 2.5 imply that r(£, x, A) is a measure on 93(X) for
fixed (ί, x) and is jointly measurable in (t,x) for fixed Ae^8(X).
Moreover the fact that
(3.4)

0 ^ r ( ί , a?, A ) ^ ^ p ( ί , a?,

is a simple consequence of our definitions.
THEOREM 3.2.

Proof.

r(t+sf

x, A)= \r(t, x, dy)r(s, y, A) .

This is a corollary of Theorem 2.4 once we observe that

and therefore
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At this point we assume that there exists a Radon measure, m, on
such that p(t, x, A) has a density f(t, xy y)^0 with respect to m
for t>0; that is
(3.5)

p{t, x, A)=[f(t,

t>0 .

x, y)m{dy) ,

We assume that / is jointly measurable in t, x, and y, but we do not
assume that m is finite. We introduce the following conditions on
f(t, x, V):
(P2) \f(t,x,y)m(dx)^keat

where k and a are positive constants in-

dependent of y and t.
(P3) Given e>0 and a compact set AaX
such that
\

there exists a compact set B

f(t,x,y)m(dx)<ε for ye A and t^l

.

We define operators on appropriate function spaces as follows:
(3.6)
(3.7)

{Utφ){x)=\φ{y)p{t, x, dy) = ^φ(y)f(t, x, y)m{dy) .

THEOREM 3.3. / / f(t, x, y) satisfies (P2) then {Tt t>0} αrcd {t7t
semi-groups of bounded operators on L2(m).

Note.

ί>0}

All Borel sets are m-measurable [4; 5] .

Proof. From (3.4) we obtain

and thus it will suffice to prove that Ut is a bounded operator on L2(m)
for each £>0. But
, x, y)ψ(y)m(dy) |2
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and therefore
j

\

2

ί, », v)\φ(y)\ m(dy)

Thus |Z7t|p^fcβΛί and \\Ttf^ke2M+at.
The fact that {2 7 ί ;ί>0} and
{Ut;t>0\ are semi-groups now follows from Theorem 3.2 and the fact
that p(t,x, A) satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation.
THEOREM

3.4. Iff(t, x, y) satisfies (P2) and (P3) and lim L[0, ί α?( )] = 0

/or αM a?( ) e X ίΛβw £Aβ semi-groups {Ut;t>0}
continuous* on L%{m).

and {Tt; t>0} are strongly

Proof. We prove the theorem for {Tt t>0} the results for {Ut; t>0}
being a special case (take L Ξ O ) . We must show that IIΓ^—^||->0 as
£->0 for all <peL2(m). Since HTJ is uniformly bounded for t^l it will
be sufficient to show that \\Ttφ — φ\\-+0 as t-+0 for ^ continuous with
compact support, such functions being dense in L2(m) since m i s a
Radon measure, [2]. We first show that Ttφ(x)-+φ(x) pointwise as t->0
if φ is continuous with compact support. According to Theorem 2.3

Using the right continuity of x( ) and our assumption on L we see that

boundedly as t j 0 and hence by the bounded convergence theorem
TMx)^E{φ[x(θy]\x(O)=x}=φ(x)

as t[ 0 .

Let A be the support of φ, then if B is compact and S D A we have
> - P Γ = t ITtΨ{x)~ψ{x)γm{dx)+

\

ITtφ(x)-φ)Ym{dx)

But
I Ttψ(x)

I ^ j \φ(y) I r(t, a?, d^/) ^ s u p | φ(x) \-eM ,

hence /j-^0 since 1? is compact. Now since Bz)A we have
J 2 ^f
JXφB
4

\TtΨ{x)\*m{dx)^eM\ \φ{y)A
JA

f(t, x, y)m(dy)m(dx) ,
JX&B

By the strong continuity of a semi-group {Tt; ί > 0 } we will always mean strong
continuity for ί^O where To is the identity.
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and so, if B is chosen properly, using (P3), we see that /2 is small.
This completes the proof of the fact that {Tt;f>0}
is strongly continuous on L2(m) .
4 The Darling-Siegert equations. In [3] Darling and Siegert showed
that r(t, x, A) has to satisfy two integral equations. We give a derivation
of these equations based on the material of § 2. We assume that
p(t, x, A) satisfies (P2) and that

where V is a bounded, non-negative, measurable function on X. The
formal outline of the derivation given below is exactly that of Darling
and Siegert.
We begin with the following identities which are easily verified (/
measurable, non-negative, and bounded)
(4.1)

ex

(4.2)

exp[-jV(r)dr]=l-jV(8)exp[-Jy(r)dr]ίfe.

Also using Theorem 2.4 we have

(4.3)

r[V[φ)] exp ( - £ V[x(τ)]dή ί, x, A ]
= rϊv[x(s)]-Ss exp ( - Γ " F[α>(r)]dr) (ί-β)+β, x, AJ
= l r [ F [ φ ) ] s, x, dy]r[exp (- \ V[a?(r)]dτJ; ί-s, 2/, A]
= 1 V{y)v{s, x, dy)r(t-s, y, A)

provided we show that
(4.4)

\f(y)r[V[x(s)y, s, x, dy\ = \f{y)V{y)V{s,x, dy)

for measurable, bounded / ^ 0 .

Suppose f=IA

and V=IB then

\f(y)rlV[x(s)]; s, x, dy] = P[IB[x(s)]; x; s, A]
=PX[BS n As] =P(s,x,Af]B)=J/d/)

V(y)p(s, x, dy) .

The standard approximation technique now yields the desired result (4.4).
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Putting /(r)=F[a?(r)] in (4.1) and applying (4.3) we obtain (the
interchange in the order of integration is valid since

is bounded and jointly measurable in s and #(•))
(4.5)

r(t, x, A) = p(t, x, A)- [ds\ V(y)r(t-s, y, A)p(s, x, dy) .

In a similar manner using (4.2) we find
(4.6)

r(t, xy A) = p(t, x, A)-^ds\V{y)p{t-s,

y, A)r(s, x, dy);

and these are the Darling-Siegert equations. In deriving (4.6) one needs
the relation
(4.7)

r[F[>(0)] ί, y, A} = V(y)p(t, y, A)

which is obtained in much the same manner as (4.4).
Taking Laplace transforms in (4.5) and (4.6) yields (the necessary
interchange of order of integration is again justified since the integrand
is bounded and jointly measurable in its variables)
(4.8)

r(λ, x, A) = p(λ, x, A)-\v{y)r{λ,

y, A)p{λ, x} dy)

(4.9)

τ{λ, x, A)=p(*> x, A)-\v(y)p{λ,

y} A)r{λ, x, dy)

where r and p are the Laplace transforms of r and p.
5. The infinitesimal generators. Let Ω and Ω' be the infinitesimal
generators of {Ut;t>0) and {Tt;t>0} respectively. We assume in this
section that (Pj), (P2), and (P3) are satisfied. It then follows, since the
semi-groups involved are strongly continuous on L2(m), that Ω and Ω'
are closed densely defined operators on L^m). See [6] and [9].
We assume that
(5.1)
where V is a non-negative measurable function on X.
this case M=0.
THEOREM

Note that in

5.1. If V is bounded then Ω' = Ω~V.

Proof. Let J λ be the resolvent of {Tt;t>0}
have

then for λ>a we
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and thus

Applying the Fubini theorem we see that Jλφ(x) exists for almost all
x(λyά) and is in LJyn), moreover for λ>a we have
(5.2)

||J
*
" " - λ(λ-ct)

In view of the above facts we can write
(5.3)

JMΦ

From the general theory of semi-groups, [6] and [9], we know that
for λ>a the range of Jλ is independent of λ and is, in fact, the domain
of Ω\ which we denote by DΩ,. In addition it is known that
(5.4)

(λ~Ωf)Jλφ = φ

for all

φelφn);

(5.5)

Jκ{λ-Ωr)ψ=ψ

for all

φeDa,.

Let I λ be the resolvent of {£7£;£>0} and then in a similar manner
we have
(5.7)

hφ(x) = yp(v)v(l, x, dy) = yp(y)f(λ, x, y)m(dy) .

From (4.8) we see that
Jχψ{x)=hφ{x)-γ{z)γ{y)r{λ,

y, dz)p{λ, x, dy)

The above steps are justified since F Jλφ e L2(m) under our assumption
that V is bounded. Thus Z>Ω,cDΩ and conversely using (4.9) DnaDΩ, ,
that is, D Ω = Z)Ω/ . Now

or equivalently,
[λ-(Ω- V)]Jλφ=φ

for all

φeL2.
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Thus Ω—V is an extension of Ω\ but since V is bounded the domain
of Ω-V is Dn=DΩ, . Hence Ωf = Ω-V.
If Vis bounded and f{t, x, y)~f{t, y, x) then Ω and Ω'
are self-adjoint operators.
COROLLARY.

Proof. Since f(t,x,y) = f(t,y,x)
each Ut is a bounded self-ad joint
operator and hence Ω is also self-ad joint, although not necessarily bounded.
The boundedness of V implies that V considered as an operator on L2(m)
is bounded and self-adjoint, therefore Ω—V is self-adjoint, [11]. Thus
Ω'—Ω—V is a self-ad joint operator which in turn implies that each Tt
is a bounded self-adjoint operator.
If V is not bounded our results are much less complete (V is no
longer a bounded operator on L2(m) and one runs into the usual " domain
problems")- It is natural to try to approximate F b y bounded functions
and then use a limiting procedure. Accordingly we define
(5.8)

VN(x)-

and it is evident that each VN is measurable and bounded. Let
Dv=

{φ\φ e L 2 (ra) V-φe L2(m)}

that is, Dv is the domain of V considered as an operator on L2(m). We
are, of course, assuming that f(t, x, y) satisfies (Px), (P2), and (P3).
THEOREM 5.2. If V is non-negative and measurable then Da Π DvaDΩ,
and if <peDΩf]Dv then Ω'φ=(Ω-V)φ.

Proof. We define
rN(t, x, A) = r[e~'°Vlf [xW]dτ

t, x, A]

and

For each N we know that {Tγ°;t>0} is a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded operators on L2(m) whose infinitesimal generator is
Ω—VN. Since VN] V we have by monotone convergence that
/K Q\

r (t x A} 1 r(t x A)

We first show that for each £>0 and all φeL2(m)
(5.10)

cN

\\T t >φ-Ttφ\\->0

as Λ7->co .
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c N:>

at

Since \\T t \\^ke it will suffice to prove (5.10) for φ continuous with
compact support. Let μN{A)—rN{t, x, A)—r(t, x, A)^0, then μN(A) j 0
for each fixed A and is a measure on 33(X) for each fixed N. It is
clear that
*)-T t φ{χ)\sJ \ψ{y)\μN{dy).
Let ψj be a sequence of simple functions decreasing to \φ\, then since
\ψj(y)μAdy) is decreasing in both N and j we can interchange the limits
obtaining \ΊY°φ(x) — Ttφ(x)\-+0 pointwise as N-^co at least if φ is continuous with compact support. If the support of φ is A then (5.10)
follows exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.4 since
\

\ ^ φ ( ) \ ( ) <:\
\

\\ΨΨ{y)Λ
{y)

f(t,x,y)m(dx)m{dy)

for compact B. Thus (5.10) is established.
We prove next that ΰ f l nfl F cfl f l / . Let J^ and Jλ be the resolvents
c N)
cN
at
of {T t ;t>0}
and {Tt;t>0}
respectively. Since \\T t ^\\^ke and
N)
2Yty->2> it follows that Jί φ~>Jλψ for each <peLz(m) and λ>a.
Choose a λ>a and let it be fixed for the remainder of the present
proof. If ψeDaπDv
then <peDn_vN for each N, hence there exist
ψNeL2(m) such that ψ—J^φN.
Moreover [λ — (Ω— VN)\ψ — ψN or ΦN — ^Ψ
— Ωψ+ VNψ, Clearly VNψ-> Vψ pointwise and since IF^^I^IF^I it follows
that | | F ^ - F ^ | | - > 0 . Thus ψN-+λφ — Ωφ+Vφ = ψ as iV->oo in L2(m).
But

and therefore J{N)ΦN~>Jλφ as N-+oo since |«7£^°|| is uniformly bounded
in N. However, ψ=J^ψN for all N and hence ψ = Jλφ which implies
that ψ 6 DD/ .
Since ψ — Jxφ where ψ = λ<p — Ωφ+Vφ we see that {λ — Ωf)ψ — φ — λψ
— Ωφ+Vφ or equivalents that Ωfφ = {Ω-V)φ for φeD^ΓiDy.
This
completes the proof of Theorem 5.2.
COROLLARY. If Ω is self-adjoint (that is, f(t,x,y) = f(t,y,x))
then
r
Ω is self-adjoint. Let EN(λ) denote the spectral resolution of Ω—VN and
E(λ) the spectral resolution of Ω\ then EN(λ)φ-+E(λ)φ for all φeL2(m)
provided that λ is a continuity point of E(λ).

Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 5.2.
From the corollary to Theorem 5.1 it follows that each Tctm is self-ad joint
and Tt being the strong limit of self-adjoint operators is self-adjoint
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for each £>0. Hence the infinitesimal generator, Ω'', of {Tt;t>0} is
self-ad joint. The strong continuity of {Tt;t>0} implies that Γ ^ = 0 if
and only if ^ = 0. A similar statement holds for Tctm . Under these
c
λ
λ
circumstances E ^ = FN(e ) and E(λ)=F(e ) where FN and F are the
spectral resolutions of TP° and 7\ respectively. See [11]. Thus if we
show that FN{λ)φ->F(λ)ψ at all continuity points of F we will have
proved the corollary. Since TiIΓ>φ-+T1φ this follows from a theorem of
Rellich (See [11], p. 366).
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SEATTLE WASHINGTON

(r, AO-SUMMABILΠΎ OF SERIES
U. C. GUHA

1Φ

Introduction. Let τk{x) denote the (C, k) mean of cos#, so that

(1.1)

ro(#) = cos#,

and
(1.2)

ϊM=~

k

Γ {x-uf-1 cos udu , (k>0),

X Jo
1

=k [ (1-tf- cos xtdt ,
Jo

where Ck(x), the kth. fractional integral of cos x, is commonly known as
Young's function [6, p. 564].
We shall say that the infinite series Σ an is summable (r, k) if
0
oo

(i)

ΣαWfc(^) converges for

0<t<A

0

and
oo

(ii) lim Yjanγk{nt) — S , where S is finite.
ί-»0 0

We see that (γ, l)=(i?, 1) and (γ, 2) = (R, 2), where {R, 1) and (R} 2) are
the well known Riemann summability methods. Hence the (γ, &)-summability methods constitute, in a sense, an extension of (R, 1) and (R, 2)
summability methods to {R, k) methods where k may be non-integral.
But this extension is not linked with the ideas which lie at the root of
the Riemann summability methods, that is, taking generalised symmetric
derivatives of repeatedly integrated Fourier series, so that the equivalence
of (γ, k) and (R,k) for k=l,2 may be considered to be somewhat accidental, and the extension artificial. However, the {γ, k) methods are
also connected with certain aspects of the summability problems of
oo

Fourier series.

For, let Σ An{x) be the Fourier series of a periodic and
0

Lebesgue integrable function f(x) and let

Received June 3, 1957.
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Then, by some well known theorems (see, for example, [1].) the problem
of Cesaro summability of Σ An(x) is connected with Cesaro continuity
of φ(t) at t — 0, φ(t) being said to be (C, k) continuous at t = 0 if
1
k\ (l—yY'' φ(ty)dy exists for 0<£<A and tends to a finite limit as t tends
Jo

to zero. On the other hand, under certain conditions (e.g., if k^l)
have
Jo

'

we

o

Thus the nature of the connexion between (r, k) and Cesaro summability
methods, when the series in question is a Fourier series, is immediately
apparent.
Some known theorems which may be interpreted as results on (γ, k)
methods are stated below, δ denotes any arbitrary positive number.
(Ax) // a series is summable (γ, 1) then it is summable (C,
See Zygmund [11].
(A2) If a series is summable (γ, 2) then it is summable (C,
See Kuttner [7].
(A3) If a Fourier-Lebesgue series is summable (γ,k), &Ξ>1, then it is
summable, (C,k+δ).
See Bosanquet [1] and Paley [8].
Neither Bosanquet nor Paley actually states any such result, but if
α ^ l , then Bosanquet's Theorem 1 as well as Paley's Theorem 1 can be
restated in the present form.
(Bx) // a series is summable (C, —δ) then it is summable (γ, 1).
See Hardy and Littlewood [4],
(B2) // a series is summable (C, 1 — δ) then it is summable (r, 2).
See Bosanquet [1] and Verblunsky [10].
(B3) // Σajn2
0

is convergent and Σ α w is summable (C,k), k^— 1, then

OO

a

Σ n is summable (r, k+l + δ) .

0
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See Bosanquet [1].
In view of the above results the question naturally arises whether
we can remove the restrictions (a) that in (A3) the series in question is
2
a Fourier series and k^l and (b) that in (B3) ^ajn
is convergent, and
obtain the general results
(A'3) (r, k) implies (C,k+d), k^O,
and
(B'3) (C, k) implies (γ,k+l + δ),

k^-1.

But so far as (B3) is concerned, we may state here that the convergence of Σ an/ή2 is essential for the truth of the conclusion, because
we shall prove a result (Lemma 5) which implies that if Σan is summable (r,k)y k>2, then ^anjn2 is convergent.
In this paper we shall obtain the following results of the type of
(A',):
(i) If k is zero or a positive integer, then (γ, k) implies (C, k+δ).
(ii) // [fc]^4, then (γ, k) implies (C, k+δ).
The question of the truth of (A'3) for fractional values of k less than 4
is still open.
2

Lemmas.

LEMMA

1. // k>0, then for large positive values of x,

4
x1

where A and B are non-zero constants the asymptotic formulae for the
derivatives of γk(x) are obtained by formal differentiation of this formula.
This result is familiar.

See, for example, Bosanquet [1].

2. Let f(x) be periodic with period 2π and Lebesque integrable, and let ^(ancosnx+bnsinnx)
be its Fourier series. Set
LEMMA

Φ(t)=\{f{x+t)+f{x-t)}

,

Φ(t)=j{f(χ+t)-f(χ-t)}

,
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τ

[φ{t)\t if r is an even integer
r
\φ{t)\t if r is an odd integer.
s

If d{t) i> integrable in the Cesaro-Lebesgue sense in (0, π) and its Fourier
/ d \r
series is summable (C, k) at t = 0, then Σ f
){an cosnx+bnsmnx) is
\dx /
summable (C,k+r).
For this result see Bosanquet [2, Theorem 2],
3. Let f(t) be an even periodic function with period 2π. If
f(t)εCλL where 0<Λ<l and f(t)=o(l)(C, λ + 1) as t->0, then the (CλL)Fourier series of f(t) at ί = 0 is summable (C,k) for every k>λ + l.
LEMMA

For this result see Sargent [9, Theorem 4].
oo

LEMMA

4. If Σ t t ( w ί ) is convergent for a<t<β, then
0

(i) an=o(nk)

if

2

(ii) an=o(n ) if

k^

Proof Case 1. &=0. The hypothesis implies that \imancosnt = 0
for a < t < β, which, by the Cantor-Lebesgue theorem, implies that
Case 2. &>0. The hypothesis implies that limanγk(nt)=:Q

for a<

n—»co

t<β, which, on account of Lemma 1, implies that

B εosίnt-k—λ
—+θ(

—

) \= 0

for a<t<β .

If 0<fc^2, we write this as

imM

A

(

X

\

Bcos(nt-k—
V

2

and if k>2, we write
B cos (nt-k—

The result, for 0<fc^2, is now obtained by a slight modification of the
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usual proof of the Cantor-Lebesgue theorem, whereas, for k>2 we get
the result by noticing that the expression within brackets tends to
a non-zero limit as n tends to infinity.
LEMMA

5. If k^2 and ^anrk(nt)

is convergent for a<t<β,

then

0

oo

2

Σαw/w is convergent.
1

Proof. Since Kuttner [7] has proved the result for &=2, we assume
that fe>2. We also assume without any loss of generality that α>0.
Now suppose that (aQ1 β0) is a subinterval of (a, β). Since
(2.1)

1 (fC—L)

therefore
Ck(nt)(β0-t)(t-a0) dt
(βo-t)(t~aQ)dt-

Γ° CUnt)(βQ-t)(t-a0)

J

, βQ)-\β° Cu-,{nt)(βQ-t)(t-aQ)dt

0

dt

,

where
, βo) =ΎJ^τ,

\β°t«-\β0-t)(t-a0)dt

is positive.
Hence, integrating by parts twice, we have
(2.2)

[β°C,(nt)(β0-t)(t-aQ)dt
=^- 2 φ(α 0 , /9 0 )^-IKA-OO) {C f c (^ 0 )+C f c M 0 )}]+A Γ° C4(wί) dt
^2

nΛ J%

Now, since

for any fixed t. Hence, from (2.2) we get
(2.3)

Γ° Ck(nt)(β0-t)(t-a0)

dt = n«

Therefore, if p and q are two positive integers and q>p,

U. C. GUHA
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q

(2.4)

fβ n π

dt

) } d ί = Σ 1 ~<
-4)an

n

n=pn"

by (2.3)
by Lemma 4.

If possible, let the lemma be false. Then we can find a positive
number e such that, for an infinity of pairs of integers {VnQi), Q%>Vu
we have

>2e.

(2.5)

Again, if p0 is sufficiently large, then
(2.6)

Σ

o(\)<εφ(a0fβ0).

From (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) it follows that
εφ(α 0 , βQ)

(2.7)
But the quantity on the left hand side of (2.7)

gίl.u.b.

(2.8)

Σ

-niCh(nt)

From (2.7) and (2.8).
l.u.b.

Σ

° (βo~t)(t-aa) dt

>Me,
where M is a positive constant independent of the subinterval (aQ, βQ)
Hence

an

< Me at some point in (aQ, β0) and therefore throughis a continuous

out a subinterval (au βτ) of (α0> βo)9 since
0

function of t.
If, in the above argument, we now replace (aQ, β0) by (alf βλ), (pύ, qϋ)
by (Pu Qι) where Pi>qQ, we will reach the conclusion that
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throughout a subinterval (a2, β2) of (α^ βτ). We can thus determine
a sequence of pairs of integers (pίf q^), tending to infinity with i, and a
corresponding sequence of intervals (at, βt) such that ai+1^aif βi+1<Lβί and
Σ ^ ^(wί) >Mε
throughout (aίf βt). Therefore, there is at least one point tQ common to
all these intervals such that the infinite series Σ — Cfc (nt) diverges for
nk
t—tQ. This contradicts the hypothesis of the lemma.
3. Theorems.
THEOREM

1. If Σan is summable (γ, k) where k is zero or a posi0

tive integer, then Σ α w is summable (C,k+d), d>0.
0

Proof. Case 1. k>0. As we have already noted in the introduction that the result is known to be true for k=l and k—2 we take k to
be an integer greater than 2 and assume that Σ an is summable (r, k)
0

to S.
Suppose k is an even integer. Then by (1.2) and repeated application of (2.1), we find that, if w ^ l and tΦO,

where R, A19 A2, etc. are some constants. Therefore

(3.1)

Σ ann(nt)=a0+± α B j ( A + A + . . . + i ^

w=o

w=i

l\nt

ntr

nt

oo

oo

for ί^fcO. Since, by Lemmas 4 and 5, Σ°W^2> Σ α J ^ 4 ^
1

e t c

converge

1

respectively to Si, S2, etc. say, it follows from (3.1) that Σ — cos nt is
i nr

covergent for 0<t<A.
From (3.1)
(3.2)

It is also convergent for ί = 0 .
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By suitably altering fe/2+1 terms of the series Σ « » and working with
the resulting series, say Σ 4 we can simultaneously have S=ao—aOf
S1=Si=---=Sm=0,
so that by (3.2),
Σ,^ cos nt=o(tk) as ί->0 .

(3.3)

nk

i
2k

ι

Again, -^—o(n ' ) — o (n~ ), so that Σ —
k

i n

n

c o s

nt is a Fourier series con-

fc

verging to a function /(£), say, in a neighbourhood of the origin. Since f(t)
= o(tk) for small t, it follows that the kth symmetric generalised derivative
of f(t) exists at t — 0f and is equal to zero there. Hence, by virtue of well
known results in the theory of Fourier series, we can immediately conclude that ( C ^ + ^ Σ ^ O , so that (C, k+δ)Σan=S.
The proof,
1

0

when k is an odd integer, is similar.
oo

Case 2. &=0. We are given that ^an cos nt converges to a function f(t) for 0<£<A and lim/(£) is a finite number S.

Therefore f(t)

ί-»0

is bounded in some interval 0<t<η.
oo

Let Σ K cos nt be the Fourier series of an even periodic function
0

λ(t) defined as follows.
1 for
' 0 for η^t^π .
Moreover, let λ{t) change smoothly as t increases from ηf to η, so that
λ'"(t) exists and is continuous. Hence bn = o(ljn3). (See [5 Theorem 40]).
oo

oo

oo

If Σ cn cos nt is the formal product of Σ an cos nt and Σ bn cos nt,
0

0

0

then it follows from Rajchman's theory of formal multiplication [12,
oo

section 11.42] that ^cn cos nt converges to f(t) in 0<t^ηf,
in η'^t^η,

to λ(t)f(t)

and to zero in η<Lt^π. Hence it follows that Σ ^ c o s n ί is
0
oo

a Fourier series [12, Theorem 11.33], and therefore ^cn

is summable

0

(c, δ) for d>0, because lim/(£) = £. Consequently, Σ an is also summable
t-»0

0

(c, δ) (See [12, section 11.42].
THEOREM

2. Let Σ an be summable (γ, k) where

k^l

0

VL

nr\Ά viΎ

V
(when Ylr~\
[k] <i.a
is nr7A\
odd) nv
or Σ
1

(wham

i

w

°ΊL sin nx (when [k] is
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oo

a Fourier series. Then Σ an is summable (c,k+d), δ>0.
0

Proof. Since, in Theorem 1, we have already proved the result for
integral k under more general conditions, we assume k to be nonintegral. We also take [k] to be an odd integer. The proof, when [k]
is even, is similar.
ϊkl — 1
By making -LJ
applications of (2.1), using Lemma 5, and arguing
Δ

as in the deduction of (3.3), we get

(3.4)
i

where Σ an differs
0

oo

±^Ck-[k]
rr

from Σ an in a finite number of terms only,
0

oo

2

^anln =0f
1

1

oo

Yian/n =0, etc., and Σ α » is summable {γ, k) to αό=α0.
4

0

Let Σ — r τ ~ c o s n x be the Fourier series of an even function φ{x)eL.
i

nι

Then it can be easily shown that
(3.5)

Φ*- m + i(0=Σ ^C Λ - W + 1 (wί)
= o(£fc) by (3.4) .

Again, φ(t)eL obviously implies that φ(t) is Cesaro-Lebesgue integrable
CλL for any ^ 0 so that
(3.6)

w

From (3.5) and (3.6), we have (See [3, Theorem 2])
Φ(t)

G

r

C

and
as

Hence, in view of Lemma 3, we conclude that the (Cesaro-Lebesgue)
Fourier series of j£ί*L is summable (C, k — [k~\ + l + δ) at t=0 for any
Now it follows from Lemma 2, where we take r—\_k~\ — 1, that
oo

α

a

4 is summable (C, &+£). Hence Σ0 ^ is l

so

summable (C,k+d).
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COROLLARY.

If Σα™ is summable (γ, k), &^4, then ^an is summable

(C,k+δ), δ>0.
The corollary follows immediately from the theorem because an=o(n2)
by Lemma 4.
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THE TAUBERIAN THEOREM FOR GROUP ALGEBRAS OF
VECTOR-VALUED FUNCTIONS
ALVIN HAUSNER

1. Introduction* The object of this paper is to prove the idealtheoretic version of Wiener's tauberian theorem for algebras which we
will call group algebras of vector-valued functions. These algebras are
defined as follows. Let G={a, 6, •••} denote a locally compact abelian
group and let X— {x,y,
} represent a complex commutative Banach
algebra. Our group algebra B=B(G, X) consists of the set of all measurable absolutely integrable functions defined over G with values in X
Of course we must identify functions which differ on sets of Haar
measure 0. As norm for an element feB we take

!/U=(

da .

JO

(Hereafter, we will omit an indication of the domain of integration if
the integral is taken over the entire group G.) The space B(G, X) is
known to be complete in the given norm [4]. Further, we introduce
into B the following operations

where λ is a complex number, and

where the integral is taken in the sense of Bochner [1, 4] with respect
to Haar measure db. The algebra B(G, X) thus becomes, as is easily
shown, a complex commutative Banach algebra which specializes into
the classical group algebra L(G) if X is chosen as the complex numbers.
It is these algebras B(G, X) which will be the object of our study.
The tauberian theorem for B{G, X) will be proved by appealing to
a theorem in the general theory of Banach algebras (see [5], p. 85
corollary, or [6], Theorem 38.) This latter result might be designated
as the "general tauberian theorem." It says that if a complex commutative S-algebra Y is semi-simple, regular, and is such that the set
of ye Y with φM(y) having compact support in Wl(Y) is dense in Y, then
every proper closed ideal in Y is contained in a regular maximal ideal.
Received November 7, 1955 and in revised form February 5, 1957. This paper is a
revised version of a portion of the author's Yale (1955) doctoral dissertation. See, also,
[31 in the references at the end of the paper.
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Here 9JΪ(F) denotes the space (in the usual weak topology) of regular
maximal ideals in Y and φM represents the canonical homomorphism from
Y onto the complex numbers associated with an MeW(Y).
It will be
taken as known that the classical group algebra L(G) satisfies the hypotheses of this general tauberian theorem. This amounts, then, to
assuming the tauberian theorem in the case of L(G). It will also be
assumed, but only in the final theorem of the paper, that the range
space X meets the conditions of the general tauberian theorem. It is
clear, therefore, that the proof of the tauberian theorem for B(G, X)
found here, does not yield a new proof in the case of L(G). However,
this paper does provide, it is hoped, an interesting application of the
general tauberian theorem in the case of our generalized algebras.
2 Proof of the theorem. It is important to know the form of
the most general multiplicative linear functional in B(G, X). This is
determined in Lemma 1 which requires the following preliminary observations.
The convolution f*g of a function / e L(G) with a function g e B(G, X)
results, as in easily seen, in a function contained in B(G, X). Suppose
{jw} is an approximate identity for L(G) that is, for each neighborhood
W of the identity 0 in G, j w is some (numerical) non-negative function
vanishing off W such that \jw{a)da — l.

Then for every f e L(G) we

have jw*f-+f
as TF->0. (Of course, convergence is here understood in
the sense of directed systems.) But {jw} acts, also, as an approximate
identity in B(G, X), that is, jw*g-+g in β-norm for every geB.
This
can be shown, just as in the case of L(G), by noting that functions in
B are continuous in j?-norm [4], i.e., for any ε>0 there is a neighborhood Ws of 0 in G such that \\f(a-b)-f(a)\\B<ε if be Wz.
The approximate identity will be of service to us in proving Lemma
1 which we now state.
LEMMA 1. Let G—{ά,b, •••} denote the dual group of G in the
usual Pontrjagin topology. Define the " Fourier transform " of f eB as

f(M, a) = \φMf(a) (a, a) da .
The Fourier transform evaluated at a fixed (M,a)e Dΐ(X)xG is a nonzero, continuous multiplicative linear functional in B and, further, all
such functionals are of this type, that is, if μ is a non-zero, continuous
multiplicative linear functional in B, then there is some (M, a) such that
μ(f)=f(M,ά) for every feB.
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Proof. That the Fourier transform, at a fixed (Λf, ά), is a multiplicative functional is easily shown. We, consequently, turn to the
second half of the lemma. Choose a function feB such that μ{f)Φθ
and let {jw} be an approximate identity. For every x e X, lim μ{jwx)
exists. (Here, jwx
jwxeB.)
For

denotes the function {jwx){o)—3w{o)'X' Of course,

μ(jwχ * /)=KJwχ)Kf)=μi(άw

* / > ] - * KM

as

W -> o

because 0V*/)# —•/#. Hence μ{jwx) necessarily converges to a limit
independent of the approximate identity {jw}, namely μ(f%)lμ(f). This
limit is likewise independent of the feB with μ(f)φQ, for if geB is
such that μ(g)φθ, then
KM Ko) = tAkf * Φl = KQ* * /) = Λ(fl^) ^(/)
so that μ(fx)lμ(f)—Kdχ)lKΰ)
We will denote the limit of μ(jwx) by
φμ(a?) for xeX.
Suppose, temporarily, that X possesses an identity e. Then </>μ is
certainly not zero. For Φμ(e) = μ(fe)lμ(f) = μ(f)lμ(f) = l. Further, φμ is
easily seen to be additive and homogeneous, that is,

for all x,yeX

and complex numbers λl9 λ2.

so that φμ is multiplicative. Therefore, as is well known, there is some
MeWl(X) (depending on μ) such that Φμ,(x) = φM(x)
Still assuming that X has an e (which we may take of norm 1), let
geL{G), xeX. Then

But

* Φl
so that μ(gx) = φM(x)μ(ge) for any geL(G) and any a e l , Since
Lβ={grβeS|flreL(G)} is isometrically isomorphic with L(G) and since μ
is a continuous multiplicative linear functional on LeaB (not identically
zero on Le, because linear combinations of functions gx with geL(G),
xeX are dense in B [1,4]) there is an ά e G (depending on μ) such
that μ(ge)=\g(a)(a, a)da for all geL(G).
Suppose, now, that / is any function in B.

Then, because the
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simple functions are dense in B(G, X) as we observed above, there
exists a sequence gneB such that gn-+ f and μ(gn)=gn(M, a) -> f(M, a)
and so μ(f) = f(M, a).
We now remove the restriction that X possess an identity. If X
lacks an e, then we imbed X, isometrically and isomorphically, in a
Banach algebra X' with unit e in such a way that maximal ideals in
Xf are the regular maximal ideals in X and X itself. This is done in
the usual well-known manner. The homomorphisms of X' onto the
complex numbers are φM (MeWl(X)) and the additional functional φx,
where φx{x+λe) — λ for xeX, λ a complex number. By what we have
already proved, the non-zero multiplicative functionals in B{G, X') are
of the form f{M, a) and the additional functionals f(X, a). These latter
functionals, namely, \φxf(a)(a, ά)da are, however, all identically zero
in B{G, X) and thus the lemma is established.
The following lemma gives a topological characterization of the space
of regular maximal ideals ΪUl(B) in B(G, X). For a similar result and
proof see [2].
2. The space ϊΐ(β) of regular maximal ideals in B, topologized in the weak topology, is homeomorphic with Wl(X)xG, that is the
topological product of Wl(X) and G.
LEMMA

Proof. There is a 1 — 1 correspondence between the points of Wl(B)
and those of 3Jί(X)xG. To see this, suppose (ikf, ά)φ(N, b). If aφb
and M — N, take xφM and find an /eL(G) such that

Then

MM, ά) = f(ά)φM{x)ΦMN,
If aΦb and MΦN or if ά=ί> and MΦN, then we may proceed in the
same way to construct a function fx with / e L(G), x e X such that the
Fourier transform of fx separates the points (M, ά), (N, δ). No two
points in Wl(X)xG give rise to the same regular maximal ideal in
The topology of 3Jί(I?) is precisely that induced by the family
3={/(M, ά)\feB} of functions defined on 3Jί(X)x&. We must show
that this topology is identical with the product topology of 2Ji(X)xG.
This will be done by showing that the $-topology of Wl(X)xG is iden-
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tical with that induced by another family of functions g c $ defined on
M(X)xG.
Then the proof will be completed by showing that this gtopology is identical with the product topology of Wl(X)xG.
First we must define g. For each positive integer n and each
ι
choice flt f2,
, /» β L{G) xlfx2, • , ^ 6 l , there is a function h defined on 3Jί(X)xG by h(M, α)= Σ
ΣΛ ^ ( M , α), Let g be the family of
il

all functions h so defined. Clearly g c ^
the uniform norm. For, suppose / e B.
x,h e X, such that

/-

i-1

B

But g is also dense in $ in
Then we can find / 4 6 L(G),

<ε. Hence

^ε

Therefore, sup

where the sup is taken over

Wl(X)xG. This shows g is dense in 3 in the sup-norm and it is easy
to see, from this, that the g- and ^-topologies on 9Jί(X) x G are identical.
It remains to show that the g-topology on (tΰl(X)xG is the same
as the product topology. To do this we first develop a few properties
of g.
(i) The functions in % separate the points of Wl(X)xG as we saw
in the beginning of this proof.
(ii) Functions in g are continuous over yjl(X)xG in the product
topology. For, if feL{G), xeX, (MQ,ά0) is a fixed point of %Jl(X)xG,
and e>0, then
}MM,ά)~MM0,ά0)\
^

\f(ά)φM(x)-f(ά)φMo(x

if (M, a) 6 U(M0) x U(ά0) where U(MQ), U(ά0) are neighborhoods of Mo,
e
d0 in 5Di(X) and G, respectively, such that \φM(x)—0MO(^)l< /2|/L for
MeU(M0) and l/(ά)-/(d o )|<ε/2|^| for άeϋ{άo).
Since g consists of
finite linear combinations of fx(feL(G),xeX),
each function in g is
continuous in the product topology of 3Jl(X)xG.
(iii) Let (Mo, ά0) e 5Dl(JC) x G. Choose f e L(G) such that f(άo)Φθ
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and let xeX be such that x$M0. Then /#(M"0, άo)=£θ, so that not all
functions in % vanish at a fixed point in 2JΪ(X) x G.
(iv) Each function in % vanishes at infinity in 9JΪ(X) x G. For,
suppose e>0 is given.

If ΣJWΛf, &)eg, then
/\

<e

if

where l/,(α)l<*> lφjr(aθl<3 if άfέC^cG and M0e 4 c3R(X). Here,
with Kλ— sup |a?t| and ϋΓ2= sup sup |/«(ά)l
Cι and 6^ are compact sets which exist because each ft and each xt
vanish at oo in G and 3Jί(X), respectively. Γ is compact in Wl(X)xG
so that each function in % vanishes at oo.
We now appeal to a result in general point-set topology (see [5] p.
12) which states: If © is a family of complex-valued continuous functions vanishing at infinity on a locally compact space S, separating the
points of S and not all vanishing at any point of S, then the weak
topology induced on £ by (S is identical with the given topology of S.
We take S=Tc(X)xG and © = g. This finishes the proof.
The next lemma deals with the radical and regularity in B(G, X).
Following this we conclude with the tauberian theorem.
LEMMA 3. ( i ) The radical of B consists of those functions f e B
with values in the radical of X a.e.
(ii) If X is regular, then B(G, X) is regular.

9ΐ=

Proof. Necessity ( i ) . Suppose / takes values in the radical
Π M of X a.e. Then φMf=0 a.e. for each MeWl(X) and thus

MW(X)

/(ΛΓ, α) = 0 for each (M, α) 6 3Jί(X) x G. This means / is in the radical
of B.
Sufficiency ( i ) . Suppose that / is in the radical of B. We must
show that / takes values in the radical 91 of X, a.e. We have
/(ΛΓ,ά) = O for all (M,ά)eΉ(X)xG,
that is f φMf(a)(a, ά)da=0 for all
(M, a). Since φMf is in L(G) and since L(G) is semi-simple, we have
φMf=0 a.e. for each MeTl(X).
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Let {jw} be an approximate identity for L(G) consisting of bounded
functions vanishing outside neighborhoods W of the identity in G. Since
/ is continuous in 5-norm, it follows that the functions jw*f
from G
to X are continuous. Consequently, the functions jw*f
take values in
3ΐ everywhere over G since 9ΐ is closed in X. Choose a sequence {jw }
from {jw} such that ^Vw* / - > / in B-norm. Then, as is known, there
is a subsequence of the ύwn*f converging to / pointwise a.e. in Xnorm. Since 5R is closed, / takes values in 3ΐ a.e.
Proof of (ii). Suppose X is a regular algebra. We wish to show
that, given any point (MQf άo)eίSJl(X)xG and any open set £} containing
(MQ, ά0), there is a function geB(G,X) such that g(M09 ao) — l and
g(M, ά) = 0 if (Λf, ά)0 D. By Lemma 2, the open sets of Wl(B) are of the
form \J (Oι x yii) where the Ot are open in G and the 5i4 are open in
fflΐ(Z). Suppose our O equals \J(Otx5Rt); then (Λf0, α0) e (L x 5Rtn for
some i0 e Ω, that is, α0 6 O<0 and Mo e 5Jίίo. We can find a function
feL(G) such that /(άo) = l and f(ά) = 0 if ά0O < o . This follows from
the regularity of the group algebra L(G). Since X is regular, by hypothesis, there is an xeX such that φMQ(x) = l and φM(x) = 0 if M$%0.
We will show that the g, above, can be taken to be fx. Firstly,
fx(M0, άo) = 1. Now, suppose (M, a) $ £}. Then (Λf, ά) 0 Oίo x 9ΐίo so that
a$OiQ or M05Rίo. In either case, fx(M,ά) = 0. Hence /α?(Λf, ά) = 0 for
all (Λf, α)0D.
We might add that if i?(G, Z) is regular, then X is likewise regular.
However, this fact will not be used in the following theorem and so we
do not enter into its proof.
COROLLARY.

B(G,X) is semi-simple if and only if X is semi-simple.

THEOREM. Let X be semi-simple and regular. Suppose that the
elements xeX with φM{%) having compact support in Wl(X) are dense in
X. Then every proper closed ideal in B(G, X) is contained in a regular
maximal ideal.

Proof. By the hypothesis and Lemma 3, it follows that B{G, X) is
regular and semi-simple. Using the general tauberian theorem (see the
introduction), we can prove that any proper closed ideal in B is contained
in a regular maximal ideal by showing that if / is any function in B
and ε>0, there exists an heB such that \f—h\B^e and h(M, a) has
compact support in Wi(X)xG. Suppose, therefore, that feB and e>0
are given. We can find fiSUfi), xteX (i = l, 2, * ,n), such that
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We have functions fleL(G)

such that \ft—f't\L<εl3Kn

(i = l, 2, •••,%),

where ϋΓ= sup |α?*| and the /* have compact support C^cG. This follows
from the fact that L(G) satisfies the hypotheses of the general tauberian
theorem. By the hypotheses on X, we may find x\ in X such that
\Xi—x'i\<eβRn (i = l, 2, •••,%), where i2= sup |/ί| L and the Φκ{xd have
compact support 6^c3ft(X).

/-

Σ/Λ|
«

Take

(see

Now

=1/|| II

above) h=Σf'&'i

-

We

see

that

h(M,ά)

has

support

ΐ=l

(

n

\

ί

n

A

A

\

U K j x l \J C j which is compact in 9Jί(X)xG.
proved.

The theorem is now
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7-SETS AND ABSTRACT (Λ)-SPACES
L. J. HEIDER

l Introduction* The theory of T-sets and of jFΓ-functionals was
developed [4] in reference to abstract (Λf)-spaces for application to the
characterization of Banach spaces which may be represented as Banach
spaces of continuous functions. The purpose of this paper is to discuss
their use in reference to abstract (L)-spaces [3] for application to the
representation of certain Banach spaces as spaces of integrable functions.
A distinction of three types of abstract (L)-spaces is first made and
illustrated. Next an extremely simple characterization of the Banach
spaces which are susceptible of a semi-ordering under which they become abstract (L)-spaces of the second or third type is established.
Then a complete analysis of the role of Γ-sets and of i^-functionals in
the third and most important type of abstract (L)-space is given.
Finally a few remarks are appended relative to T-sets in abstract (L)spaces of the first type.
2* Preliminary concepts* Let BL be a semi-ordered Banach space
which is a linear lattice under its semi-ordering, and in which the collection P of elements α^O is closed with respect to the norm. Consider, with reference to the subset ' P of BL, three possible additional
requirements:
( I ) If α, δ e P , then ||α+6|| = ||α|| + ||6||.
(II) If α, δ e P , then ||α+δ|| = ||α|| + ||6||, and P is a subset of BL
maximal with respect to this property.
(III) If a, δ e P , then ||α+δ|| = ||α|| + ||6||, and if α Λ δ - 0 , then
A space BL wherein the subset P possesses property III is usually
called an abstract (L)-space. If property III obtains in P, then property II also obtains in P with respect to BL. Thus for any aeBL with
aφP, a—a+—a~ with a+, a~eP, α + Λ r = 0, while a'φO. Then

so that P is maximal in BL with respect to the stated property. Thus
for the subset P of BL, we have III =Φ Π =Φ I. It will presently be
seen, however, that I does not imply II and that II does not imply III.
Hence let BL1 denote the space BL under the additional assumption
Received January 15, 1957. In revised form June 4, 1957. Presented to the American Mathematical Society, August 22, 1956. This research was sponsored by the National
Science Foundation.
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that the subset P possesses property I but not property II, and similarly for .BLII while -BLIII denotes the space BL under the assumption
that the subset P possesses property III. It is known [3] that a space
BLI, under an easy change to an equivalent norm, becomes a space
BLIII, neither the elements of the subset P nor their norms being disturbed in the process. Hence reference will be made to spaces BLl,
BLII and BLUl as abstract (L)-spaces of type I, II and III.
Now let B represent an arbitrary Banach space. Let P be a subset of B maximal with respect to the property: for every finite set of
elements (bi9 • ••, bn) in P,

Such subsets are called [4] Γ-sets. Each T-set P of B has the properties [4, Lemma 2.1]: if a, beP, then a+beP: if ||α+δ|| = ||α|| + ||δ||
for all aeP, then be P. In view of these properties the T-sets of B
may be described as subsets P of B that are closed under addition and,
as subsets of B, are maximal with respect to the property: α, be P implies ||α+6|| = ||α|| + ||δ||.
For each such T-set P of B define an associated ^-functional FP
with jPp(α) = inf {||α+δ|| — ||δ||} for each element a of B. Each such Fτfunctional FP has the following pertinent properties [4, Lemma 2.2]:
Fp(6) = 11611 if and only if beP; the functional FP is linear over the
linear extension of P in B.
The fact and the general form of the role played by Γ-sets in abstract (L)-spaces is clear from the definition of these spaces and from
their representation as spaces of integrable functions. Using this guide,
the possibilities when a beginning is made not with a space BL but
with an arbitrary Banach space B are not difficult to discern.
P

Let P be a Γ-set of Banach space B.

Define a relation ^ on S x

P

B with a^b
addition and
this relation
set is closed

exactly when (b—a)eP. Since every Γ-set is closed under
under scalar multiplication by non-negative real scalars,
determines a linear semi-ordering for B. Since every Tunder the norm and contains the zero element, the set of

P

elements α^O of B coincides with P and is closed under the norm.
P

Reference will be made to the relation ^ as the canonical semi-ordering induced on B by P.
Of course, B is not necessarily a linear lattice with respect to this
semi-ordering. However, the ίVfunctional FP associated with P provides a simple test of the semi-ordering in this respect. First apply
the fact that FP{a) — \\a\\ exactly when a is an element of P. This
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means that, for any element aeB, an element a e P with (a — a)eP
p
+

serves as the element αVO with respect to ^ exactly when FP(b—a )
= ||6—a+\\ for each beP with (δ—a)eP. Next apply the fact that FP
is linear on the linear extension of P in B. This means that with δ,
+

a eP,

+

FPφ-a )

+

= \\b\\-\\a \\.

N o t e , l a s t l y t h a t a=b~c

w i t h δ , ceP

is

equivalent to having both b and (δ—a) in P. This may be summarized.
For any element aeB and T-set PaB, an
element α e P with (a — a)eP serves as the element αVO under the
canonical semi-ordering induced on B by P exactly when a=b — c, b, ce P,
+
+
always implies \\b—α || = ||δ|| — ||α ||.
LATTICE CRITERION
+

+

If B becomes a linear lattice and thus an abstract (L)-space of at
least type II under the canonical semi-ordering induced on B by T-set
P, the significance of the functional FP is easily found. Thus, if a
— a+ — a~ with a+, a' e P and defined as usual, then

so that in the representation of B as a space of integrable functions,
the value FP(a) equals the value of the integral over the representing
space of the function representing the element a.
Finally, if a particular T-set P and the corresponding Fτ-ίunctional
FP may be thus employed in representing the space B, surely the other
T-sets and i<Vfunctionals of B are eligible for similar usages, presumably in respect to the measurable subsets of the representing space.
With this outline of the possibilities completed, attention is turned
to specific details.
3 Preliminary examples. Let L2 be the set RxR of all ordered
pairs of real numbers. Let L.λ be regarded as a linear lattice using the
usual definitions of addition and of scalar multiplication, while (α, δ)
^(c, d) exactly when a^c and b^d as real numbers. Within L2 distinguish subsets Nlf N2 and JV3. In geometric terms, let N3 be the
area about the origin bounded by the pairs of lines x+y—1, x+y—~l
and x—y=—l, x~y=l.
Let iV2 be the area about the origin bounded
by the lines x+y—1 and x+y=—l in the first and third quadrants,
but by the circle x2+y2 = l in the second and fourth quadrants. Let JVΊ
be the area about the origin bounded by the lines x+y—1, x+y= — l
and by the circle x2+y2 — 5.
For each element (x, y) of L2 define
I|(α?, 2/)||, = inf {a\(φ, yia) e JVt, α>0} ,

ί = l, 2, 3.

The third of these norms is familiar: \\(x, y)\\3=\x\ + \y\ for each element
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(x, y) of L2. The second of these norms was discussed in [3]: \\(x, y)\\2
= \x+y\ = \x\ + \y\ for elements (x, y) in the first and third quadrants,
while | (a?, y)\\i=Vaf+j/t for elements (x, y) of L2 in the second and
fourth quadrants. The first of these norms is presumably new: \\(x, y)\\x
— (l/l/"5") τ/#2+2/* for elements (x, y) on or within the cones formed in
the second and fourth quadrants by the intersecting lines x+2y—0
and 2x+y=0, while \\(x, y)\\! = \x+y\ for all other elements (x, y) of L2.
Now let BLiI, BLJI and SLJΠ denote respectively the linear lattice L2 as under the distinct norms based on the subsets JVi, N2 and
Nd. Then BL2l is an example of a space BLl wherein the subset P
possesses property I but not property II. Specifically, P consists of
all points in the first quadrant, while the unique T-set of BL.J containing P consists of all points on or within the angle determined by the
line x+2y=0 for x^O and the line 2x+y=0 for y^O. Similarly BLJI
is an example of a space JBLII while BLJIl is an example of a space
BLIII.
The fact that in abstract (L)-spaces of type I the set P is not a
Γ-set complicates the following discussion. The basic relation between
T-sets and abstract (L)-spaces of type II and III is treated first. Then,
because of its superior importance and because of the perfect application of the T-set theory, the type III situation is discussed in full detail. Last of all, some remarks pertinent to the type I situation will
be made.

4. Canonical setni-orderings* This section is devoted to a single
theorem.
THEOREM 4.1. A Banach space B is susceptible of a semi-ordering
in respect to which it becomes an abstract (L)-space of type II or III ex+
actly when it contains a T-set P such that for each aeB there exist α ,
+
α~ 6 P with the double property that a=a — a~ while a—b—c,b, ceP,
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+

always implies \\b — a \\ = 116|| — |\a \\, the semi-ordering then being identical
with the canonical semi-ordering induced on B by P. With this condition satisfied, a space BLlll rather than a space BLϊl results exactly when
+
the additional relation ||α|| = ||α || + ||α~|| is satisfied for each aeB.
Proof. Assume first that B has been endowed with a semi-ordering in respect to which it may be regarded as a space BL11 or BLlll.
Let P be the subset of B consisting of all elements α^O under the
given semi-ordering. In either case P is a Γ-set in B: for the case
BLΪl by explicit assumption, and for the case JBLIII by assumption and
easy conclusion as explained earlier. The canonical semi-ordering induced on B by P obviously duplicates the semi-ordering assumed on B as
a space BL11 or BLlll.
For any element aeB, let α+ = αVθ and a~ = — (αΛO) be as defined
under the assumed lattice ordering of B. Then α=α + —a~ with α+, α~
eP. Next, if a=b-c, b, ce P, then 6^0 and (δ-α)^O by definition of
P. Hence b^a and b^a+ so that (b-a+)eP.
Then
|| or ||δ-α + ||H|&||H|α + |(.
Finally, if the assumed ordering is of type III, then for each aeB,

since α
Conversely, assume that B contains a Γ-set P as described in the
P

theorem. Let ^ be the canonical semi-ordering induced on B by P.
Then, as explained in the Lattice Criterion, the space B with semiP

ordering ^ is a space BL11 if not a space BLlll, noting that the existence of αVO in the usual sense is the single additional requirement
p

needed in order that ^ be a linear lattice ordering. Finally, if the
condition that ||α|| = ||α + || + ||α-|| for each aeB is satisfied, then, for a
~b—c with bAc—0,

5. T-sets and FΓ-functionals in Type III Spaces* Assume now that
Banach space B contains a Γ-set P o such that B is a space JBLIII with
respect to the canonical semi-ordering ^

induced on B by Po.

With

Po fixed, write ^ instead of ^ and let all lattice notation refer to this
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fixed lattice ordering of B as BLI1I. Certain concepts and results
found in [3] will be needed:
(A) For a, beP0, | | α - 6 | | = ||α|| + ||6||-2||αΛδ||.
(B) An element 1 of Po, ||1|| = 1, is said to be a weak unit in BLIII
if α Λ l > 0 or, equivalents, ||α — l | | < [ | | α | | + ||l||], for each α e P 0 , aΦO.
It is assumed for the present that BLUI contains a weak unit, the adjustments necessary in the contrary case being indicated later.
(C) Associated with each ae P o is a projection function P α . It is
defined by the relation Pα(6) = lim {[na]Λb} for each 6 e P 0 . If aAb — Of
then Pα(c)ΛP6(c) = 0 and Pc(α)ΛPc(δ) = 0 for each cePQ. If aeP0 with
P α (l) = 0, then α=0.
(D) An element e of Po is said to be a characteristic element of
BLIII if βΛ(l —β) = 0. For each α e P 0 , P α (l) is a characteristic element
of .BLIII. For any ae Po and any characteristic element e of BLIII,
α=P 1 (α) = Pβ(α) + P1.β(α) with Pβ(a)AP1-β(a) = 0.
(E) The characteristic elements of BLIII with weak unit form a
Boolean algebra, and if {en} be a sequence of such elements with en
^en+ι, then there is a characteristic element e of BLIII with en^e for
all n and lim {eΛ}=e in terms of the norm.
n

With this information, and with B, Po, <Ξ, BLIII, 1 as explained
above, two lemmas are in order.
LEMMA

5.1.

For arbitrary T-set P of B the following statements

9

are true .
(a) // α, δeP, then (a+ + b+)Λ(a-+b-) = 0.
(b) If aeP, then a+ e P and a' e —P.
(c) If O^b^a with α e P , then be P.
(d) There exists a unique characteristic element e such that eeP and
{l-e)e-P.
(e) For this e and for arbitrary α e B , there exist elements at
= [P e (α + )—Pi- β (α~)] and α~ = [P e (α")—Pi- β (α + )] w P 2^ίA ίλβ double pro+
perty that α = α e —αe~ wΐ£/& I k l l ^ l l ^ l l + ll^e'll ^λife a—b—c with 6, c e P

(f)

For arbitrary α e B , έ { ^ o

5.2. For arbitrary characteristic element e of BLIII, the
subset of all elements Pe(a+)—Pi_e(α"), a=a+—a~ e BLIII, 0/Z? constitute a T-set P of B with eeP and (1-β) 6 - P .
LEMMA

The truth of Lemma 5.2 is easily established in terms of the representation of BLIII as a concrete (L)-space. Because of the routine
nature of the proofs for the various parts of Lemma 5.1, attention is
restricted to two comments on parts (e) and (f).
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First, suppose aeP with a^O. Then naeP and thus
Then e=P α (l)=lim {[wα]Λl} is in P since every T-set is closed under
n

the norm, and ||β||^l. Let
8=sup{||β|||β=Pβ(l), αeP, α^O}

Form {an}, aneP, α w ^ 0 , and then {en} with βn = P (l) such that
lim {||βn||}=s. Then let a£ = a1-\
Van and e* = P αt (l) so that α * e P ,
e*eP

with e B ^ e ί ^ e ί + 1 and lim {||β*||} = β .

Now use (E) to select

n

characteristic element e with e*^e and lim{e*}=e under the norm.
n

Since each eS e P, also eeP. Also ||β||=s. But if P is a T-set in B,
so also is —P. Repeating the above process for — P, a second characteristic element is obtained which is disjoint from the e obtained above
since P and — P have only the zero element in common. It is then but
a small matter to show that this second element is (l~e) and that this
e and (1 — e) are unique with respect to the stated property.
To prove (f), use is again made of the fact that a ^-functional is
linear on the linear extension in B of the Γ-set used. Thus for arbi+
trary a — a —a'eB9 with Po, P and e as above:

Finally, consider the case wherein B, Po, ^ , and BLUI are as before, but in which the existence of a weak unit is not assumed. Then,
following [3], it may be shown that there exists a collection 1Λ, a e jtf
S^f an index set, of elements 1Λ, ||1 Λ || = 1, of elements of P o , maximal
in BLIΠ with respect to the property that l Λ Λl β , = 0 α^/3 in J^Γ A
characteristic element of BLUI with respect to a particular l α , a e s$f.
is then taken as an element eΛ of BLUI such that βαΛ(lΛ—ea) — 0 in
BLUI. Finally, if έf={e Λ , α e J / } indicates any definite choice of
characteristic elements, one for each l α , then Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 may
be restated with each reference to a particular element e replaced by
a reference to a particular choice if, and each reference to an element
\_Peiar1) — Pi-efa^)] of B replaced by a reference to an element
Σ [Pβ>±)-Plβ-.>')]
of B.
These observations are now summarized.
THEOREM 5.3. Let Banach space B be a space BLIU0 under the
canonical semi-ordering induced by a particular T-set P o of B. Let {!*,
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a e S*f} be a complete set of weak units in BLIIIO and let g — {eΛ, a e
Ssf) denote any chosen family of characteristic elements eΛ, one for each
la. Then each such family & determines a unique T-set P of B with
eaeP, (1Λ—eΛ)e — P. Also every T-set of B is determined in this
fashion. Moreover the space B is a space BLIII under the canonical semiordering induced by each T-set. Finally, in the concrete representation
of BLHI0, for any T-set P of B the function %{F +F } may be interpreted as the result of the associated integration process when restricted
to the measurable subsets corresponding to the choice {eΛ, a e Sf) determining P.
PQ

P

6. Concerning BLI spaces* Let BIΛ denote an abstract (L)-space
of type I and let B denote the same space regarded simply as a Banach
space. Let P be the subset of elements aeB with αΞ>0 as in BLI.
By definition of P as in BLI and by Zorn's lemma, there is at least
one T-set T of B containing the set P. For elements a e Pa T, Fτ(a)
= IMI But Fτ is linear on the linear extension of T in B. Thus for
any element aeB, with a — a+—a' with respect to BLI, Fτ(a) = \\a+\\
— ||α-[|. However, FTi(a) = FT2(a) for each aeB implies T±=Tλ. Thus
n B the T-set T containing P is uniquely determined.
Next let aeB be any element of T and let a=a+~a~ with respect
to BLI. Then a, a~ e T imply IN| + | | α i M | α + α i | H | α + | | and so ||α||
= | | α + | | - | | α - | | . Conversely, let aeB be such that ||α|| = ||α+ll-l|α~llThen \\a\\=Fτ(a), so that ae T. Thus T consists exactly of the elements
aeB for which ||α|| = | | α + | H | α i | .
It has already been seen that for any space B the type II and
type III orderings are mutually exclusive, in the sense that all orderings of either type are canonical semi-orderings based on T-sets, and
if one such ordering is of type III so is every other. No success has
been had thus far in demonstrating a similar exclusiveness between
type I orderings on the one hand, and type II or type III orderings on
the other.
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SOME REMARKS ON A PAPER OF ARONSZAJN
AND PANITCHPAKDI
MELVIN HENRIKSEN

In the paper of the title [1], a number of problems are posed. Negative solutions of two of them (Problems 2 and 3) are derived in a
straightforward way from a paper of L. Gillman and the present author
[2].
Motivation will not be supplied since it is given amply in [1], but
enough definitions are given to keep the presentation reasonably selfcontained.
1. A Hausdorff space X is said to satisfy (Qm), where m is an in
finite cardinal, if, whenever U and V are disjoint open subsets of X
such that each is a union of the closures of less than m open subsets
of X, then U and V have disjoint closures. In particular, a normal
(Hausdorff) space X satisfies (Q^ ) if and only if disjoint open Fσ-subsets
of X have disjoint closures. (For, an open set that is the union of less
than ^ closed sets is a fortiori an Fσ. Conversely if U is the union
of countably many closed subsets Fn, then since X is normal, for each
n there is an open set Un containing Fn whose closure is contained in
U. Thus U is the union of the closures of the open sets Un.) In Problem 3 of [1], it is asked if every compact (Hausdorff) space satisfying
(Qm) for some τ n > ^ 0 is necessarily totally disconnected, and it is remarked that this is the case if the first axiom of countability is also assumed.
If X is a completely regular space, let C(X) denote the ring of all
continuous real-valued functions on X, and let Z(f)={xe X: f(x) — 0}y
let P(f)={xeX:f(x)>0},
and let N(f) = P(-f).
As usual, let βX
denote the Stone-Cech compactification of X. If every finitely generated
ideal of C(X) is a principal ideal, then X is called an F-space. The following are equivalent.
( i ) X is an F-space.
(ii) If feC(X),
then P(f) and N(f) are completely separated [2,
Theorem 2.3].
(iii) If feC(X),
then every bounded geC(X-Z(f))
has an extension ~geC(X) [2, Theorem 2.6].
A good supply of compact F-spaces is provided by the fact that if
X is locally compact and σ-compact, then βX—X is an F-space [2, Theorem 2.7].
Received April 1, 1957. In revised form April 29, 1957. This paper was written while
the author was an Alfred P. Sloan fellow.
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We remark first that a normal (Hausdorff) space X satisfies
^
if and only if it is an F-space.
For, suppose first that X is an F-space, and let U, V be disjoint
open Fσ-subsets of X. Since X—(U{J V) is a closed G8 in a normal space,
there is a bounded / e C(X) such that Z(f) = X-(U\J V). Hence by (iii),
there is a geC(X) such that g[U] = 0 and g[V~\ = l. In particular, U
and V have disjoint closures, so X satisfies (Q^). Conversely let X
satisfy (Q^), and let / e C ( X ) . Then P(/) and iV(/) are disjoint open
F^-subsets of X, which by (Q^) have disjoint closures. So, by Urysohn's lemma, P(f) and N(f) are completely separated. Thus X is an
F-space by (ii).
Compact connected F-spaces exist. In particular it is known that
+
if R denotes the space of nonnegative real numbers, then βR+—R+ is
such a space [2, Example 2.8]. Hence Problem 3 of [1] has a negative
solution.
We remark finally that if the first axiom of countability holds at a
point of an F-space, then the point is isolated [2, Corollary 2.4]. In
particular, every compact F-space satisfying the first axiom of countability is finite.
2* In Problem 2 of [1], it is asked (in different but equivalent language) if for every totally disconnected compact space X satisfying (Qm)
for some m>^- 0 , the Boolean algebra B{X) of open and closed subsets
of X has the property that every subset of less than m elements has a
least upper bound. A lattice is said to be (conditionally) σ-complete if
every bounded countable subset has a least upper bound and a greatest
lower bound. In view of the above (and since every subset of B(X) is
bounded), in case m ^ ^ , the problem asks if for every compact totally
disconnected F-space X, the Boolean algebra B(X) is σ-complete.
In [3, Theorem 18], it is shown that if X is compact and totally
disconnected, then B(X) is σ-complete if and only if C(X) is σ-complete
(as a lattice). It is noted in [2, Theorem 8.3, f .f.] that for a completely
regular space Y, the lattice C(Y) is σ-complete if and only if / e C(Y)
implies P(f) and N(f) are disjoint open and closed subsets of Y (P(f)
denotes the closure of P(f)). It is easily seen that Y has this latter
property if and only if βY has [2, Lemma 1.6].
In [2, Example 8.10], an example is given of a completely regular
space X such that βX is a totally disconnected F-space, and such that
C(X) is not σ-complete. By the above, it follows that B(βX) yields a
negative solution to Problem 2.
We remark also (as was pointed out by J. R. Isbell) that if N denotes the countable discrete space, then βN—N is also a totally disconnected compact F-space such that B(βN—N) is not σ-complete. The
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former assertion follows easily from the remarks in § 1, and the latter
follows from the fact that B(βN—N) is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of all subsets of N modulo the ideal of finite subsets of N (under
the correspondence induced by sending a subset of N to the intersection
of its closure in βN with βN—N). It is easily verified that this latter
Boolean algebra is not σ-complete.
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T H E INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

ON THE GENERALIZED RADIATION PROBLEM OF
A. WEINSTEIN
H. M. LlEBERSTEIN

1. Introduction* The generalized radiation problem as formulated
and solved by A. Weinstein [8] requires determination of a non-singular
solution of the two-dimensional Euler-Poisson-Darboux (abbreviated EPD)
equation
%™=M{*3+—4*]

(1.1)

v
for — O O < & < 1 such that
(1.2)

\\mulkXx,y) = f{x)

and

uίk\x, y) = 0 for

y=x

where f(x) is a function given on some interval O^xf^a, possessing a
specified number of continuous derivatives there and having another
specified number of zero derivatives at x=0. These conditions on f(x)
depend on the parameter k as stated in [8], The classical radiation
problem, requiring an axially symmetric solution of the higher dimensional wave equation with a certain type of singularity, as given in [3],
is a special case. If k is an integer and um a solution of the above
generalized radiation problem, then
(1.3)

^{Xiy)^ll

U

y *

is a solution of the classical radiation problem in an m=3—k dimensional
space (not counting time as a dimension). Thus from a regular solution
um one generates a solution ui2'kl of the EPD equation with that type
of singularity needed to solve the radiation problem.
The first part of this paper will be devoted to uniqueness for the
generalized radiation problem. Although a more complete answer to
the uniqueness question would be welcome, consideration of solutions
which have two continuous derivatives on y=x is natural since such
solutions are the ones that correspond closely to radiation phenomena.
Let T be a triangle with vertices (0, 0), (α, 0), (α/2, a/2). We define a
function to be regular on T if it has two continuous derivatives in some
triangle G the interior of which contains T and its sides except for the
base line, y—Q. Only a function satisfying the EPD equation, regular
on T, and taking on the given data will be considered a solution of the
Received May, 13, 1957.
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radiation problem. Such considerations cover an important class of the
Weinstein solutions.
We are concerned for uniqueness only with the difference of two
iΊc
solutions u \x, y) which take on the given data f(x) that is, we show
w
that u {x, 0)=uίk\x, x) = 0 implies um(x, y)=0. It will be convenient
to use several properties of solutions that follow from the general solution of the EPD equation. These general solutions were known to
Darboux [4], except for the case k — — (2ra—1), n=l, 2,
. We use the
E. K. Blum [2] representation of the general solutions.
The recursion
(1.4)

u™(x,y)=yuμ+ίl(x,v)

plays a basic role in our uniqueness considerations. This relation and
the relation (1.3) are still valid even where x represents variables xl9
x%9
, xn and um is a solution of
k
dxu=uyy+—uv

.

y

In their ^-dimensional form both recursions are due to A. Weinstein,
but in the two-dimensional form used here the recursion (1.3) was known
to Darboux. In place of (1.4) Darboux uses a relation which in our
notation is

and which therefore does not admit an inversion for fc = 0. Certainly
the discovery and emphasis of the very important role of these recursions
in the general theory of the EPD equations is the work of A. Weinstein.
Of course, any uniqueness proof which applies to solutions of (1.1)
(1.2) also applies when it is required that
(1.5)

u™(x, x)=g(x) ,

u™(x,.0) = f(x)

where f(x) and g(x)^0 are given functions. A later paper will be
devoted to solution of the problem (1.5), and precise conditions on /
and g required for existence of solutions regular on T will be given
there.
From the Weinstein solutions it can be seen that the region of
determination of f(x) defined for O^x^a is the infinite strip bounded
by the lines y=x and y—χ—a. The uniqueness question, however, can
be restricted to consideration of the characteristic triangle T defined
above. That is, for uniqueness one considers only the problem f(x) — 0.
If it follows from this prescription of f(x) that the solution is identically
zero in the characteristic triangle, then it is certainly zero on the
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characteristic 2/= — x+a. But now as the solution has been prescribed
to be zero on y—x, it can be shown to be zero in the infinite strip by
solution of a characteristic problem. The characteristic problem for the
two-dimensional EPD equation is classical. It was solved by Riemann
[6] in order to obtain the Riemann function for the EPD equation.
2 Some important properties of solutions* In this section we shall
be concerned with several properties that are derived from the general
solutions of the two-dimensional EPD equation for solutions uί1c\x, y),
k<l, regular on T, and such that
uM(x,x)=uίk\x,

0) = 0 .

The general solutions which we use are valid on a characteristic
triangle in which the solution has two derivatives in a region G containing
that characteristic triangle except for the points of its base. Certainly
then the general solutions are valid for functions which are regular on
T in the sense described above.
The general solutions for k negative are obtained [2] from repeated
application of (1.3) and (1.4) (and certain considerations associated with
them) to solutions uίs\x, y), 0 ^ s < 2 . Consider coefficients arn defined by

Ψ Ψ ^ > «-

-

(2.D

i

(n—r)\(r — 1)!

The general solutions are:
Case 1.
(2.2)

0<&<l
uίk\x, y)= - 2*-γ-*\~1φ[x+ay]{l-a*)-*1* da

For solutions which are regular on T, the arbitrary functions φ and ψ
have one continuous derivative on the closed interval [0, α].
Case 2. k<0, k non-integral,
(2.3)

uw(x, y) = -2s-1Σi a™rl Σ
X

~8
2

.*'' 'j<~s~r~~J'
φ

3

x [~ φV\x+ay\(l-a Y a

y*

da
aψ^a'da
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where 0 < s < 2 , sΦl and n is an integer given by 2—k~2n+s. Here if
iici i s regular on T, φ and ψ have (n+1) continuous derivatives on
u
[0, a].
Case 3(a). fc = 0, tt[03(#, #);=.F
Case 3(b).

k=-2nf

n=l,2,

^(^l/Ϊ^Σ^.nH.iir-1^

(2.4)

Here if um
on [0, α].

is regular on T, F and G have (w+3) continuous derivatives

Case 4. fc= -(2w+l), w = 0, 1, 2,

where
M[1](a?,2/) =

(2.6)

Here if uw
on [0, α].

is regular on Γ, φ and ^ have τ^+2 continuous derivatives

LEMMA

1.

/ / %c*J(a?, 0) = 0 α^d uw(x9y)

is regular on T, then

Case 1. ^ = 0
Case 2. φ = 0
Case 3(a).

F^-G

(b). F'^-G'
Case 4. ^ = 0 .
Proof. There results were known to Blum [2]. The hypothesis is,
ϊk
as stated above, intended in the sense that \imu \x,y) = 0. In Case 2,
for example, let 2/->0.
have

As s + r — 1 is always positive, since r ^ l , we
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ίkΊ

u (x, 0)=li

or
(2.7)

Σ
r-i

But the integral cannot be zero since it is a symmetric integral of an
even function—in fact, the integral is
(3/2-S/2)
n

and it can be shown t h a t Y,arn(l — s){—β)

•(—s—r)Φθ.

m

Thus u (x, 0)

r =l

= 0 implies φ(a?) = 0 as stated.
Consider now Case 4. Here we have
U

™ix °>

(2.8)

and ^ = 0 if um(x, 0) = 0. For example, take Λ=—1,
uι~ι\x, y)=2y['^φlx+ayjl-aψ'ada
φ'[x+ay]y log Ml-a^l^O—a^y^a

da

y
on letting y-*0 we notice that ylogc y->0 for any constant c so that

and again, since

Case 1 and Case 3 are now entirely trivial.
LEMMA 2. For k<0, if um is regular on T and um(x, 0) exists,
then
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(x, y) =

y-*o

That is, for k<0, letting um(x, 0) — f(x), given, the function uίlc\x, y) is
1
a (non-unique) solution of the singular Cauchy problem. This is the
main result of Blum [ϊ] one arbitrary function is determined as seen
in Lemma 1 by specification of f(x)f the other is left free so that the
general solutions then yield the class of all solutions of the Cauchy
problem for &<0. For k>0 solutions of the singular Cauchy problem
are unique. One now sees that the solution of the generalized radiation
problem for k<0 is a solution of the Cauchy problem with one additional
condition. It is this condition which must provide uniqueness. The
proof of the lemma consists simply in deriving the general solutions with
respect to y and examining limits as y-+0. It should be noted that in
deriving the general solutions of the EPD equation nothing is said about
the behavior of uv on the line y—Q. Also, it should be emphasized that
k
one cannot simply look at the term —u
of the EPD equation and cony

v

elude the above immediately; for k^O, u^\xyϋ) is not necessarily zero.
Lemma 2 is true for any uw regular on T such that uw(x, 0) exists,
but the problem of uniqueness involves only uw(x, 0)=0, and in this
case a more general result, valid for k<— 1 but used here only for
k^— 2, is obtained. In [8] the existence of certain derivatives of uw
on y=0 was (tacitly) assumed. Lemma 3 allows us, for unicity only,
to avoid any such assumption.
3. Let ulk\x, y), k<—l, be any solution of the EPD equation
regular on T. Then uίk\x, 0)Ξ=0 implies
LEMMA

y^D

y

For —l<k<0, a counterexample is uikl(x,y)=y1~Ic.
Proof. We must again consider separately each of the general solutions. To avoid extensive manipulations a sample case only is presented
k non-integral, — 2 < k < — 1.
By Lemma 1 all solutions are of the form
ίk

u \x, y)= - 2 "
with l < s < 2 .

s+

τ

2 s/z ι

y [~ ψ'[x+ay](l-a ) - a

We have

For the singular Cauchy problem, specify f(x) and require

da
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lim u™(χ> U = Mm - 2 - s + 1 \sysA'1
y-o

y

(

v^o

Ji
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ψ'ix+ayiO—aψ^ada

+ϋ -1\'lψ"[x+ay\(l -aψ^c?

da\

= -2- s + 1 slimy'A' 1 φ'ix^-ayjl-aψ^ada

.

Ji

v^o

But as y-+0, the integral factor goes to
\
(the integrand is odd), and the L'Hospital rule is applicable. We obtain
lim
y-+o

Uyk ( y

y

' l = -2-

5+1

y

5 1

2

- g - limy :

\~* φ'Ίx+ayJil-aψ^a

2 — S v- o

da=Q .

Ji

m

4. // u is regular on T, in the general solution for
we may without loss of generality take
LEMMA

m

u

Case 2. f(0)=ψ"(0)= . . . =
Case 3. F'(0) = F"(0)=

=2*»+1>(0) =

or
Case 4. φ/(0)=φ//(0)= • =
The importance of this lemma is that it is essential in the proof of
Lemma 5 where these results are used in repeated application of the
rule of L'Hospital. Lemma 5 in turn is essential to an important induction used in the uniqueness proof of § 4. For solutions with two
derivatives inside T only, the lemma can be extended by replacing the
evaluation of ψ, φ, F, and G at 0 by evaluation at c>0 and considering
solutions regular on a triangle Tc contained in T.
Proof. Case 2. Let the function ψ$\z) be defined by
(2.14)

ω

WX*) = Ψ (z)
)

2!
)

(n—l)\

Of course, ^ ( 0 ) = ^ ( 0 ) =
=^S? (0) = 0, and we show that ψ%\z) can
replace ψ<-r\z), r = l , •• ,n, in equation (2.3). Differentiating (2.14) r — 1
times we obtain
—r)\
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and using binomial expansion we have

(2.15)

ψ^lψί

φ*\x+av) = m*+ay)+ £ ^ f

Then using (2.15), we may rewrite equation (2.3) as

um(x, y) = -2 s " 1 Σ

(2.16)

Σ J~ V

-2 S + 1 Σ a^y^A'1 ψψlx+ayyi-aγ^a*
ϊ =l

da

Jl

i Σ«™Σ Σ .,/
n

=i
r

n

m-r

tftOΌίCW

(U)

..ar-'-V^-'

= r j=o j\(m— j — r)\
w

χ['X (l-aψ2-1ar+j

da\

so that our lemma will be proved when we have shown that the last
group of terms sum to zero for all x and y. In this group for
terms where r+j is odd, the integral factor vanishes. We prove that
the indicated brackets is zero for each r+j even. Reordering terms,
the brackets in (2.16) becomes
n

( n m-r

Σ Φ(mΨ)

(2.17)

~\

Σ Σ « ™ 777

L

Ti a r - e ^ V ^ - 1

and it will be possible to show that the new brackets, denoted by S(n)
is zero for all n such that r<^m^n.
Letting 2v=-r+j, for
0<j<m—r
we have r<2v<m

or since the least value of r is 1, l ^ y < d — La Then

(2.18)
and w e only need show that
(2.19)

σΣ
r-I (2v-r)\

is zero for all n and v.

[

7Yb~~\

~~

Ίϊh

is the Legendre symbol—the greatest integer less than or equal to -—-
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From (2.19) and (2.1), then
(n-r)\{r-l)\{2v-r)\
and this is the quantity which is our present concern.
Consider the polynomial

(2.21)

P(*)_ Σ

(r

_1)I(2v_r)I

ΣM

Then
(«-r)!(r-l)!(2v-r)!
and
P<-')(0)=(-l)-1(-l/2)-1Σ(-l/2)"
i

f f

^.^r,

(2n-r-l)!
7(n—r)l (r~ 1)! (2v— r)\

Thus P(z) has been chosen so that it will be sufficient to demonstrate
that the coefficient bn^ is zero. Let us rewrite P(z) as follows

^ (i/2z-i/2y-γ1+
i
(2u-l)l
V 1/22-1/2

(2,-1)!

2(w-V)-l

where
2(»-V)-l

)

We note that Q{z)—~Q{ljz)y and that, therefore
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or P(z)= -z^-^Piljz).
2(W-1)

Thus
2(w-l)

2(W-1)

and 6i+δa(n-i)-ι = 0. Putting l=n — 1, the required result δw-i = 0 is obtained.
It is noted that the coefficients arn of the general solutions do not
arise from consideration of any polynomials.
Case 3(b). I t remains only to show that this treatment reduces
after a certain point to that of Case 2.
Let
- —G<8)(0)
2!

^G(w+
n\

and
2!
Then J F Ϊ } and G£} have the required number of continuous derivatives
and GS)(0)=G$?(0)=
=G? + 1 ) (0) = 0. (Of course, if we subtracted the
"Taylor p a r t " of F^\x) from F ( 1 ) and G ( 1 ) we would find that
w+l

)=^S?(»)+ Σ
=r (m—r)!
and
=r (m—r)!

From (2.4)
w+l

Γ

n+l /^(w)

r)!

Σ^^f
-r (m—r)l
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where

v

:

ZJ

f\\ m-r
V) S^Λ

Σ ar »+i

•V

/ (r
\^'!(w

\{m—j—r)\

and, of course, we must show that 2 is zero. We have
(2.22)

Σ

But the expression in brackets in (2.22) is exactly that of (2.17) with
n replaced by (n+1), and the factor l + ( — l)r+j plays exactly the role of
V1 {l-a?yrιar+5da

,

each being zero for r+j odd.
5. If k<0 and uίkl(x,y) is a solution of the EPD equation
regular on T and such that
LEMMA

ίk

u \x,x)=0

,

then
(i)

uf\x, x)=Bx"k/2 ,

B constant

(ii) u™(x, 0)^
That the solution be regular on T implies that all second derivatives
exist on the line y—x and that the EPD equation be satisfied there.
(i)

Proof.
On y=x the EPD equation may be written, using # as a parameter,

(2.23)

A{u*\x, x) -uψ{x, x)) = AttMfo x) .
x

ax

Differentiating um(x, y) on the line y—x, we have
(2.24)

0=u™(x,x)+u™(x,x)

so that (2.23) may be rewritten
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and the first part of the lemma follows. This elementary procedure is
basic in our problem and similar techniques will be used often,
(ii) To demonstrate the second part of the lemma we note that since
w
u (x, y) has been assumed to be regular on T the general solutions
apply on the line y—x, and from Lemma 1 the condition um(x, 0) gives
the general solutions a simplified form. Thus for Case 2, k non-integral,
noting that kβ= — s/2+1 — n, we have
(2.25)

k/

B=x *u™(x,x)

da \ .

We can now conclude that B—0 by taking the limit of (2.25) as x -> 0.
To do this we apply the rule of LΉospital (n+l—r) times to the rth
term in the first set of terms and (n—r) times to the r th term in the
second set of terms. The purpose in presenting Lemma 4 was to justify
this procedure.
The Cases 1 and 3(a) are irrelevant to this lemma as we require k
to be negative. Treatment of Case 4 is precisely analogous to Case 2
except that here, by Lemma 1, φ(x) = 0f and (2.25) appears in terms of
integrals of φ instead of ψ and with a slightly different kernel.
Consider Case 3(b), k= -2n, n = l, 2, . . The analogue of (2.25) is
(2.26)

B=xk/%k\x,

fiar>n+lxr'

x)=
ί= l

ί =l

We again conclude that .5=0 by taking the limit of (2.26) as x-*0,
applying the rule of LΉospital (n+l—r) times to the rth term of the
first set of terms and (n+2—r) times to the r th term of the second set
of terms. For this purpose an immediate extension of Lemma 4 is used
that is, without loss of generality, in the expression from the general
1
solutions for uψ , we may assume that
ίk

m

it is only u \ not u itself, which enters into (2.26).
Since the coefficients of the EPD equation do not depend on x, it is
evident that if a solution um(x, y) has three continuous derivatives in a
region, then uψ(x, y) is a solution with at least two continuous derivatives in that region. This is the motivation of the following lemma
which is essential to the induction of § 4. A solution which has three
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continuous derivatives in a triangle G the interior of which contains the
triangle T and its sides except for the base line, will be said to be
regular plus one on T.
6. Let Uίk\x, y) be any solution regular on T such that
ίk
U \x, 0) = 0. There exists a solution u \x, y) regular plus one on T such
that
LEMMA

ίk

and such that

Proof. This lemma is obtained in a trivial manner from the general
solutions using Lemma 1. For Case 2,

-aψ2-1 ar da

Uίkl(x, y)= - 2 S + 1 Σ amV

-aψ^ar da] ,

OX

J

or for Case 3(b)
Um(x, y)= Σ ar,n+
l

In both cases the quantity in square brackets is a solution of the EPD
equation which is regular plus one on T since the arbitrary functions
ψ and F have (w+1) and (w+3) continuous derivatives respectively. Of
ίk
course, u \x, 0)=0 as required. Again the treatment of Case 4 is
analogous to Case 2.
3

Uniqueness for —

In this section we show that when

ui1c\x, y) regular on T
m

lim u (x, 2/) = 0
m

u (x,x)=0
The argument is divided into the cases 0<k<l, k=0, and — 2<&<0.
In § 4 it will be shown that uniqueness for all k^O follows from the
uniqueness for — 2<fc^0.
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The k=0 case is entirely trivial.

We have

ί0

u \x, y)=F(x+y)+G(x-y)

.

The boundary conditions yield
m

0 = ιι {x, x)=F(2x) + G(0) or F(x) = - G(0)
0=um(x, 0)=F(x) + G(x)

or G(x)=-F(x) =

so that

Consider now 0</c<l. We have from (2.2) by Lemma 1
(3.1)

um(x9

y)=-2k-1y1A~1φ[x+ay](l--a2)-k/2da

and

Let σ=x(l + a). Then

or

where / * / M is the Riemann-Liouville integral of / to the order a (see
e.g. [8]). Then (2x)-k/2φ[2x] = 0 and Φ[2#]Ξ=0. Of course, then, from
(3.1)
uίkl(x,y)=0 .
The case — 2<&<0 is similar. We treat only the case kφ—1 because using Lemma 1, the treatments of k=— 1 and k fractional become
entirely analogous. We have
(3.2)

uik\x, y)=-2s+1ys[~1ψ'[_x-ay](l-aψ2-1a

da

where 0<s<2 and ψ has two continuous derivatives on [0, α]. Then
0τ=uίkl(x, x)= -2s+1xs[~V[#(l+tf)](l-<>s/2~1tf
or, integrating once by parts,

da
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S Ji

for all x.

As above let σ—x(l+a) and obtain
0= — [taσs/ψΊσ~}(2x-σγ/2 dσ
S Jo

or

Again
sl

{2x) ψ'[2x] = Q
or for xφO, φ"[2x] = 0 and ψ'[2x] = constant=K. But with ψ'=K, (3.2)
becomes
uίk\x, y)=-2s
since the integrand is odd.
4 An induction, uniqueness for all k<l.
Uniqueness for — 2<
fc<;0 as proven in the last section together with the lemmas of §2 are
used here to establish uniqueness for all k^O, the case 0<&<l having
already been considered in § 3.
Define (negative) numbers kn recursively by the relation kn+1=kn—2,
w=l, 2, ••• where -2<fc 1 <0 that is, such that -2n<kn< - 2 ( n - l ) .
We apply a complete induction. In § 3 it was shown that for n = l
(that is, for any k which is a kx) um(x, 0)=uik\x, #)=0 implies um{x, y)
w
=0 provided u is regular on T. It remains only to show that if this
statement is true for k—kny then it is true for k=kn+1=kn—2.
Induction assumption, u^n^x, 0)=uikn\x,
provided u1^ is regular on T.

X)=ΞQ

implies ulkn\χ, y)=0

(a) Given uίkn+ι\x, y) regular plus one3 on T and such that

we generate a solution uikn\χ1 y) of the EPD equation which is regular
on T by the recursion
ίk

(4.1)
3

k

yu n\x, y) =ul n+ι\x, y) .
See Lemma 6.
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Now by Lemma 5, ulkn+ι\x, x) = Q so that
uίkn\χfχ)=0 .

(4.2)

Further from (4.1) by Lemma 3
uίkn\χ, 0)=lim uPJ(x, y)=\im < w + l ] ( ^ ^ ) ^ o .

(4.3)

y-»oo

o

y

(b) Now the induction assumption together with (4.2) and (4.3) imply
that uίIcn\χ,y)=0.
But then by (4.1)

or
uίkn+ι\x, y)=F(x)

for all y.

However, F(x) may be evaluated by setting y equal either to zero or x
so that
F(x)^Uίkn+l\χ,

0) = Ulkn+l\χ, X) = O

and
uίkn+ι\x, y)^0 .

(4.4)
(c)

Consider now Uίlcn+i\χ, y) regular on T and such that
Uίkn+l\Xf

0)=UίICn+l\χ,

) =0 .

X

By Lemma 6 we can write
Uίkn+χ\xy y)=uίxhn+i\χf

(4.5)
[/

where ^ W

3

y)

is regular plus one on T and

(4.6)

Λ

+

Φ , 0 ) Ξ 0 .

Let us examine the condition Uίkn+i\χ, X)ΞΞΞQ or, equivalently, the condition ulkn+\\χ, X)=ΞO. On the line y—x, the EPD equation may be
written
•j

\—

\~- 7 ~-/

J>

—y

\—7

— / /

.-

—g

3

and t h e condition %?»+i (aj,a?) = O yields
—-

dx
or

Uy w+i yXf X)

:=:

Uy w+i \Xj X)

x

\
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ulkn+ύ(χ, x)=Ax~kn+i ,

(4.7)
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A arbitrary.

Differentiating uίlcn+i](χy y) on the line y—x we have
ίk

k

U n+l\χ, χ) + ul n+l\χ, x)=-—

ίk

U n+i\χ, x)

ax
and, again since uikn+i\χ, χ) — 0, using (4.7) we have
4 a r * i 3 4 * i ] ( a ? #)
ul*+\}(x, x)
dx
so that
uίkn+ι\x,

(4.8)

x)=Bxι~kn

Here B is arbitrary but C becomes zero since uikn+ι\χ, 0 ) Ξ 0 . From parts
(a) and (b) above in which the uniqueness of a solution uίkn+J which is
regular plus one on T was established, the unique solution of the
boundary value problem (4.6) (4.8) is
ulkn+$(x, y)—Byι'kn+\

.

Γhen by (4.5)

and this completes the induction.
The following theorem summarizes the results obtained in §§ 3 and 4.
THEOREM. For —&><k<l there is at most one solution of the EPD
equation which is regular on T and is such that for given functions
f(x)
and g(x)
ίkl

iim u (x, y) — f{χ) ,

ίk

u \x, x)—g{x) .

It should be noted that the uniqueness theorem given in [1] does
not apply here for the cases k<0 since the EPD equation does not
satisfy the relation (A) (5") of that paper unless
0^k^2
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ON THE INEQUALITY

Δu^f(u)

ROBERT OSSERMAN

We are interested in solutions of the non-linear differential inequality
(1)

Δu^f(u)

where u{xλ,

, xn) is to be defined in some region of Euclidean w-space

and ΔU — YJ—

is the Laplacian of u.

Wittich [5] considered the corre-

sponding equation
(la)

Δu = f(u)

in two dimensions and found conditions on f(u) which guarantee that
(la) has no solution valid in the whole plane. Haviland [1] found
a slightly weaker result in 3 dimensions, and Walter [4] generalized
Wittich's theorem to w-dimensions. The method is essentially the same
in all three papers, resulting on the one hand in the requirement that
the function f{u) be convex, and on the other hand in a rather involved
argument for the w-dimensional case. The proofs do extend immediately
to the inequality (1).
In the present paper we deal directly with (1), and obtain in
particular a simple proof of a stronger theorem (Theorem 1 below) where
the convexity of f(u) is no longer required. Our method also yields
much more precise information on the behavior of solutions.
Recently Redheffer [3] has obtained in the two-dimensional case
an improvement of our Theorem 1, where the monotonicity of f(u) is
not needed. Although Redheffers's theorem may very likely be extendable to n dimensions, it does not seem possible by his method to
obtain the more precise results mentioned in the remarks following
Theorem 1.
The present investigation resulted from an attempt to determine
the type of a class of Riemann surfaces. One result, Theorem 2, is
given here as an application of Theorem 1.
We should like to mention finally that the method presented here
has been developed independently by Keller, who, in a paper to be
published, derives further information on the behavior of solutions of
(la), and applies his results to an interesting physical problem described
in [2].
Notation.

Throughout this paper we shall reserve r for the polar

Received March 11, 1957. Work sponsored by Office of Ordnance Research, U. S.
Army, Project No. 1323.
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2

distance, r — Vx\-\-* +x n, in space of some fixed dimension n^l. We
note that if φ(r) is considered as a function in this space depending
only on r, then
(2)

Jφ = ^
dr

r

dr

rn~λ dr

LEMMA 1. Let f(t) be a (weakly) monotone increasing continuous
function defined for all t. Suppose that there exists a function φ(x)
satisfying

(3)

φ"(χ)

Jtλ
X

for 0^x<Ry with ^>'(0) = 0 and <P(X)-+ + CΌ as x-+R. Then if u is any
solution of (1) for ri^R, we have u(xlf •••, xn)^φ{r) at each point.
Proof. By (2) the function ψ(r) satisfies Δψ = f(φ) for r<R. We
let v—u~φ and wish to show that v^O for r<R. But suppose v>0
at some point. Since v-> — oo as r->R it would follow that v would
take on its maximum at some point P with r<R. Then v>0 in some
neighborhood N of P, that is u>φ throughout N. This implies Δv — Δu
— Δφ^>f(u) — f(φ)^>Q, so that Δv would be subharmonic in N, contradicting
that v had a maximum at P.
2. / / /(ί)>0, f'(t) continuous, and f'(t)^O for all t, then
equation (1) has a solution u valid for all (xlf •••,#„) if and only if
there is a solution of (3) valid for all x>0, with ^(0) = 0.
LEMMA

Proof. If such a function φ exists, then φ(r) is the desired solution
of (1).
Conversely, suppose that no such function φ(x) exists. Given an
arbitrary real number α, there exists1 in any case a solution of (3) with
initial values ^(0)=α, y/(0) = 0, valid in some interval O^α ^^o. Then
there is a maximal interval 0^x<R in which this solution exists.
Further, we have by (2) that -^(xn-γ)=xn-1f{ψ)>0
for x>0, so that
dx
n1 f
x ' φ is increasing, hence positive for x>0 since ^'(0) = 0. Under these
conditions we must have <p(x)-> + ™ as x->R. Then by Lemma 1 any
solution u of (1) would satisfy u^φ for r<R. In particular we would
1

The existence does not follow immediately from classical theorems, but may be

J
applying standard iteration procedure.

x

I

CS

o sn-i )otn~*fM

dt ds and
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have u(0)^ψ(0)—a. But since a was arbitrary there could be no solution
u valid in r<R for arbitrarily large R.
LEMMA 3. // f(t)>0, f'{t) continuous, and f'(t)^O for all t, then
equation (3) has a solution ψ with <ρ'(0) = 0 valid for all x^O if and only if

S

-1/2

oo / f t

dt—oo

Proof. Suppose first that there does not exist a solution of (3)
valid for all x^O. Then we have seen that if <p(x) satisfies (3) in some
interval, with y>(0) = 0 and ^'(0) = 0, then for some # > 0 we will have
φ(x)-> + cv as x-*R. Further we noted that for x>0, φ'(x)>0, and
hence from equation (3), φ"<f(φ). Thus φ'φ" <f{ψ)ψr and integrating
from x—0 to x — t gives

S

i

o

CφCf)

f(φ)φ'dx = 2\

Jo

f(φ)dφ.

Hence
/Cφ

\-i/2

Π f(s)dsj

dφ<V2 dt

and integration from t = 0 to t=R gives
Suppose conversely that
-l/2
o

G

t

\-l/2

f(s)ds\

/ft

\-l/2

-^Oas ί->co since (\ f(s)dsj
is monotone def(s)ds-^<n and /(£)/£-*oo since /(ί) is monotone
o

increasing. Thus for an arbitrary fixed α, f(t)>t—a, for ί > ί 0 .
if y> isn the solution of (3) with φ(0)=a, ^'(0) = 0, then φ(x)^a
find x -y^±-}w n
φ^J_Wtf
Thus nφ(x)>t
for #># 0 . As
n 1 Λ/
1
0
and f(φ)^f(a). nχ 9 Hence (x
and integrating
2n - φ y^f(a)'X -' }
note that

Further,
for ^ ^ 0 ,
above we
twice we

for
Hence ~—φ'^LSxJ
x
2

for

χ>χly

and consequently ^>r/>—f(φ) for
2
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Thus

or

whence

ί

y(αθ

V-l/22

dt>x-xl

Since the constant C does not affect the convergence of the integral
we have that x must be bounded, which completes the proof of
the lemma.
We may note that the proof of Lemma 3 is essentially that of
Haviland [1]. The assumption made by Haviland that f(t)^c>0 is seen
to be unnecessary, but it is interesting to note that the theorem is no
longer true in n^S dimensions if we weaken the requirement to /(£)Ξ>0.
(If we allow f{t)~0 we must speak of non-constant solutions of (3) for
all x.) The reason for this is that a non-constant subharmonic function
in one or two dimensions cannot be bounded above, while in three or
more dimensions it can. Thus if we set f(t) = O for t^O and f(t) = t2
for £>0, we see that any negative subharmonic function φ (such as
φ(r)=— l/(l+r 2 ) in 4 dimensions) satisfies Δφ^f(φ) throughout space,
although the integral in (4) converges.
Combining these three lemmas we obtain the desired result:
THEOREM 1. Let f(t) be positive, continuous, and monotone increasing
for t^t0, and suppose
-1/2

Then a twice continuously differ entiable function u cannot satisfy Δu>0
throughout space and Δu^f(u) outside of some sphere S.
Proof. Suppose such a function u exists. Then it has a maximum
£x on S, and Δu has a minimum m>0 on S. Define g(t) to be continuously
differentiate for all t, and such that

Then Δu^g(u)

a) g'(t)^O

for all t

b) g(t) ^m

for t£t,

c) g(t) £f(t)

for all t

d) g(t)^f(t)-l

for

t^tj.

throughout space, so that by Lemma 2 there exists
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a solution of (3) with / replaced by g, and by Lemma 3 we would have

S

oo/ff

-l/2

d

which, in view of d), contradicts the hypothesis.
Remarks 1. That the integral condition on f{t) is the best possible
can be seen most easily, as was pointed out by Walter [4], by noting
that for an arbitrary continuous positive function f(t) we can define
u(xλ) for x^O as the inverse of

and for xλ<0 by u(x1)=u(—x1).

Then Δn——~ — f(n)

in any number

dx\

of dimensions, and if the integral diverges this will hold for all xu
and hence throughout space.
2. We may note that in the proof of Lemma 3 we have obtained
somewhat more than the non-existence of a solution for all x. Namely,
we have an upper bound on the values of x for which (3) can hold.
However, the expression obtained is not a very convenient one, and in
any case does not give the best possible bound. The advantage of
Lemma 1 is that it allows us to give the best bound whenever we can
find the function ψ explicitly. For example, if we have the inequality
Λu^εe2u, ε>0, in two dimensions, then we can easily verify that

o

satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1, so that u(0)^ψ(0)=\og—-^
Rv ε
We may therefore state the following result:
// u satisfies Ju^εe2u for r^R and u(0) = a,
then R<—%=
.
~ eaV ε
3. We note that in the proof of Lemma 1 we need only assume
that ψ satisfies the inequality ψ^+'^-ψ^fiψ)
. In many cases it may
x
be possible to find an explicit solution of this inequality, but not of
equation (3). For example, if f(φ) = ε\φ\*, α > l , then the function
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satisfies in n dimensions

c-2lmφ1+2lm
ι+2lm

Hence Jφ^εu
following:

1/2

if β;>2(m + l)ε- c-

1/w

if 2m + 2^n, r<R .
. We can therefore state the

Λ

// u satisfies Δu^ε\u\ for r^R in n-dimensions, where ε > 0 and
a>l, and if u(Q) = a>0, then i e ^ 2 ( m + l ) ε " 1 / 2 α - 1 / m , where
!

a-1

4. The above remarks may also be viewed from the other direction.
That is, if a function u is known to satisfy (1) for rgfl, then we get
a pointwise upper bound on u in terms of the solution of (3). Furthermore, if we know that u<M for r—Rf then we can improve these
bounds. Namely, we have u^φ, where φ is the solution of (3) with
^'(0) = 0 and ψ{R)—M. Finally, these bounds are again the best possible
since <p(r) itself satisfies (1).
We turn next to an application of Theorem 1.
2. // a simply-connected surface S has a Riemannian
metric whose Gauss curvature K satisfies K^ — ε<0 everywhere, then S is
conformally equivalent to the interior of the unit circle.
THEOREM

Proof. Considering S as a Riemann surface, we know that it can
be mapped conformally onto either the interior of the unit circle or
else the whole plane. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose we could
map S conformally onto the x, ?/-plane. The Riemannian metric on S
could then be expressed as ds2=λ2(dx2+dy2), and we have for the Gauss
curvature:

Γ^—ε means that the function u=\og λ would have to satisfy Δu^εe2u
throughout the plane, contradicting Theorem 1.
We remark finally that the condition K^ ~ε can be weakened slightly
to K<0, and
c r

Kdω
dω
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for every region R on the surface including some fixed compact set D,
where dω is the area element on the surface. The proof of this again
involves assuming that the surface may be mapped conformally onto
the whole x, ^/-plane and defining z(r) as the mean value of K over
2
2
2
the disk x +y <^r . Simple inequalities yield
ff
Z

2z

-\.^L-^εe
r

for r sufficiently large,

and
z" + —^- > 0
r

everywhere.

Since z"+-— is just the Laplacian of z in four dimensions, we again
r
have a contradiction to Theorem 1.
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ON SEMI-NORMAL OPERATORS
C. R. PUTNAM

1. A bounded linear operator A in a Hubert space will be called
semi-normal if
(1)

H=AA*-A*A^0

(or ^

If A is a finite matrix, for instance, then relation (1) implies H=0, so
that A is even normal cf., e.g., [4]. That (1) may hold with HΦO is
seen if one chooses, for instance, A to to the isometric matrix defined
by A=D=(dij) where di+ιΛ — l and dt) — Q otherwise. The purpose of
this note is to investigate the spectrum of the semi-normal operator A
and of the associated self-adjoint operators Jθ defined by

( 2)

,

JΘ=A±AL

Aθ=Ae-iθ (θ real) .

It is seen that, in particular, Jθ becomes the real or the imaginary part
of A according as 0 = 0 or θ=π/2.
A number λ belonging to the spectrum of A (sp (A)) will be called
accessible if there exists a sequence of numbers λn not belonging to
sp(A) for which λn-^λ as w-*oo. If M is any self-ad joint operator,
max M and min M will denote the greatest and the least points respectively of the set sp(ilί).
The following theorems will be proved:
1. Let A be semi-normal with H^O and let λ—reiQ (r real,
2^0) be an accessible point of the spectrum of A. Then
THEOREM

(max Λ ) 2 ^ min A A*

(3)
and

\r- max Jβ I ^ ((max JQf - min AA*)1/2 ,

(4)

where Jθ is defined by (2).
THEOREM

2. Let A be semi-normal and let J=JΘ have the spectral

resolution J— I λdE.

(5)

Then, if S=SΘ is any measurable set for which

f

dE=I,

Received March 6, 1957. This research was supported in part by the United States
Air Force under Contract No. AF 18 (603)-139.
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there holds the inequality
(6)

||#||^4||,4.|| meas S .

The proof of Theorem 1 will be given in § 2 below. The assertion
of Theorem 2 can be considered as a supplement to Corollary 3 of [5].
The proof follows readily from the Lemma, loc. cit., p. 1027 if one notes
that HI2=JΘA£-A£JΘ and that ||Λ||=m||.
Various corollaries can be obtained from the two theorems. For
instance, as a consequence of Theorem 1, one has the
COROLLARY 1. If V is isometric and not unitary, then its spectrum
is the disk Ml^l of the complex plane.
Actually it is possible to deduce this result from a normal form for
such operators cf., e.g., [8, p. 351 if]. It should be noted that the
spectrum of the isometric matrix D defined earlier in this paper, and
which occurs in the normal form, is the disk \λ\^l cf. [9, p. 279],
The proof of the corollary as a consequence of Theorem 1 however
is as follows. Put A*=V so that AA^—I; clearly V is semi-normal
and H^>0. Let λ—reiθ (r^O) be an accessible point in the spectrum of
A (that is, of 4* or V). Then, by (3), |max«/ a |^l. On the other
hand, ||A| = 1, and hence |maxβ/ β |^l. Thus |maxJ θ | = l and (4) implies
r = l consequently, the only possible accessible points of the spectrum
of an isometric operator lie on the circle | Λ 1 = 1. However, if the operator
is not unitary, then λ = 0 lies in its spectrum. Hence, the entire disk
U l ^ l is in the spectrum and the proof is complete.
Another consequence of Theorem 1 is
COROLLARY 2. // A is semi-normal, if 0 lies in the spectrum of A,
and if min AA*>0, then for any β the circular disk
12

\λ\<Lmax Jθ—((max Jθf—min AA*) '

lies in the spectrum of A {where, of course, maxJ θ >0).
The proof follows from the observation that λ — 0 is in sp (A) but
no accessible points of the spectrum can lie in the disk in question.
It can be remarked that if A is an arbitrary bounded linear operator
(not necessarily semi-normal), and if the conditions that 0 be in sp (A)
and mmAA*>0 are fulfilled, then there surely exists some circular
disk |^|^const. in the spectrum of A; sec, e.g., [7, pp. 76-78]. If
however A is semi-normal, the radius of the corollary can even be
specified.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is the
COROLLARY

3. If A is semi-normal but not normal, then the spectrum
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of JQ (in particular, of the real or imaginary part of A) has a positive
measure not less than ||i?||/4||A||.
It should be noted that (5) surely holds if S is the spectrum of
J although it may hold for a set of measure less than that of the
spectrum (but whose closure would, of course, contain the spectrum).
It seems natural to conjecture that the spectrum of (say) the real
part, J=(A+A*)/2 of any semi-normal, but not normal, operator A
must be an interval. Evidence to support the conjecture is furnished
by the isometric, but not unitary, operators V, in which case the
spectrum of (F+F*)/2is the interval — l ^ Λ g l . This fact also follows
from the normal form for isometric operators referred to above and
from the fact that the spectrum of (D+D*)/2 is the interval — l ^ Λ ^ l
(cf., e.g., [3, p. 155]). Further evidence is furnished by the (bounded)
matrices A=(Cj-t)9 where cn = 0 if n<0, for which the spectra of the
associated Toeplitz materices J~ (A+A*)/2 are intervals, provided J is
not a multiple of the unit matrix (in which case A is also) see [1, p.
361] and [2, p. 868]. It was shown in [6] that the matrices A are
semi-normal.
The conjecture will remain unsettled. In fact, it will remain undecided whether or not the spectrum of the real part J of a semi-normal,
but not normal, operator must even contain some interval. The assertion of Corollary 3 does not seem to preclude the possibility of, for
instance, a nowhere dense spectrum (of positive measure).
2. Proof of Theorem l

Let λn—rneίθn be chosen so that λn is not in

sp (A) and λn-+λ as %->oo. Put An = A—λJ.

Then AnA% = AnA%AnAn-1,

so

that the spectra of AnAt and A*An, hence the spectra of AA* — 2rnJθ ,
and A*A—2rnJθn, are (respectively) identical. Since λ—reiθ is in the
spectrum of A, then either (A—λ)xm-^0 or (A—λ)*xm-+0 for some
sequence of unit vectors xm. In either case, it follows from (1) that
limsup(#TO, A*Axm)^r2 as ra->oo and that (xmf Jθ xm)->r as ra, n-+oo.
Consequently, min (AA* —2rJθ)^— r2 and hence min AA*—2r max Jθ+r*
^ 0 . The desired relations (3) and (4) follow and the proof of Theorem
1 is complete.
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BOUNDS FOR THE PRINCIPAL FREQUENCY OF THE
NONHOMOGENEOUS MEMBRANE AND FOR THE
GENERALIZED DIRICHLET INTEGRAL
BlNYAMIN

SCHWARZ

Introduction* In § § 1 and 2 of this paper we consider an arbitrarily shaped membrane of variable density and uniform tension. We
assume that this nonhomogeneous membrane is stretched in a given
frame and obtain bounds for its principal frequency (fundamental tone).
Before describing our results we quote the analogous result for the
nonhomogeneous string proved in a paper by P. R. Beesack and the
author [1, Theorem 2].
Let p(x) be continuous and not identically zero for — XQ<^X<LX0,
O<^#o<C°°> wnd let P+(x) wnd p~{x) be the rearrangement of p(x) in symmetrically increasing respectively decreasing order. Consider the three
differential systems
y"{x) + λp{x)y{x) = 0 ,

y{ ± x0) = 0

+ +

u"(x) + λ p (x)u(x) = 0 ,

u(±xo)=O ;

v"(x)+λ-p-(x)v(x)=0

v(±xQ)=0

,

:

denote their least positive eigenvalues also by λ, λ+ and λ~ respectively.
Then λ~<Lλ even if p(x) changes sign finitely often while λ<Lλ+ holds if
For the nonhomogeneous membrane we consider a domain D bounded
by a Jordan curve C. The differential system (for the original density)
is given by
Δu(x, y) + λp(x, y)u(x, y)=0
for (x, y) in D and u(C)=0.
We base the existence of the first eigenf unction and its minimum property on the classical treatment of CourantHilbert [3, vol. 2, Chapter VII]. We assume therefore that p(x, y) is
positive and continuous in D and has continuous first derivatives in D.
Together with p(x, y) we consider its rearrangements in symmetrically
increasing respectively decreasing order. The symmetrization is with
respect to a point: p+(x, y)=p+(r) and p~(x, y)=p-(r) are defined in
a closed disk JD* of the same area as D. The properties of p{x, y) imply
+
that p (xf y) and p~(x, y) are positive and continuous in J9*. However,
Received December 28, 1956. The author wishes to thank Dr. P. R. Beesack of Mc
Master University, Hamilton and Professor E. Netanyahu of the Technion, Haifa for many
helpful remarks in the preparation of this paper.
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their first derivatives may be discontinuous along infinitely many concentric circles which accumulate to circles lying in the open disk D*.
+
λ and λ" can thus not be defined as the classical first eigenvalues of
+
a circular membrane with the density function p or p~, but are easily
+
defined as a generalization of this notion (see formulas (8 ) and (8~)
below). The actual statement of Theorems 1 and 2 uses only density
functions with continuous first derivatives, so that all eigenvalues are
in the classical sense. Here we summarize these results as follows : In
+
§ 1 it is shown that if the original domain D is a disk, then λ<^λ
(Theorem 1). In § 2 we prove that for any domain D (bounded by
a Jordan curve) Λ~ <IΛ. This Theorem 2 is a generalization of the theorem
of Rayleigh, Faber and Krahn and it implies (essentially) a result of
Szegδ on the principal frequency of nonhomogeneous membranes [10,
§ V]. In Theorem 21 we formulate these results in complete analogy to
[1, Theorem 2], using generalized first eigenvalues.
Following Szegδ([10] and [9, Note D]), we consider in § 3 a ringshaped domain D and the class of the admissible functions φ{x,y) in Zλ
These admissible functions satisfy a smoothness condition, vanish on the
inner boundary of D and are equal to 1 on its outer boundary. p{x, y)
is defined in D and satisfies the same conditions as in § § 1 and 2 p+
and p~ are now defined in a closed annulus Z)*. We denote the minimum
of the generalized Dirichlet integral
2

2

{|grad φ\ -bpφ }dσ
+

in the above class by Aπγ and define γ and γ" in a similar way. Theorem 3 states that for any ring-shaped domain D (bounded by two Jordan
curves) γ~<Lγ. After restating this theorem in terms of Szegδ's—slightly
different—definition of the generalized Dirichlet integral, we show that
it implies (essentially) Szegδ's result on this integral. Theorem 4 states
that if the original domain is an annulus, then γ<^γ+. We conclude
with two theorems which are one-dimensional analogues of the results
on the generalized Dirichlet integral.
Throughout this paper, symmetrization which respect to a point is
the main tool. We rely in § 2 on Krahn's paper [7] and in § 3 on
Szegδ's paper [10], and we use their results with regard to the behavior
of the (ordinary) Dirichlet integral under this symmetrization (see (11")
and (11+) below). In addition, we use a well known theorem of Hardy,
Little wood and Pόlya on the rearrangements of functions ([5, Theorem
378] and [9, p. 153]).
1. The nonhomogeneous membrane L We start with the definition of the symmetrical rearrangements of a function p(x,y) (cf. [5], [6]
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and [9]). Let D be a simply connected bounded domain in the x, ?/-plane
and let p(x, y) be defined and continuous in the closure D of D and be
positive in D. We denote by Z)* the open disk with the same area as
2
2 112
D. R is the radius of D* and r=(x + y ) the distance from its center.
(By using x, ^-coordinates for the planes containing D and Z)* we do not
imply that these planes have to coincide). The rearrangements of
p(x, y) in symmetrically increasing and decreasing order will be denoted
+
by p (x, y) and p-(x9 y) respectively. They are uniquely defined in the
closure J9* of JD* by the following three requirements : First, both func+
tions have circular symmetry, p*{x,y)=p {r), p~(x, y)=p~(r), 0<Lr<LR,
+
and p (r) is a nondecreasing, p~(r) a nonincreasing function of r.
Secondly, both functions are equimeasurable to p(x, y) that is denoting
by A(z) the area of the open set in D for which ρ(χ, y)^>z and similarly
+
+
by A (z) and A~(z) the area of the set in D for which p (x, y)^>z and
+
P~(%> y)^>z respectively, then we require that for each #I>0 A(z)=A (z)
+
=A-(z). Finally, at the center r=0 of D* we let p (p~) be equal to
the minimum (maximum) of p in D and we complete p*(p~) to the
closure Z>* of Z>* by assuming that its value on the boundary circle C*
is equal to the maximum (minimum) of p in ΰ .
The two rearrangements are connected by the formula p~(r) =
+
P ((E? — r*)112), 0<Lr<LR. If p is positive in D then, clearly, the same
holds for p+ and p~ in D*. Moreover, the continuity of p in D implies
the continuity of its rearrangements in J9* (cf. [6, Theorem 5]). Indeed,
the continuity of p(x, y) implies that A(z) is a strictly decreasing function
of z (for the ^-interval bounded by the minimum and maximum of p(xf y)
in D). As p+(r) and p~(r) are monotonic functions their only possible
discontinuities would be jumps. Such a jump would imply that A+(z)
or A~(z) had to be constant for the corresponding ^-interval. But,
as A+(z)=A~(z)=A(z), this possibility is excluded.
Though not necessary for the following proofs, we wish to justify
our above statement concerning the discontinuities of the first derivatives of p+(x, y) and p~(x, y). We assume therefore that p(x, y) has
continuous partial derivatives of first order—or, indeed, of any desired
order—and we consider the surface z=p(x, y) lying above D. Let us
perform the transition from p(x, y) to p~(x, y)=p~(r) in the direction of
decreasing 2-values. The absolute maximum of p(x, y) in D becomes
p~(0) and every 2-value, smaller than this absolute maximum, for
which p(x, y) has a local extremum induces a jump of dp~/dr at the
corresponding value p~(r)-=z. Clearly, the values of the local extrema
of p{x, y) may accumulate to one or more values lying in the open
interval bounded by the absolute extrema of p(xt y) in D. This case
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generates the situation mentioned in the introduction with respect to
+
the discontinuities of the first derivatives of p~(x, y) and p (x, y). We
shall return to this question in a special case (for the function u~(x, y)
appearing in the proof of Theorem 2).
We state now the following.
2

2

2

1. Let D be the disk 0 ^ ^ + 2/ <i2 , 0 < U ? < O D , and denote
its boundary by C. Let the function p(x, y) be positive and continuous in
+
D (=D{JC) and have continuous first derivatives in D. Let p {x,y)
+
z
2
2
=p (r) (r =x + y , 0<Lr<LR) be the rearrangement of p(xf y) in symmetrically increasing order defined in D (=Z)*). Further let m(x1y) be
a function which is positive and continuous in D, has continuous first
derivatives in D and satisfies for each (x, y)e D
THEOREM

Consider the differential systems
(2)

Δu(x, y) + λφ, y)u(x, y)=0 for

(x, y)eD , u(C) - 0 ,

Δv(x, y) + μm(x, y)v(xf y)=0 for

(x, y)eD , v(C)=O ,

and
(3+)

and denote their first eigenvalues by λ and μ=μ(m) respectively. Then

For the proof we need the properties of the first eigenfunction.
As mentioned, we rely on the last chapter of Courant-Hilbert [3,
Vol. 2, Chapter VII]. In our § § 1 and 2 we deal with the eigenvalue
problem for vanishing boundary values. (See their § 3 and put in
their notation p=\, α = δ = g = 0, and replace their k—in case of our
system (2)—by p). Throughout this paper we use the result of their
§ 4 this implies that if the domain D is bounded by a Jordan curve C,
o

then a function belonging to their classes D and F is continuous in the
closure D of D and vanishes on the boundary C. We state now all the
needed properties, e.g. for system (2).
A first eigenf unction u(x, y) of the system (2) is defined as a (nontrivial) solution of this system corresponding to the first eigenvalue
Λ(Λ>0). u{x,y) is continuous in D, vanishes on C, has continuous
derivatives of first and second order in D and the integral
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exists, do denotes the area element of D and throughout this paper all
area integrals are improper Riemann integrals [3, Vol. 2, p. 478]. Moreover, u(x9 y)^0 in D [3, Vol. 1, Chapter VI, §6] and the first eigenfunction is therefore essentially unique (i.e. except for a multiplicative
constant). The Rayleigh ratio
\ 11 grad φ \2dσ/1 \pφ2 dσ

•LJ

/ JJ

attains its minimum λ in the class of all admissible functions ψ(x, y) for
<p=u. Here a function φ(x,y) is called admissible in D if it is continuous in D, vanishes on C, has piecewise continuous1 first derivatives
in D and if the integral

w

exists.
To prove Theorem 1 assume first that m(x, y) has circular symmetry
in D, m{x, y)=-m(r). Let v(x, y) be a fixed first eigenfunction of (3+).
As the first eigenfunction is essentially unique, it follows from the
circular symmetry of m{r) that v(x, y) too has circular symmetry,
v(x,y)=v(r). (3+) becomes therefore
d

d

—- -\r- --v(r)\+μm(r)v(r)
r dr (. dr
)

= O for

As vφΰ in D, we may assume that v(r)>0, 0 ^ r < i 2 , and it follows
that
d

\r-d-v(r)\<0
dr 1 dr
J

for

This inequality and
\im\r
r=o (

d

dr

imply
d

dr
1

v(r)<0

for

A function is called piecewise continuous in a domain D if it is continuous there
except for arbitrary discontinuities at isolated points and discontinuities of the first kind
(jumps) along smooth arcs; and it is required that each closed subdomain of D has
a nonempty intersection with only a finite number of these arcs [3, Vol. 2, p. 473].
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v(x,y)=v(r) is therefore symmetrically decreasing in D and, as
the same holds for v2. We have now
( 5)
I \mv2dσ

\\p+v2dσ
2

\ 11 grad v | dσ
\\|grad^l
n ^JJ-; JJ
-^>m
mim
-Λ-

=/ .

All the integrals are taken over the disk D. The first inequality sign
follows from (1+). The second inequality sign is justified by the above
mentioned theorem on the rearrangements of functions [9, p. 153], To
apply this theorem, we note that p and p+ are equimeasurable and that
p+ and v2 are oppositely ordered. The minimum in (5) is taken over the
class of the admissible functions φ, and v clearly belongs to this class.
We proved thus (4+) under the additional assumption that m(x, y) has
circular symmetry.
We define now
here the g.l.b. is taken over all functions m(x, y) fulfilling the requirements stated in the theorem and having, in addition, circular symmetry.
Hence, we have until now established that

λ+ is connected with the function p* in a more direct way
show that

that is, we

where the g.l.b. is taken over all admissible functions <p(x, y). To prove
(8+) let us denote its right hand side by λ+. (6+) implies that for every
ε > 0 there exists a circular symmetric function m(x,y)=m(r), fulfilling
+
all our above requirements, for which μ(m)<Lλ + ε. Denoting the cor+
responding first eigenfunction by v and using (1 ) we obtain

\l?m;2c&7

p
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It follows that
(9)

λ

On the other hand, given any ε, 0 < e < l , there exists an admissible
function φ(x, y) such that
\\

Furthermore, by using the Weierstrass approximation theorem with
respect to p*(r), we can find a function m{x, y)=m(r) which, in addition
to all our former requirements, fulfills alsop+(r)(l — ε)<Im(r) for 0<Lr<LR.
Hence,
^> ( 1 _ ε ) JJ

This implies
(10)

i

(9) and (10) give (8+).
Let us interpret the g.l.b. μ{m) in a less restrictive way than in
(6+) that is, we take now this g.l.b. over all functions m{x, y) fulfilling
the requirements stated in the theorem (and drop the additional requirement of circular symmetry). By a proof entirely analogous to the one
given just now, it follows that also this g.l.b. μ{m) (for the wider class)
is equal to the right hand side of (8+). This and (8+) imply that Λ + ,
that is, the g.l.b. μ(m) for the restricted class (of circular symmetric
functions), is equal to the g.Lb. μ{m) for the wider class of functions
m{x, y) (not necessarily having circular symmetry). (7+) establshes therefore (4+) for any function m(x, y) fulfilling the requirements stated in
the theorem. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
+
In the special case of p (x, y) having continuous first derivatives in
+
D, λ is the first eigenvalue (in the classical sense) of the differential
system
Δv(x, y)Jrλ+p+(x,

y)v(x, y)==0 for

{x, y)eD, v(C)=0 .

In any case we shall call λ+ the generalized first eigenvalue of this
system.
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2,

The nonhomogeneous membrane II.

THEOREM 2. Let D be a domain in the x, y-plane bounded by a Jordan
curve C. Let the function p(x, y) be positive and continuous in D(=D\J C)
2
2
and have continuous first derivatives in D. Let p~(%, y)=p~(r) (r =x -hy*,
Q<Lr<^R) be the rearrangement of p(x,y) in symmetrically decreasing

order defined in the closed disk D* (whose boundary we denote by C*).
Further let k(x, y) be a function which is positive and continuous in D*,
has continuous first derivatives in the open disk D* and satisfies for
each (x, y) e Z>*
(1")

fc(s,

Consider the differential
(2)

y)^P~(x, y) .
systems

Δu(x, y) + λp(x,y)u(x, y)==0 for

(x, y) e D,

and
(3-)

Δw(x, y) + κk{xy y)w(xf y) = Q for

(x, y) e £

and denote their first eigenvalues by λ and tc = ίc(k) respectively.
(4")

Then

λ^κ(k) .
For the proof set

(6")

Λ-=l.u.b. κ(k) ,

where the l.u.b. is taken over all functions k(x, y) satisfying the just
stated conditions. The theorem will be proved if we show that

Similar to (8+), it follows that

(8")

r=g.l.

J\p-φιdσ

here the g.l.b. is taken over all admissible functions φ(x, y) in D*. We
shall use (8") for the proof of (7").
In the proof we make use of the first eigenfunction u(xyy) of (2)
and of its rearrangement in symmetrically decreasing order w(x, y)=u~(r).
In particular, we have to show that vr is an admissible function in Ό%
(see (12) below), vr is continuous in Z>* and vanishes on C* it is,
however, doubtful whether in the case of a general p(x, y), satisfying the
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conditions of the theorem, the first derivatives of w(x, y) are piecewise
continuous in D*. But this is true, as we shall see presently, in the
case in which the function p(x, y) is analytic.
We therefore prove (7~) first under the assumption that p(x, y) is
positive and continuous in D and analytic in D. The first eigenfunction
u(x,y) of (12) is then also analytic in D [8, p. 162]. We assume u(x, y)
fixed so that u(x, ?/)>0 for (x, y)e D. Following Krahn [7], we consider
the planes z=constant which touch the surface z=u{x,y), (x,y)eD, and
we claim that this (finite or infinite) set of horizontal planes can be
enumerated z=zt, i = l , 2,
, in such a way that £ i > z 2 >
, «*>0, and
that (in case of infinitely many such planes) l i m ^ = 0 . Indeed, as u(x, y)
is continuous in Dy positive in D and vanishes on C, if this were not so
then we could find a sequence (xn, yn)eD, w = l , 2 , •••, with the following properties :
(a) lim (xn9 yn)=(x0, y0) e D
(b) grad u(xn, yn) = Q, n=l, 2,
(c) u(xm9 ym)φu{xnj yn) for mφn, m, n = l , 2,
. We show now
that the existence of such a sequence (xn9 yn) is impossible. Let us
consider the two sets of points (xty) in D given by ux(x9 y)=0 and
uυ(x,y)=0 respectively. ux and uυ are together with u analytic functions in ΰ . As u is a solution of (2) the identically vanishing of ux or
uy is excluded. Hence, both these sets consist of analytic curves (or
arcs) and we consider these curves near (xo,yQ). Using Au<^0 and, if
necessary, rotating the coordinate system of the plane, we may assume
that both uzxφ0
and uyyφ0 at (xo,yQ).
The curve ux(x,y)=0 is thus
near (xofyQ) represented by a power series of the form x—xo=Pi(y—yQ).
Similary, uy(x,y)=0 is there represented by y — 2/0=^2(^—^0). The expansion for ujx,y) = θ may be solved by y—yo=Ps((x—xo)lli6)f where
fcl>l is given by the index of the first nonvanishing coefficient of Px.
By the above properties (a) and (b) of the sequence (xn, yn) it follows
m
that P%{xn-^)=Pά{^n-^) )y
n=l,2, •••. As infinitely many of these
llk
last equalities hold for a fixed branch of (x — xo) , it follows that
ιlk
P2(x-xQ)^Pi((x—x0) )
and that k=l.
ux and uy vanish along this
analytic curve which contains all the points (xn, yn). This gives the
desired contradiction to property (c) and we have justified the enumeration of the horizontal tangential planes z=ziu
Using Λu<^0—which excludes the existence of minima of u(x, y)—it
follows that there are no closed curves along which gradw=0. Arcs,
ending at the boundary C of D, along which g r a d ^ = 0 are clearly
excluded. This implies that no sequence (xn, yn) having the above properties (a) and (b) exists. Hence, each critical plane z=zt touches the
surface z=u(x, y) only in a finite number of points (and, for i = 2 , 3,
,
cuts the surface along certain analytic curves).
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For any z, 0<^z<^zlf denote by C(z) the level set u(x,y)=z and let
A(z) be the area of the open set in D for which u(x, y)^>z. C{z) consists of the boundary of this open set and contains for z=zt (i=2, 3, •)
perhaps an additional finite number of points. For zφzt C(z) separates
into a finite number of simple closed analytic curves and it follows that
for each z, 0<^z<Czu C(z) is of finite positive length. We consider now
the open intervals Zt^>z^>zi+1 ( i = l , 2, •••)> where in the case of only
a finite number n of critical values z% the last interval is zn^>z^>0.
For each z in one of these open intervals we have ([7, formula (10)] and
[10, §11])
dA^__ f

dz

ds

Jjgrad^l

where ds denotes the length element of C(z). Clearly cL4/dz<0 (zφzt).
Let ki denote the number of simple closed analytic curves into
which C(z) separates for z in the open interval (zi+1,Zi), i = l , 2, •••. kt
is a function of i only, and it follows from the last formula that dAldz
is continuous for (zί+1, zt). The same consideration implies the existence
of the one-sided limits of dAldz as z tends to zi+1Λ-0 and ^ — 0. These
limits may conceivably be equal to — OD2, but are different from zero.
Indeed, as C(zi+1) is of positive length ( i = l , 2, •••), it follows that for
z->zί+1-hθ at least one of the kt families of simple closed curves, into
which the level sets C(z) separate for z in (zi+19 zt), converges to a part
of positive length of C(zι+ι). The same argument holds for z-^z , — 0
(<=2,3f ...)•

As remarked in § 1, A(z) is a strictly decreasing function of z,
0<^2<^2i. In the present case A(z) is also continuous in this interval.
This follows from the fact that u{x, y) achieves a fixed z-value only for
finitely many curves and (perhaps) points in D and not for a set of
positive area. The definition of u~(xfy)=u~(r) and the continuity of
A(z) imply that A(z)=πr2 for w(r)=z (0<Lz<Lzlf 0<Lr<LR). Hence,
^"•(r)==A~1(zrr2) and u~(r) is not only continuous (see § 1) but also strictly
decreasing. The critical ^-values z19 z2,
correspond to the critical
r-values r19 r2,
with r1=0<^r2<^r3
, rt<^R and (in case of infinitely
many critical values) l i m r ^ i ? . As
Coo

dr
2

d(πr2)

/ \dz

This, indeed, cannot occur. We do not have to bring the argument which excludes
this case, as we may allow that the one-sided limits of du~jdr at r$(i=2, 3, •••) are equal
to 0. Similary, it can be shown that dAjdz tends to a (finite) negative value as z->zχ-0 so
that du~/dr->Q as r-»0. This again will not be needed as an arbitrary singularity of uxand uy~ at (0, 0) does not invalidate their being piecewise continuous in D*. (See below).
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it follows that dw/dr is continuous for each open interval r s < > < > i + 1
(ΐ=l, 2, •) and that its discontinuities at the values rt (i=2, 3, ) are of
the first kind (jumps). Every interval 0<^r<Lp, 0< i o<i2, contains only
a finite number of critical values rt and every closed subdomain of £)*
2
2
intersects therefore with only a finite number of critical circles x + y =rl.
The continuity of dw\dr at rφri implies the continuity of u~ and u; at
all points of Z>* different from the center and not lying on these critical
circles. At the critical circles xz + y2=rl (ί=2, 3, •) u~ and u~ have
(at most) jumps and it follows that these first derivatives of ιr{x, y) are
piece wise continuous in Z>*. Moreover, as was shown by Faber [4] and
Krahn [7] in their proofs of Rayleigh's conjecture, the Dirichlet integral

exists and fulfills the inequality.
(11-)
which we shall use presently. All this, together with the previously
established continuity of w{x,y) in D* and its vanishing on C*, prove
finally that the function w(xfy) is admissible in D*.
We have now

(tlUgrad {u-)\ da
z

(12)

'-""'

\\puzdσ
D

^ ^

\\p- (u~f dσ
B*

To justify the first inequality sign in (12) we use (11") for the numerators and for the denominators we apply again the theorem on the
rearrangements of functions. (As w>0, (wf is together with vr symmetrically decreasing, and p~ and {wf are therefore similarly ordered.)3
3

The integrals in the theorem on the rearrangements of functions [9, p. 153] are taken
over the same bounded region. Our case, integrating once over D and the other time over
D*, can easily be reduced to that case of the same region of integration. We embed D
and Z)* into the same plane and take all integrals over a bounded region G containing both
D and D*, after having completed p, p~, u and u~ into G by s t e t i n g p Ξ ^ Ξ Q in G-D and
2>-==%-==0 in G-D*,
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The g.l.b. appearing in (12) is taken over all admissible functions ψ in
Z>* and is thus by (8") equal to λ~. We proved (7"), and hence the
theorem, under the additional assumption of p(x, y) being analytic in D.
This special case implies now (7~) for any function p(x, y) satisfying
the conditions stated in the theorem. Indeed, as p{x, y) is positive and
continuous in D, the Weierstrass approximation theorem assures that
for every £ > 0 there exists a polynomial p8(x, y)=p8, so that
(13)

0<Φ, v)^Vι(x, y)^Φ, V)(l + δ)

holds for all points (x, y) of D, Denoting by λ{8) the (classical) first
eigenvalue of the differential system with the density function pi, the
minimum property of the first eigenvalue implies
(14)

l(δ)^λ^λ(δ)(l + δ) .

Let Ps(%>y)=Ps(r) be the rearrangement of pδ in symmetrically decreasing order defined in 27*. (13) gives
(13-)

0<p-(r)^Mr)^p-(r)(l + δ)

for 0<Lr<LR. For the corresponding generalized first eigenvalues it
follows by (8~) and the analogous definition of λ"(δ) that
(14")
For each polynomial p&(x, y) we proved

As δ tends to 0, we obtain from (14), (14') and the last inequality
(7")
Theorem 2 is therefore established.
Inequality (11"), i.e. the fact that the Dirichlet integral of the
first eigenfunction decreases under symmetrization, was an essential
step in our proof. On the other hand, this inequality constitutes Faber's
and Krahn's proof of Rayleigh's conjecture. It is thus by no means
surprising that Theorem 2 includes the theorem of Rayleigh, Faber and
Krahn as the special case p(x,y) = l. However, Theorem 2 implies only
a weakened from of their theorem, since with regard to inequality (11")
Faber and Krahn proved more than we used. They showed that equality
in (11"") can occur only if D is a circle. Their theorem thus states that
for all homogeneous membranes with constant area the minimum of the
principal frequency is achieved for the disk and only for the disk. As
for any homogeneous membrane λ+ = λ~, it follows that if p = l and D
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+

is not a disk then λ^>λ . Hence, Theorem 1 can not be extended to any
noncircular domain. For any such domain there exist functions p(x, y),
+
for example, all the positive constants, so that λ^>λ , and at least for
+
nearly circular domains there exist functions so that Λ<Λ . This last
fact follows from the continuity of the first eigenvalue as a function
of the domain [3, Vol. 1, Chapter VI, Theorem 11] (and we assume that
for some functions p(x, y) in the disk the proper inequality sign holds
+
in (7 )).
A lower bound for the principal frequency of nonhomogeneous membranes was obtained by Szego in his paper on the generalized Dirichlet
integral [10]. In this case the density function p(x, y) is given in the
whole x, ?/-plane (except at the origin) and satisfies there the following
conditions :
(a) p(x, y) is positive in the whole x, ^/-plane (with the exception of
the origin)
(b) p(x, y) has circular symmetry, p(x, y)=p(r), and p(r) is a nonincreasing function of r, r^>0;
(c) rp(r) is integrable in a neighborhood of r = 0 . Considering
membranes lying in this plane, Szegδ's result is that for all membranes
with given area the minimum of the principal frequency is achieved for
the disk whose center coincides with the origin of the plane. [10, § V].
While keeping Szego's condition (b), we replace his conditions (a) and
(c) by the following more restrictive assumptions : (a') p(x, y) is positive
and continuous in the whole x, y-plane (c') p(x, y) has continuous first
derivatives in the whole x, ^/-plane. Under these more restrictive conditions (a'), (b) and (cr), Szego's result follows from Theorem 2. Indeed,
let D be a domain in the xf ?/-plane with the given density function
p(x, y). Let D* and p~{x, y) be defined as in Theorem 2, but put the
center of D* into the origin of the given x9 ^/-plane. As p(r) is a nonincreasing function of r, riΞ>0, it follows that for each {x,y)eD*
(15)

v(χ>y)>>v~{χ,v)

(a'), (c') and (15) imply that p(x, y) in D* satisfies all the conditions
which were in Theorem 2 required of Jc(x, y). (4") is thus the desired
conclusion. (For a one-dimensional analogue of Szego's theorem see [L,
Lemma 3].)
We state now our results on the nonhomogeneous membrane in
a form involving only generalized first eigenvalues. We drop therefore
the requirement that the original density function p(x, y) has continuous
first derivatives.
THEOREM 2'.

Let D be a domain in

the x, y-plane

bounded by

a Jordan curve C and let p{x, y) be positive and continuous in D,

Let
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p+{x,y)=p+{r)
and p~{x,y)=p~{r) be the rearrangements of p{xfy)
symmetrically increasing respectively decreasing order defined in
closed disk D*. Consider the three differential systems
Δu{x, y) + λp(x, y) u(x, y) = 0

for

,y) = O
(x,y)=0

(x, y)eD,

for

{x,y)eD*,

for

(x, y)e D*,

in
the

u{C)=0

and denote their generalized first eigenvalves by λ, λ+ and λ~ respectively.
λ is defined by
2

\ I grad φ \ dσ
(8)
z

\\vφ d<j

where the g.l.b. is taken over all admissible functions φ(x, y) in D, and
λ+ and λ' are analogously defined by (8+) and (8"). Then λ~ <Lλ. In the
special case of D being a disk (D=D*) we have in addition λ<Lλ+.
To prove this let us again approximate p(x, y) by polynomials p&(x, y)
satisfying (13). This implies (14), with λ now being defined by (8) (14)
and (14") give as before (7"), that is, λ~<^λ. The additional result for
the disk follows, by the same approximation, from Theorem 1.
We conclude the treatment of the nonhomogeneous membrane with
the following remarks. It is known that the second proper frequency
of a homogeneous membrane of given area does not attain its minimum
for the disk [9, p. 168]. This implies that Theorem 2 cannot be extended
to the second proper frequency i.e. under its assumptions the relation
/ί2~^^2 cannot be proved. Even for the circular nonhomogeneous membrane we are not able to establish any inequality—or equality—between
λ29 λ% and λς. It is thus of some interest to note that for the onedimensional case (see [1, Theorem 2]) Λj=/l2+. This follows easily from
the relation p-(x)=p+(x0 — x), 0<Lx<Lx0.
Finally, an intuitive proof gives the following analogue of Theorem 2. The principal frequency of a nonhomogeneous membrane of
arbitrary shape decreases {i.e. does not increase) under Steiner symmetrization or under Polya {circular) symmetrization.
(cf. [9, Note A] and
[6, Chapter I]). Indeed, formula (12) holds also for these symmetrizations. The Dirichlet integral of the first eigenf unction decreases and we
apply the one-dimensional case of the theorem on the rearrangements
of functions for each member of an (obvious) one parameter family of
straight or circular segments respectively. (Note that if D is not convex
with respect to this family, then p~ is in general not continuous in Z)*
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On the other hand, u~ is always continuous in D*.) It is easily seen
that Steiner and Pόlya symmetrizations are weaker than Schwarz symmetrization used in Theorem 2 the lower bounds obtained by the first
two kinds of symmetrization are not smaller than λ~ of Theorem 2.
3. The generalized Dirichlet integral* In this section we follow
closely Szegδ's treatment of the generalized Dirichlet integral ([10] and
[9, Note D]) however, our definition of this integral will be somewhat
simpler than Szegό's. We consider a ring-shaped domain D in the x, yplane, that is, D is bounded by two Jordan curves Co and CΊ such that
Co is completely in the interior of Clt We call Co and Cx the inner and
outer boundary of D respectively and we denote the interior of CΊ by
G. Let D* be the open annulus which has the circle Co* of radius Ro
as inner boundary and the (concentric) circle CΊ* of radius Rλ as outer
boundary (0<^R0<CR1<^c&). The radii are so chosen that the disk
bounded by Cf has the same area as the interior of Co and that the disk
G* bounded by C* has the same area as G. Hence Z?* has the same
area as D and we assume that the center of Z)* is the origin of a (new)
x, 2/-plane and use again r=(x2 + y2)112.
Let p(x, y) be nonnegative and continuous in the closure D of D.
Its rearrangements in symmetrically increasing and decreasing order are
defined in complete analogy to the case of a simply connected domain :
p+(xf y) and p~(x, y) are defined in Z>* both functions have circular
symmetry p+(x,y):=p+(r),
p~{x,y)=p~{r) and p+(r) is a nondecreasing,
p~(r) a nonincreasing function of r, R0<Lr<LRτ
p, p+ and p~ are equimeasurable finally, p+(RQ) (p~(R0)) is equal to the minimum (maximum)
of p in D and p+(R1) (p'iR^)) is equal to the maximum (minimum) of p
in D. Both rearrangements are nonnegative and continuous in J9*.
The admissible functions are now defined as follows. A function
φ(x, y) is called admissible in D if it is continuous in ID, vanishes on Co,
is equal to 1 on C lf has piece wise continuous first derivatives in D and
if the integral
U
D

exists. The admissible functions in Z>* are defined analogously and will
be denoted by ψ{x, y). Using these definitions, we state.
THEOREM 3. Let D be a ring-shaped domain in the x, y-plane and
let the Jordan curves Co and Cλ be the inner and outer boundary of D
respectively. Let the function p(x, y) be positive and continuous in D and
have continuous first derivatives in D. Let
p~(x,y)=p~(r)
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be the rearrangement of p(x, y) in symmetrically decreasing order defined
in the closed annulus Zλ* Denote by Aπγ the minimum of the generalized
Dirichlet integral
(16)

in the class of all admissible functions φ(x, y) in D. Similarly, denote
by Aπγ~ the g.l.b. of the generalized Dirichlet integral
(16")

Γf {Igrad ψy + p'ψ2} dr
E~(ψ)=\I

in the class of all admissible functions ψ{x, y) in D* which satisfy
Then'

(17-)

r^r.

We rely again on Courant-Hilbert [3, Vol. 2, Chapter VII]. To
minimize E(ψ) in the class of all admissible functions φ(x, y) in D is
a special case of their Variational Problem I corresponding to the first
boundary value problem. (See their § 2 and put in their notation
PΞΞΞΞΪCΞΞΞΞI, α = & = / = 0 , and replace their q by our p.
To assure that
all their assumptions are satisfied, we have to show that there exists
a function g which is continuous in 5 , vanishes on Co, is equal to 1 on
Cx and has piece wise continuous first derivatives in D which are such
that
rr

\gmάg\zdσ
exists. The existence of such a function g follows by conformal mapping. Set z=x + iy and let ζ=ψ(z) be the function which maps D onto
the annulus p<C\ζ\<il. The harmonic function g(x,y)=g(z),

has all the required properties.)
We again use the result of their § 4 with an implication similar to
the one stated in our § 1. With regard to the same problem for E~(ψ),
the conditions of Courant-Hilbert are satisfied only if p~(x, y) has continuous first derivatives in D*. As this is in general not true, 4π7~ has
to be defined as the g.l.b. E~{ψ).
4
The words "which satisfy \Φ\^ 1" may of course be deleted. But we shall need the
above given formulation of Theorem 3 to obtain Theorem 3',
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The variational problem to minimize E(φ) in the class of all admissible functions φ(x, y) in D has a unique solution u{x, y). This admissible function u(x, y) has continuous derivatives of first and second order
in D and is also the unique solution of the corresponding boundary value
problem that is, u(x, y) solves the system
(18) M(x,y)-P(%,y)u(x,y)=O

for (x,y)eD,

u(C0)=0,

uiCJ^l,

and is the only admissible function having continuous first and second
derivatives which solves this system.
(18) and p(x, ?/)>0 imply
0<Lu(x, y)<^l for (a?, y)eD.
For the same reason as in § 2, we prove Theorem 3 first under the
assumption that p{x, y) is not only positive and continuous in D but is
also analytic in D. (18) implies the analyticity of u(x, y) in D and in
complete analogy to § 2—using (11+) below— it follows that u+(x, y)=u+(r)
is an admissible function ψ(x, y) in D* which, by the above, satisfies
We have now
(19)

To establish (19) it remains only to justify its first inequality sign. For
thisTpurpose we use

that is, the fact, proved by Szego [10], that also in this case the
Dirichlet integral decreases under symmetrization. The remaining inequality

is again a consequence of the theorem on the rearrangements of functions. (See footnote 3) and complete u, u+, p and p" in an obvious way
into a bounded region containing D and D*.) This establishes (19) and
thus proves Theorem 3 for analytic functions p(x, y).
This special case implies (17") for any function p(x, y) satisfying the
conditions stated in the theorem. We use the same approximation as
in the analogue step in § 2. pB(x, y)=ρδ is again a polynomial satisfying
(13) in D and (13") holds therefore for Zλ*. Replacing in (16) p by p8
and in (16~) p" by p£, we denote the corresponding minimum and g.l.b.
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by 4πγ(δ) and Aπγ- (δ) respectively. By (13) and the definitions of γ and
γ(δ) we obtain (using that 0 < ^ < I l )

D

where P is the maximum of p(x, y) in D and d denotes the area of D.
Setting a=Pdl4π we have
(20)

^>r{δ)-da

γ

.

By (13") and the definitions of y and γ~(δ), there exists for each e > 0
an admissible function Ψ(x,y) in Z)*, satisfying \Ψ\<Λ, so that

tί {Igrad ^|2 + ^δ" ^ 2 } ^ ^ t f

4-p-^2}^^

hence,
(21)

T-(8)^r

For each polynomial Pz(x, y) we proved

As δ tends to 0, we obtain from (20), (21) and the last inequality the
desired conclusion (17") and we thus completed the proof of Theorem 3.
The assumptions of this theorem can be weakened that is, as in
Theorem 2', there is no need to assume the existence (and continuity)
of the first derivatives of p(x, y). Theorem 3 remains correct if we assume with respect to p(x, y) only its being positive and continuous in D
and if we accordingly define Aπγ as the g.l.b. E(ψ) in the class of all
admissible functions φ{%,y) in D which satisfy |y>|<Il. Indeed, the just
given proof remains unchanged except for a slight modification in the
derivation of (20).
We mentioned that definition (16) differs from Szegό's definition of
the generalized Dirichlet integral. In order to obtain his result on this
integral it will be convenient to restate Theorem 3 using his definition.
r

3 Let D, Co, C19 D*, Co* and Cf have the same meaning
as in Theorem 3 and denote the interior of Cτ by G and the interior of
C* by G*. Let p{x, y) be positive and continuous in G and have continuous first derivatives in G (or at least in D). Let p'(xt
y)=p"(r)
(0<Lr <!#!) be the rearrangement of p in symmetrically decreasing order
(in the sense of § 1) defined in G*. Further let k(x, y) be positive and
THEOREM
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continuous in G*, have continuous first derivatives in G* (or at least in
Z)*) and satisfy for each (x, y) e G*
(1")

k(x, y)>;P-(%, y) .

Denote by 4πc the minimum

of the generalized Dirichlet integral

(22)
in the class of all admissible functions <p{x,y) in D. Similarly,
by Aπc(k) the minimum of the generalized Dirichlet integral
(23)

denote

D,(φ)

in the class of all admissible functions

ψ{x, y) in D*.

Then

(24)
For the proof let 4τcr be the g.l.b. of the generalized Dirichlet
integral
(22-)

D-{φ)

in the class of all admissible functions ψ(x, y) in Z>* which satisfy
|*M<^1. We show first that
(25)
As
'σ=\\p'dσ

and as these two integrals are independent of ψ and ψ respectively,
(25) is equivalent to
(26)
here the minimum is taken over all admissible functions ψ in D, the
g.l.b. only over those admissible functions ψ in Z>* which satisfy | ^ | <I1.
p~ in (26) is obtained by rearranging — in the sense of § 1 — the in G
defined function p and then considering this rearrangement only in D*.
p~ in (16~) is the rearrangement—in the sense of the beginning of this
section—of the restriction of the function p to D. It is easily seen
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that, at each point (x, y)e D*, p~{x, y) in the sense of (26) is not larger
than p~{xy y) in the sense of (16"). Theorem 3 implies thus (26) and
hence the proof of (25).
Let now k(x, y) be any function satisfying the conditions stated in
Theorem 3'. By the definition of c~, there exists for each ε > 0 an
admissible function ψ in D* satisfying | ^ | < I 1 , so that kπc~
Using (1-), (22~), (23) and | ^ | £ 1 we obtain

if kdσ=
*D*

We thus obtain c~^>c(k) which together with (25) gives (24). Theorem
3' is therefore established.
We state now Szego's theorem on the generalized Dirichlet integral
([10], [9, Note D]) in the following restricted form : Let the function
p(x, y) be given in the whole x, y-plane and satisfy there conditions (a'),
7
(b) and (c ) stated in § 2. Let D be a ring-shaped domain in this plane
bounded by the inner Jordan curve Co and the outer Jordan curve Cτ.
Denote by Aπc the minimum of the generalized Dirichlet integral
(22)

in the class of all admissible functions φ(x, y) in D. Of all ring-shaped
domains D with given area and with given area of the containing simply
connected domain G, the annulus whose center coincides with the origin
of the given plane has the minimum generalized capacity c.
This theorem follows from Theorem 3' in the same way as our restricted form of Szego's theorem on the membrane followed from Theorem
2. ((15) holds now in G*.) Szegό proves this theorem on the generalized
Dirichlet integral assuming only conditions (b) and (c) stated in § 25
instead of our more restrictive conditions (a'), (b) and (c').
Similarly to the final remark of § 2, it follows intuitively that
Theorem 3 and Theorem 3' remain correct if we use Steiner or Pόlya
symmetrization instead of Schwarz symmetrization. For the analogues
of Theorem 3, Steiner and Pόlya symmetrizations of functions given in
a ring-shaped domain have to be defined in an obvious way.
Theorem 3 corresponds to Theorem 2 on the membrane. We state
now a theorem on the generalized Dirichlet integral which corresponds
to Theorem 1.
5

We are unable to follow Szego's argument allowing to drop the condition p > 0 (that is,
condition (a) of § 2).
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THEOREM 4. Let D be the annulus
and denote its inner boundary by Co and its outer boundary by Cλ. Let
p(x, y) be positive and continuous in D and have continuous first derivatives in D. Let p+(x, y)=p+{r) (Ro^r^RJ
be the rearrangement of
p(x, y) in symmetrically increasing order defined in D (=Z)*). Let γ have
the same meaning as in Theorem 3 and denote by Aπγ+ the g.l.b. of the
generalized Dirichlet integral
2

φ } da

\\

in the class of all admissible functions
Then

<p(x9 y) in D which satisfy

\φ\<l.

For the proof let m(x. y)=m(r) be a function having circular symmetry in D and assume that m is continuous in D and has continuous
+
first derivatives in D. Moreover, for each (x, y)eD let m(x, y)^>p (x, y).
Denote by £πγ(m) the minimum of

in the class of all admissible functions φ(x, y) in D.
proved that

Then it is easily

r + = g.l.b. γ{m) ,
where the g.l.b. is taken over all functions m(x, y)=m(r) satisfying the
above conditions. Let now m be such a function and let v(x, y) be the
uniquely given admissible function for which Em(v)=4:πγ(m). The uniqueness of v and the circular symmetry of m imply that v too has circular symmetry, v(xfy)=v(r)t
As v(r) solves the differential system

fίrfv(r)lm(r)ι;(r)=O for

r dr I dr

)

and as m(r)^>0 and v(r)^0 for RQ^r^Rlf
decreasing function of r in this interval.

it follows that v(r) is a nonWe thus obtain

) = l Hlgrad v\z + mv2} ^ ^ \ \
D

This proves Theorem 4.

D

The last step of this proof shows that the
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(italicized) statement following the proof of Theorem 3 holds also true
with respect to Theorem 4.
We started this paper with quoting the one-dimensional analogue of
the results on the nonhomogeneous membrane. With regard to the
generalized Dirichlet integral we state now the one-dimensional analogue
of Theorem 3. It will be convenient to exchange the boundary conditions. We thus require the vanishing of the admissible functions at the
outer endpoints of the two disjoint segments, so that p+ (instead of p~
of Theorem 3) appears in our statement. Moreover, we let the inner
endpoints of the two segments coincide and thus obtain
5. Let p(x) be positive and continuous for — a?0<a?<a?0,
OCxo^^t
wnd let p+(x) be the rearrangement of p(x) in symmetrically
increasing order. Let u(x) be the unique solution of the differential
system
THEOREM

+

— xo<Lx<LO , u( — xo)=Q , ^ ( 0 ) = l ,

u'\x) — p (x)u(x) = 0 for

and set a=2u'(0).
Let φ(x) be any function of class Df in — XQ<JX<JXQ
which satisfies φ(—Xu)=φ{xQ)=0 and denote the maximum of \φ(x)\ in this
interval by φ. Then
\
Equality is obtained in the case p(x)=p+(x) and φ(x)=Cu(x) for — xQ<Lx
<I0, φ(x)=ψ(—x) for 0<Lx<Lx0.
For the proof let x1 be a point in < — x0, # 0 > such that 1<K#I)I = Φ
and assume that (fixj^φ.
Let us minimize the integral

-χo

under the boundary conditions y(—xo)=O and y{x^=φ.
The Euler equation y" — py=§ has (by p > 0 ) a unique solution satisfying the boundary
conditions and it follows by standard criteria of the calculus of variations 7
that this unique extremal satisfying the boundary conditions gives the
absolute (strong) minimum of the variational problem. Considering also
the analogue problem for <^x19 x^> with the boundary conditions y(x^)=φ
and 2/(#0)=0 we finally obtain
*Ό

6
7

"0

See [2, p. 7].
See Bolza [2; pp. 101, 102] and use his conditions (I), (lib') and (IIP).
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where y(x) is the unique solution of y" — py=0
^I^X^XQ
which satisfies y( — x0)=y(χo)=0, y{xι)=φ.
follows). We have now
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for — xQ<Lx<S:xι and
(Note that 0<Ly<Lφ

Here we used again the calculus of variations to justify the last inequality sign and we obtained the last equality by partial integration of
h
u \ This completes the proof of Theorem 5.
In case of p(x) being a monotonic function we obtain
THEOREM 6. Let p(x) be positive, continuous and non-decreasing for
a<Lx<Lb (—00 <^a<C6<C°°). Let yx{x) and yz(x) be any (nontrivίal) solutions of

y"(x)-p(x)y(x)
which satisfy yι(a)=y2(b)=0.

=Q,

a<Lx<Lb ,

Then

For the proof we may assume yι(b)=y2(a) = l. As the Wronskian of
the two solutions yx{x) and y.£x) is constant, (and using p^>0) we obtain
y[(a)=-y'2(b)>0

.

Setting p*(x)=p{a + b — x), a<Lx<zb, we have
yl) dx

Dividing y[{b)^~-y2{a) by y[{ά)=—y'2{b) we obtain the assertion of the
theorem.
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MORREY'S REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR SURFACES
IN METRIC SPACES
E. SlLVERMAN

1. Introduction. In 1935 Morrey showed that a non-degenerate
surface of finite Lebesgue area has a quasi-conformal representation on
the unit circle. He made use of Schwarz' result for polyhedral surfaces
and was able to use a limiting process after he had shown that the
representations of the surfaces involved were sufficiently well behaved
for the area to be given by the usual integral. The limiting process
depended upon Tonelli's result concerning the lower semi-continuity of
the Dirichlet integral.
Several years later Cesari reduced the dependence upon complex
variable theory by the use of a variational technique to obtain a slightly
weaker version of Schwarz' result, but he showed that for the remainder
of Morrey's argument his form was adequate.
The purpose of this paper is to remove the restriction that the
surfaces be in Euclidean space; the method is that of Cesari.
Morrey's theorem has proved useful in the study of certain twodimensional problems in the calculus of variations. It is hoped that the
extension of his theorem will permit corresponding extensions of that
theory [3, 6, 12].
A desirable feature of quasi-conformal mappings is that the area of
the surface is given by one half the Dirichlet integral. To retain this property for surfaces which are not in Euclidean space requires the definition
of an appropriate integral to complement the definition of area. The definition of (Lebesgue) area used in this paper is that given in [13] which
agrees with the usual definition in case the surface is in Euclidean space.
We shall make use of the ideas of [13] in two other respects. First,
we need only solve our problem for surfaces in m, the space of bounded
sequences [1], since the definitions are chosen so as to be invariant
under an isometry and we can map other surfaces isometrically into m.
Second, we shall make use of the fact that the area of a function in m
depends only upon its distinct components. The last remark results
from the definition of the area of a triangle. Let r={rί}, s={s1}, and
t={t1} be three points in m. Then the area of the triangle with these
points as vertices is, by definition,
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2* A closure theorem for A.C.T. functions* Certain definitions applying to real-valued functions must be modified to apply to functions
which range in a metric space.
DEFINITION 1. Let ψ be defined on the interval [α, b] with range
in a metric space D. Let Φ be the interval function defined by

φ([c, d]) = δ(<p(c), ψ{d))

where δ(r, s) is the distance between r and s in D. Then ψ is B.V. or
A.C. according as Φ is B.V. or A.C. Define Όψ — ΌΦ wherever the right
hand side exists.
With this definition of bounded variation and absolute continuity of
a function of one real variable in a metric space Z), we extend verbatim
the definitions of bounded variation and absolute continuity in the sense
of Tonelli, B.V.T. and A.C.T., to apply to functions of two variables
with range in D [10].
If x is continuous on an open set G contained in E.λ into D, define,
where the right hand sides exist,
Dux(u, v)=D<p(u)

where ψ(t)—x{t, v) ,

Dυx(u, v) = Dψ(v)

where ψ(t) = x(u, t)

If x is B.V.T. then Dux and Dυx exist a.e. [8].
If ψ is defined on [α, 6] into m and is A.C. it is still possible that
l i m ΨWD.—r\_2

w-+t

W — t

m a

y

n o

t exist anywhere [5]. Hence we define a component-

wise derivative ψr by φr—{ψv}» Since φ is A.C. it follows that all of
the φ* are also and that ψif and Dφ exist almost everywhere. That
Dψ^\φίf\ for each i is evident, hence φ' is defined, and in m, almost
everywhere in [α, 6].
THEOREM

1.

If φ is A.C. then Dφ exists and is equal to \φf\ wher-

ever φ' exists.
Proof. Suppose that the theorem is true whenever φ has only a
finite number of non-zero components. Let φn be that function whose
only non-zero components are the first n, and these are the first n components of φ. Then (see the proof of Theorem 10) length ^=lim length
φn.

Hence
lDφ=length y = lim length <pn=\im \D^ n = lim \ \\<p'n\\= \ \\φ'l -

Thus we may as well suppose ψ has only a finite number of non-zero
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components.
that

Let έ be a point where φ' is defined.
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It suffices to show

\w—1\

For some i there exists a sequence of numbers wn-*t

such that

\wn-t\

and
\φ\wn)-φ\t)\

= \\φ{wn)

The existence of this sequence implies that
DEFINITION 2. If x is continuous on an open set G into m, define,
where the right hand sides exist,

THEOREM

2.

%u(u, v) = φ\u)

where <p(t) = x(t, v) ,

xυ(u, v) — φ\v)

where ψ(t)=x(u, t) .

/ / x is A.C.T. on G into m then
\\xu\\=Dux

and \\xυ\\—Dvx

wherever the left hand sides exϋst.
3. If x is A.C.T. on G into D and if Dux and Dυx are
in L , then x is a D-mappίng [4]. Let
DEFINITION

2

It was shown in [13] that if x is a Z)-mapping on a Jordan region
into a metric space, then the Lebesgue area of x, L(x), is given by
what corresponds to the usual integral (see § 6).
Let ΠN be the projection of m defined by

THEOREM 3. If xm is a sequence of A.C.T. functions on a bounded
open set G into m, if xm-+x uniformly in each closed set H contained
in G, if the norms of the partial (component-wise) derivatives p m = ||# TO J|,
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<7m=|#mJ we in La, α > l , and \ \[p£+Q%\ <M for all m, then x is A.C.T.
G

in G, the norms

of its partials

p=\\χu\\ and q=\\xυ\\ are in L a and

fΓ
ΓΓ
\ \ ϊ f = lim inf \\pt ,
G

fΓ
Γf
\W* = lim inf l l g * .

G

G

G

Proof. Let us first suppose that xm=-Nxm for each m and fixed N.
The hypothesis, together with the closure theorem for A.C.T. real-valued
functions, assures us that xι is A.C.T. for each i. Hence Nx is A.C.T.
The remainder of the proof, in case xm = Nxmf deviates slightly from
that given in [4] for real-valued functions.
Let if be a closed set contained in G whose distance from the
boundary of G is 2p > 0 . Let Kp be the closed set of all points whose
distance from K does not exceed p. Let n>2\p. Define (n; x) by
(n; x)= {(n; x, i)} and
(n; x, ϊ){u, v) — nΛ

xl(r, s) dr ds

\

for {u, v) e K .

Then (n; x) has continuous first partial derivatives, (n; x)u = (n; xu),
(n; χ)υ = (n; xυ), and (n; xm)u-+(n; x)UJ (n; xm)υ-+(n; x)υ. Furthermore, if \\y\\
is in LΛ, where y— {y1} is defined on G into m, each yι being measurable,
then

Thus

\\\\(n; aj).r=Um ί(\\(n; xm)Jt^\im

j J

m->oo J J

inf (f

m-»oo

JJ

Since x is A.C.T. and xιu is integrable for each i, (n; xh)-+xiu a.e. in K
and fl(τι α J I H ^ t J a e ί n -^ Thus ||a?β|| is in La and

inf f(|(w; ^)||^lim inf
K

Finally,

p*=z\imlNxul*
N

(fpα=lim ((lU^l^lim lim inf (f||(^ m )J^lim inf ff |(ίcm)J^Λf
K

K

G

Similarly

j j * = lim jnf

G
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3 Equicontinuity theorems* The theorems listed in this section
are taken from [4], except that now the surfaces need not be in Euclidean space. The proofs carry over almost without change.
Let Q be the square [ 0 ^ , v^ΐ], let Q* be its boundary, and x be
defined on Q into a metric space D.
THEOREM 4. [L. C. Young]. Given two positive numbers N and ε
there exists a positive number rj depending only upon N and ε such that
for any D-mapping x with D(x)<N there exists a <5, η<δ<ε, and a
finite subdivision of Q into rectangles whose side-lengths lie between δ
and 2δ and such that image of each side of such rectangles not on Q* is
a rectifiable curve whose length is less than e. A subdivision may be obtained by means of straight lines parallel to the sides of Q.
THEOREM 5. Let S be a base (or open non-degenerate) surface, let
Sn, w = l , 2, •••, be a sequence of surfaces such that ||SW, S\ ~-> 0, each Sn
having a D-representation xn on Q with D(xn)<M (\\Sn, S\\ is the Frechet
distance between the surfaces Sn and S). Then the mappings xn are
equicontinuous in each closed set KcQ° (the interior of Q).

6. Let S be an open non-degenerate surface and Sn be
a sequence of surfaces with \\Sn, S\\ -* 0 such that each Sn has a D-representation xn on Q with D(xn)<M and such that there exist points
Wim^Q*, i = l , 2, 3, and a positive number m with \\win—wJn\\>m,
(xn(win), xn(wjn))>m for iφj.
Then the mappings are equicontinuous in
an open set containing Q*. That is, for each ε > 0 there is a <5>0 such
that if'w, w'eQ, \\w-w'\\<δ, dist(w, Q*)<d, and άist(w', Q*)<<5, then
δ(xn(w), xn(wf))<ε.
THEOREM

4 Lower semi-continuity theorems. The results in this section
follow from [10].
If y is a D-mapping on G into m, let
En(y)=\\

sup {i, k, y}

G

E(y)=\\ sup {i, fc, y)
where
{i, k, y] = {i, y) + {k, y}
and
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Let
[i,y]
7. // xk and x are continuous on G (the closure of G)
into m and are D-mappings on G with xk-+x uniformly on G, G being
of finite measure, then
THEOREM

inf D(xk) ,

E(x)^\im inf E(xh) ,

F(x)^\im inf F(xk) .
Proof. We shall prove that E is lower semi-continuous. The other
two parts are proved in a similar manner.
The hypothesis and Theorem 2.1 [10, p. 26] show that En is lower
semi-continuous. The theorem follows since En<,En+1 and E—\\mEn.
W-»oo

5. Quasi'Conformal representations for surfaces in m. Much of
this section is lifted bodily from [2]. The principal problem is to obtain
a desirable representation for certain polyhedra. After this representation has been obtained, Morrey's technique yields a similar representation for other surfaces in m.
LEMMA 1. Let α w ^ 0 , bn, and cn be constants, n = l, 2, •••, N. If
2
+
+
= m3Lx[ant +bnt + cn] then for some m, / ( 0 ) = / ; ( 0 ) where / ( 0 ) =
n

and

fm(t)=amt*+bmt+cm.

Proof. That / + (0) exists is a result of the convexity of /. Now
let wk>0, wk-+0. Then for some m we have f{wk)—fm{wk) for an infinite set of k's, and in addition, f(O)=fm(O). Therefore
/()

()
*—

wk

*—

wk

LEMMA 2. Let an, bn, and cn be measurable functions on a bounded
measurable set E with an(x)^0, n—\, 2, •••, N. Let α, 6, and c be summable functions on E such that an(x)<^a(x), |δn(a?)|<*δ(α?), and \cn(x)\^c(x).
In addition let M be a positive constant and A and B be measurable
functions on E such that \A(x)\<2M and \B(x)\<2M* on E. Let

fix, t) = maxfn(x, t)
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and
φ(t)=\

f(x,t)dx.

JE

Then, for each x, there is an r=n(x) such that
+

? (0)=f
J

frt(x,0)dx.

Proof. If we examine the proof of the theorem permitting differentiation under the integral sign [7] we see that it is sufficient to show
the existence of a summable function g such that, for some ??>0,
f(x, t)-f(xf 0)
If we take ^<(5ikf)~1 we may take g(x) = 2[τja(x)+b(x)].
If y is a Z>mapping into m, let
[i9
Then

= j] sup[i, k, y] .
THEOREM 8. An open non-degenerate polyhedron & contained in
range ΠN for some N has a representation x* on the unit circle ^ such
that x* is a D-mapping and

max {i, x*} =max [i, k, a?*]

a.e. in

^

Proof. Let X be a representation of ^ on Q and let C—range
X|Q*. Consider the class K of all representations x of & which are
.D-mappings on ^ Since & is a polyhedron, if is not empty. Let
7=inf E(x) for all xeK. We shall see that the infimum is attained for
x—w*.
Let xn be a minimizing sequence with E(xn)<.I+lln.
Fix three
distinct points Pt on Q* with Q4 = X(^) also distinct. For each ft,
choose Pin on ^ * so that άn(P4n) = Qi. Let P4* be three distinct points
of ^ * . By means of a conformal transformation taking c^ into itself
and Pin into Pf, the functions xn are transformed into xn where xn(Pf)
= Qi. It is easy to verify that E(xn)=E(xn).
Theorems 5 and 6 assure us that the sequence {xn} is equicontinuous and hence a subsequence of the xn converges uniformly to a?*. The
closure theorem for D-mappings enables us to conclude that x% e K. By
Theorem 7, E{x*)=I.
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Now let φ and ψ be Lipschitzian with constant M in ^ and vanish
on ^ * . Then [2] the transformations T and T~\
a—u+εφ(uf v) ,

T:

are both Lipschitzian if |ε|<l/(3Λf).

β=v+εψ(u, v) ,
Put

α*[%(α, /?, ε), v(α, /3, e)]=a?(α, β, e) ,
Then αeϋΓ [10].
Now put
e/(e)=#(aθ = f f max {i, A, a?}(α, β)dadβ .
A straightforward computation shows that

J(ε) = [ ID-1 max
JJ

where
_d(a,

D

β)

We apply Lemma 2 to compute
.^^^

du dv ,

+

where r and s depend upon (u, v). That e7 (0)^0 is evident since J
assumes its minimum at ε==0.
From the arbitrariness and independence of φ and ψ we obtain,
first of all, that

J J [(£7* -G*ta.-2F*pJ dte dv^
and

Next we see that if we replace ^ by — ψ and ^ by — ψ then the
equality must hold in each case.
The remainder of Cesari's proof now goes through without change,
and we conclude that E* = G*S, F%=0 almost everywhere. It is clear
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that
for all i, k. Also, where the equalities above hold, if we order r and
s properly we see that

α?;r=«?S a?Γ=-»ί ,

[r, s, x*] = t{r, s, x*}^{r, x*} = {s, x*} .

Also, from the maximizing property
max {i, fe, #*} = {r, s, #*} = {r, #*} + {s, a?*} =2{r, a;*}
iφk

= 2{s, x*} =2[r, β, a?*] = 2 max [i, fc, a?*] .
ί,k

Finally {r, #*} =max {i, #*} for otherwise {i, s, ^} >{r, s, a?*}.
LEMMA 3. Lβί ^ be a non-degenerate polyhedron in m. Then for
n
some N, the projected polyhedron Π 3? is non-degenerate for all n>N.

Proof The hypothesis implies that the vertices of each triangle of
& are distinct and not on a line. It is clear that N may be taken
n
large enough for Π ^ to have this property for all n>N.
4. // & is a non-degenerate polyhedron with representation
x, and if in the countable set of functions x\ there are only a finite
number of distinct functions, then & has a representation x* on the
unit circle & such that
LEMMA

max {i, x*} =max [ί, kf x*]
i

DEFINITION

a.e. in

^

i,k

4. A D-mapping x is quasί-conformal in a Jordan region

R if
p 4^-4<]

a.e. in R .

ίj k

9. If xn and x are quasi-conformal mappings on R with
xn converging uniformly to x and L(xn)->L(x), then x is quasi-conformal.
THEOREM

Proof. From \yuf+\yvf^2sψ

{i, y] it follows that

D(xn)^2L(xn)

and hence that D(xn)<M for some M. The closure theorem for A.C.T.
functions assures us that x is a D-mapping and D(χ)<LM. More exactly,
we have
L(x) ^ \ I sup {i, x} ^lim inf \ \ sup {i, xn] =lim inf L(xn)=L(x) .
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Hence sup [i, k, #] = sup {i, x] a.e.
THEOREM 10. An open non-degenerate surface 6^ of finite Lebesgue
area has a quasi-conformal representation on ^

Proof. There exists a sequence of polyhedral surfaces &P* approaching ^ w i t h L ( ^ * ) - > L ( ^ ) , and we may suppose that each ^ * is
open non-degenerate.
Using the idea of [13, § 8] we can, for each n, determine a polyhedron ^yi with the properties
(a) The Frechet distance between ά?n and ^ * is less than \\n.
(b) L ( ^ * ) ^ L ( ^ ) > L ( ^ ί ) - l / 7 z .
(c) If xn is a representation of &n then there are only a finite
number of distinct functions in the collection xιn,
(d) The &n are open non-degenerate.
Hence the sequence &n approaches Sf and L ( ^ ) = Km (*$/£).
The remainder of the proof is the same as that for a surface in
Euclidean space [4].
The idea referred to is the following. If y is a representation of
a polyhedron & then the sequence yι is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous, thus totally bounded. Hence for each ε>0 there exists a
finite subset y*j of the yi with the property that sup \y* —ylj\<e for each
i and some iJt If & is open non-degenerate and Πn^ is also, then
adjoin yk, k — lf 2, •••, n to the yιj. Now replace those components of
y which are not in the subset by one which is and is within ε of it.
The resulting function represents an open non-degenerate polyhedron
whose Frechet distance from & does not exceed e and whose area does
not exceed that of ^?
6 Isometric surfaces in m For later applications it is convenient
to know that if x is quasi-conformal and y is isometric with x, then y
is also quasi-conformal.
Let α, 6, A and B be points of m.
LEMMA

5. // ||αcos#+&sin#||=||Acos#+Z?sin 0|| for all θ then sup

p

ΪJ 2

Proof. Suppose that for some p we have (A Y+(B ) >0. Then
there exist real numbers Λ>0 and θ such that Av = λcosθ and BΏ — λsin/?.
Thus
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γ^λ-* sup
= sup [A cos Θ+B* sin Θ]2=\\A cos Θ+B sin #|| 2 H|α cos θ+b sin
1

|« cos θ + bL sin
Similarly
sup [(α < ) a +(6 l ) Γ l^ sup
1. / / {θj;j=l, 2, •••} is dewse m [0, 2τr] omcZ i / Jαcos
for all j , then sup[(α*) a +(6*) a ]=sup[(A i ) 3 +
J + &sin0J=||Acos0j+5sin0 i J
COROLLARY

Fix 0 and let u—r cos 0 —s sin 0, v = r sin 0+scos ί. Suppose that a;
is A.C.T. on G into m and define j/ by y(rf s)—x{uf v). Since α?* is
A.C.T. for each i, so is y\ Furthermore, except for a set Z of measure
0, 2/*=a?«cos0+#ί sin0 for all i. Thus for sQ$Z we have
length ?/(r, s o )=lim length Π"y(r, β o )= lim (Dr(/7*2/)
= lim \ sup l^cos θ+xιv sin θ\<. \lxucosθ+xυBinθ\\^\
N-*oo J i%N

J

J

\\%u\\ + \ \\xυ\\
J

where the first integral is taken over the intersection of dom y with
the line s=s0 and the other integrals are taken over the intersection of
G with the line [—u sin #+vcos 0]=s o . Thus
length i/(r, s0) ^ j j lk»l+ J]

11^

and since r and s may be interchanged in this argument, we see that
y is A.C.T.
The partials of y are, of course, directional derivatives of x. We
can now apply Theorem 1 to obtain, almost everywhere in G,
#β= {< cos Θ+Xv sin 0} and Z>βa?=|a?tt cos θ+xυ sin 0||
where, if φ(s)—x(u+s cos θf v+s sin #), then a?β = ^'(0) and Dθx—Dφ{$)
(see Definition 1).
Now let 0j, j—ly 2, •••, be dense in [0, 2π\. Let W be that set of
measure 0 in the complement of which xθ = {xi cos θ3+xιυ sin θ3] and
Z)βja?=||a?tt cos ^J + ^Ϊ, sin Θ3\.
Observe that if x and 2/ are isometric (άomx—άomy
and ||a?(p) —
α?(g)|=I y(p)~ y{q)\ for all p, qedomx)
then Dθx=Dθy
wherever either
side exists.
THEOREM 11. If x is quasί-conformal and y is isometric with x,
then y is quasi-con formal.
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Proof. That y is a Z)-mapping follows directly from the definitions.
By the preceding remarks and Corollary 1 we have sup{i, x] = sup{i, y}
almost everywhere. In [13] it was shown that L(x)=L(y). Hence
ί, ft, y]^

i, 2/} = M sup{ΐ, α}=jjsup[i, ft, x]=

from which we can conclude that sup [i, ft, 2/] = sup {i, 2/} almost everywhere.
7. Almost confortnal representations for surfaces in a metric space.
If a surface is in a metric space, then there exists an isometric surface
in m. The definition of ' almost-conf ormal' is phrased so as to be invariant under isometries. Hence the result of the last section can be
applied to surfaces in metric spaces.
DEFINITION 5. Let X be continuous on a Jordan region R into a
metric space D. Then X is almost-conformal if there exists a quasiconformal map x on R into m which is isometric with X.
We can now repeat some familiar reasoning of [13] to obtain the
following.
THEOREM 12. An open non-degenerate surface in a metric space has
an almost-conformal representation upon the unit circle.

Proof. Let X be a representation on Q of an open non-degenerate
surface ^ Γ If pit i = l, 2, •• , is dense in range X then X is isometric
with a?={JP}, where X\q)=:d(pif X{q)) for all qeQ. By Theorem 10
there is a quasi-conformal map y on the unit circle W which is Frechet
equivalent to x. Define Yon ^ into D by Y(s)—X(r) where x(r)—y(s).
f
If x(r)=y(s) and x(r )=y(s) then X(r)=X(r'), so Γ is well defined. The
map 7 is a representation of ^ upon & which is isometric to a quasiconf ormal map y. Hence Y is almost-conformal.
Let y be a surface in D and suppose Sf has an almost-conformal
representation X on a Jordan region R. Then X is a D-mapping and
)=\ Isupp, ft, X] where X j is defined as in the proof of Theorem 12.
Finally we observe that if X is a Z>mapping then X is almostconformal if sup {i9 X}=sup[i, ft, X], and conversely. The direct statement is an immediate consequence of the definition. For the converse
1
note that if x=^{X } then x is isometric with X and is quasi-conf ormal.
8, Surfaces in a Banach space* If a D-mapping has range in a
Banach space B then it is possible to give a definition of quasi-conformality which is analogous to that for the case B—m. Then we shall
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see that the notions of quasi-conformal and almost-conformal are equivalent and, in case B—Eni they are both equivalent to the original
definition of Morrey.
Let X be defined on a Jordan region R into B. There exists a
smallest (separable) subspace B(X)aB
which contains range X. A
sequence {fn} of linear functionals of norm one over B is admissible
with respect to X if sup/ 4 (r) = ||r|| for each reB(X).
The transformation T: B(X)->m defined by T(r)={ft(r)} is an isometry. It was shown
in [13] that such an admissible sequence always exists.
Let {fi9 X} = {i, TX) and [/„ fk, X] = [i, k, TX].
DEFINITION 6. In the notation of the preceding paragraphs, X is
quasi-conformal if X is a Z)-mapping and if sup {ft9 X}=sup[/*, fk, X]
almost everywhere in R.
Theorem 11 assures us that this definition is equivalent to that
given earlier for the case B—m.

13. A necessary and sufficient condition that X be quasicon formal is that X be almost-conformal.
THEOREM

Proof. The function TX is isometric with X.
formal then

If X is quasi-con-

sup K TX} =sup {/4, X} =sup [/4, Λ, X] = sup [i, k, TX] .
Thus TX is quasi-conformal in m and X is almost-conformal. If X is
almost-conformal there exists a quasi-conformal function y which is isometric with X and, therefore, with TX. (The function y has the same
domain as X and has range in m.) Thus TX is also quasi-conformal
and
sup {/4, X} =sup {<, TX} =sup [i, k, TX]=sup [/„ Λ, X] .
Hence X is quasi-conformal.
Now suppose that B is En. If / is a linear functional of norm
one then there exists a point p with ||p|| = l such that f(r)=p r for
each reEn.
Since {/J is admissible, sup2vr = ||r||. ^ r a n ( ^ s a r e
two points in £*,, with ||r||—||s|| and r s = 0, then (r p) 3 +(s p) 2 ^r r for
any p with ||p| = l.
If X is quasi-conformal in the sense of Morrey (almost-conformal
[4]) then X is a D-mapping and E—Gy F=0 almost everywhere (E—Xu
-Xu, F=Xu-Xυ, G=Xv-Xυ).
Where these equations hold, (Xu pY+(XΌpf^E for any p on the unit sphere. Hence sup {fi9 X l ^ S ^ a r e a of
the square determined by Xu and -3Γβ=sup[/<,/*, XJ^sup {fif X}. Thus
X is quasi-conformal in the sense of this paper.
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Now let X be quasi-conformal in the sense of this paper. Since En
has the property that an absolutely continuous function on an interval
into En does have a derivative almost everywhere, we can conclude that
Xu and Xυ exist almost everywhere (not only component-wise derivatives).
If sup {/„ X}=Q, then E=F=G = 0. If Xu and Xυ both exist and sup
{/„ X}>0, it is easy to see that
sup[/ 4 ,Λ, Z ] = max

ί(a-Xu)(b-Xυ)-(a-Xv)(b.Xu)]

sup {/„ X} = max i(a XJ'+(a X9γ]
|αl=l

clearly these are equal only if E—G, F = 0 . We conclude that the definitions of almost-conformal and quasi-conformal as given in this paper
are equivalent to the original definition of Morrey.
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CERTAIN GENERALIZED HYPERGEOMETRIC

IDENTITIES

OF THE ROGERS-RAMANUJAN TYPE (II)
V. N. SINGH

1. Introduction. Nearly two years ago, Alder [1] established the
following generalizations of the well-known Rogers-Ramanujan identities:
1

ra-i

K

}

»-i

( 1 —af )

«=o (α;) c

(l-O

^

where GMtt(x) are polynomials which reduce to x

t%

(α?) β

'

for ikf=2 and

In a recent paper [6] I gave a simple alternative proof of (1) and (2).
We used the result
s

2s

kx

- kx ) ( k^λ

^ ^{l

fc<>Σ^^M ,
»-i

ί-o

M=2, 3, ...

(α?)β

Alder in his paper states that identities involving the generating
function for the number of partitions into parts not congruent to 0,
±(M—r)(mod2ikf+l), where 0<Ir<^Λf—1, can be obtained by his
method and indicates the result for r = l .
In the present paper I give a simple method of obtaining the M
identities for each modulus (2M+1). In §4 identities for which r^>iM
have been deduced and in §5 those for which r<^\M have been obtained for any r such that 0 < > < ; . M - l . The identities given in §5
have not been mentioned by Alder. As a corollary, an interesting
identity between two infinite series is given.
2. Notations* Assuming M < 1 , let
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(4)

PmP,tm(x)=χ
,t(x)=

\X)ι{x)m-t

and let
( 5)

φ(M, xη=l

so that (3) can be written as
6)

φ(M,tf)= Π ( I - * 1 ) Σ
ί-0

71=1

(X)t

3 The polynominals un(x). Before proceeding to deduce the generalized identities, we first give a few properties of a sequence of polynomials with the help of an operator. These we will need in later
sections. Let us define a sequence {un(x)} of polynomials by the relations
(i)
(ii)

uo(x) = O
un(x)=un-1{x) + x^'Xn ,

rcl>l

.

Let & be an operator which replaces xm by um(x) in any un(x), that is,

Also

Then we have
(7)

W^l-^+Σf-φ^
S= 2

As can be easily shown
•^'-HtB..+I(aθ= ,(f}" .

(8)

The above polynomials (8) have also recently occurred in a paper by
Carlitz [3].
Comparing the coefficients of a8'1 in
(α) r ι =(-l) w α^ w ^- 1 ) (l/α:^- 1 ) r ι ,

(9)
we get the relation
(10)

s

^ -*un-s^{x)

We can thus write (7) as

n s ι

= ^ - - us{x)

,

8=1, •••, (n
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(ct)n

where negative indices of & are defined by (10).
coefficients of αs in

Again comparing the

we get with the help of (11),
(12)

^-X-.+iία:)^^^"

In particular
UM-^-'UniX"1)

(13)

The following values of &m un(x) will also be required:
^n~%(x)=xn

,

from (10)

u1(x)=l
u3(x)=1 + x + 2x2 + α? + x*

:

4 Now we proceed to deduce identities involving the generating
function for the number of partitions into parts not congruent to 0,
±(Λf-r)(mod2Λf+l). From (11), we have

whence

(14)

And since, because of (8) or (10), the terms equidistant from the two
ends in the sum on the right of (14) have equal coefficients of powers
of xn, the expression in square brackets can be written as
(15)

Σ
ί =l

%

χ

n

n

(-l) - rf {\+&"-"** }Urtt(x)

where
(16)

Ur^x^ώw+v-to&'-htn-iix)-^
=P 2 r j ί (#) ,

using (4) and (8),
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The polynomials Ur>t(x) may be called "reciprocal" since they are such
that the terms equidistant from the two ends have equal coefficients..
Taking n=0 in (14) we see that
(17)
ί=l

Also, with the help of (12), we have
(18)

Urtt(x) = Ur%
Now from (15)

= 1+Σ

(

(

•

*

•

"

)

^-—
#rW

n-l

1+Σ (-iΓ^-.
ί l

For w=s + r, the last series on the right-hand side of (19) becomes

since the first (r —1) terms of the series vanish because of the factor
(α?n-r+1)ar-i. Then using (17) and writing
F(M,r)=

Σ (-l)"α?
W=-oβ

we obtain for (19) the form
(20)

F(M, r^Σi-iy-'Ur^ixWiM,

r-t) + (-l)rx*μ~ir<>r+ΐ>φ(M, x2r)

ί=l

Thus, using Jacobi's classical identity
(21)

Σ (-l)"α^V= Π ( l - ^ - ^

to express the infinite series in (20) as infinite products, we could find
for any given r, such that 0<Lr<LM— 1, an expression for the generating function for the number of partitions into parts not congruent to
0, ±(Λf— r)(mod 2ikf-h 1) in terms of generating functions for the number of partitions into parts not congruent to 0, ±(M—s)(moά2M-)-l)f
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(s=0, 1, 2, . . . , r - l ) . Since F(M, 0)=φ(M, 1), the F-series can be successively expressed in terms of </>-series and, with the help of (6), we
get
THEOREM 1.

π (l~^+1)w~(^-r))(l-^^^

(ΪZ^j

&—

h

(χ)t

where
Ar(x, t)=Σ,(-iγx*''t-i

«*»+'»U'r,.+1(x) .

The polynomials U'(x) are of the " reciprocal" kind, with

, (x)

m s+1

w=l

,

sφr .

so that
Z7^ )1 (^) = l ,

because of (17)

and
Ur)m(x)==U/r>m(x"1)

,

because of (18).

As an example of Theorem 1, taking the case r = l r w e have

Therefore
Σ (-l)nχ

'23)

which is equivalent to equation (23) of Alder [1].
From (23), using (21) and (6), we get the identity
(24)

w=1

(l-O

00

(

—V\

For r = 2 ,
00

(25)

n _a.
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where

Similarly for r = 3 we get

and so on for any r such that 0<Lr<LM— 1.
5 In this section identities involving the generating function for
the number of partitions into parts not congruent to 0, ±r(mod2M-fl)
are obtained.
From (11) we have

>
whence

(26)

1

1

1

^fV^ -^* ^- ^

In the expression in square brackets in (26), the terms containing xnr
cancel and the other terms can again be grouped in pairs to give
(27) l - α ^ + ^ ^ Σ ί - l ) ' " 1 ^ . ^ ^ ! ! - ^ 2 " * 0 ^ 0 }

+(l-x2n+1)(xn-r+%-z,

t =l

where
(28)

Vrtt(x)=x&«+»-r'&t-fyr-t-1(x)-x&w^

The polynomials V(x) are less symmetric than U(x). In particular,
corresponding to (17) and (18), they satisfy the relations
(29)
and
(30)
Now
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Σ
α

'"

Denoting the left-hand side of the last equation by ψ(M, r) and
using (27) and (5), we get, after slight simplification,

ί=l

Using (21), the generating function for the number of partitions into
parts not congruent to 0, ± r (mod2M-fl) can now be expressed in
terms of the generating function for the number of partitions into parts
not congruent to 0, ±s (mod2M>l), (s = l, 2, « , r —1). Thus, we
finally have
THEOREM 2.
°°

Ik

(Λ

/j,(2if + l)w-r\/-|

/y%

(2M + l')n-Q.M+l-r')\('\

™(2ϋf+l)w\

»

where
B,(χ, ί) = Σ ( - l ) s S-l

and V'rιS(x) are polynomials with

so that

As an illustration, for r=2 in Theorem 2, we have

Therefore
Σ

(-i)^ί

w2(2i>ί+

which gives us the identity

D /

r

f\fl

(™\
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(33)

w=1

/f r is replaced by M—r in Theorem 2 then the lefthand sides of (22) and (32) become the same and we have
COROLLARY,

^Ar(x,

t)GMit(x) _^BM.r(x,

ί-o

(χ)t

t)GMtt(x)
(#),

i-o

r = 0 , 1, . . . , Λf-1 , M=2, 3, . . . .
For M=2 and r = 0 and 1 we get respectively the relations

/y.2ί

the truth of which can easily be verified.
Some time ago, Slater ([4] and [5]) gave a very large number of
identities of the Rogers-Ramanujan type using Bailey's summation theorem [2] for a well-poised QΨQ. It is interesting to note that, as special
cases of our identities, we get some of those given by Slater, differing
only in form as can be easily verified. To mention an example, let us
take equation (90) of Slater [5]:

If we put M=13, r = 3 in Theorem 2, we obtain another series for
the product on the left of (35). I propose to study the equivalence of
identities (22) and (32) above and those of Slater in a subsequent paper,
as also identities involving products in which the powers increase by 2M.
I would like to express my gratitude to Dr. R. P. Agarwal for
suggesting the present work and for his kind help in the preparation
of this paper.
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Corrigenda. In [6] the following corrections may be noted:
p. 1011. The series for Tn,m runs up to
M-n
p. 1012. In the line immediately preceding (3.3), a2Mn^ should be
In the right hand side of (3.4) a factor (kn t) should be inserted in
the denominator of the outer series.
p. 1014. In the right hand side of the last identity of the paper,
we should have 77 instead of' π.
UNIVERSITY OF LUCKNOW
LUCKNOW, INDIA

A DETERMINANT IN CONTINUOUS RINGS
R. J. SMITH

l Introduction. In the theory, developed by Dieudonne [1], of
determinants of nonsingular square matrices over a noncommutative
field K the determinantal values are cosets modulo the commutator subgroup of Kx, the multiplicative group of K. Since the matrix groups
Mn(K) and their commutator subgroups Cn have the property that
Mn{K)\Cn is independent of n, the latter cosets will serve just as well
for determinantal values, at least for theorems involving only the multiplication of determinants.
The rings whose principal right ideal lattices form continuous geometries have many resemblances to matrix rings; in fact, the axioms
of Continuous Geometry are satisfied by finite dimensional geometries
over a field which are always equivalent to the right ideal lattice of
some matrix ring. Irrespective of questions as to the existence or
otherwise of fields in connection with a general continuous geometry
playing a similar role to that of the field of coordinate values in the
finite dimensional case we will show that multiplicative determinantal
theorems can be obtained for the more general ring; the determinants
will be cosets of the group of invertible ring elements modulo the closure of its commutator subgroup with respect to the rank-distance topology in the ring.
The definition of a complete rank ring is given by von Neumann
[3, (iv)]. Essential properties of such a ring 3Ϊ and the associated lattice of principal right ideals have been developed by von Neumann [3,
4] and Ehrlich [2]. We will assume throughout that 9ΐ is a complete
rank ring, of characteristic not 2; and that if the discrete case (matrices over a field) applies, then the order of the matrices is at least 3.
2. Groups in a complete rank ring Using a notation similar to that
of [2], [3] we denote by © the group of invertible ring elements; that
is, we@c3ϊ if and only if the rank R(u) of u is 1.
DEFINITION 1. We denote by ^ the closure of the commutator subgroup of @ in the rank-distance topology and by ffl the closure of the
group generated by the elements of class 2 in ©.
COROLLARY 1.

$ and ffi are groups.
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Proof. Let {tn; tne&,
di. Then lim. R(tn-tm)=O

n—lf 2, •••} be a converging sequence in
implies

n,m-*oo

lim R{Kι-t^)= \im
and hence limt" 1 exists in 31. By the continuity of multiplication
n—>o°

(limίn)(limίή1) = l so that l i m ^ e ® .
W->oo

W-»oo

The result then follows routinely

W->oo

after , the observation that the inverse of a commutator is a commutator and the inverse of the general class 2 element 1 + r (r2 = 0) is 1 —r,
also of class 2.
LEMMA

1. Lei £eC 2 {be of class 2), se@. Then sts^eC*.
2. Lei te C\ s e β . 2%ew 8t=tx8 for some txe C\

COROLLARY

DEFINITION 2. We writh u=s for nonsingular (invertible) u, se?R
when n—ts for some teffi.
COROLLARY

3. The relation = is α^ equivalence relation.

LEMMA 2. Lei e 6e any idempotent of rank 1/2 and s be nonsingular and otherwise arbitrary in 3ΐ. Then for some tedi

Proof. The existence of idempotents of rank 1/2 is assumed in
continuous rings, that is, when the range of R is the unit interval. In
the discrete case the result has no meaning if the order of the matrices
is odd.
Now suppose the principal left ideal ((1 — e)se)ι = (g1)ι where g1 = eg1e9
9\—Qι [4, Chapter 15]. By the Pierce decomposition, s is the sum of
the quantities in the blocks of
)
(e-g1)sg1
_ (l-e)sg1

(e-g1)s(e-g1)
(l-e)s(e-g1)

es(l — e)
(l-e)s(l-e)

where a matrix notation is used for clarity and to permit the comparison of later processes with standard matrix ones; we will simply equate
such a partitioned array to the sum of its members. We have
&=2/i(l - e)se=yλ(l - e)segx = y,(l - e)sgλ

A DETERMINANT IN CONTINUOUS RINGS
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so that

{1+0i(0i—0iS0i)2/i(l — e)} s

(e—0i)s0i

(e—gλ)s(e—gλ)

(e—^)s(l

0

(l — e)sg1

— e)

(1 — e)s(l — e)

for some 8*8 91 since
0iS0i+(0i—gιsg λ )y ι{l —

e)sgx—g1sg1+gγ—gιsgλ=g1

and

Multiplying on the left by (l~-(l — e)sgι)(l — (e—g1)sg1) and on the right
by (l-0is(β-0i))(l-0i8*(l-β)) gives
0i

0

0

0

(1 — ejs^e—gλ)

(1 — 0)^(1 — e)

for some sλ e di and some tλ e ffi by Corollary 2.
Define gn+lt sn+u tn+1 for n=l, 2,
as follows.
L e t ((1 — e)sn(e—gλ

gn))ι = (gn+i)ι w h e r e

gl+1=gn+1

a n d (e—gλ —

• *"-"0n)0n+i(β—0i— • •—0n) = 0w+i We have, similarly to the above, the
existence of a tn+1effi and an s w+1 e 3ΐ such that
Γϊi.

0

0
(β-0ι

0/1+

Now,
2 "
so lim.R((l — e)sί(e--gι—
i

— gri)) = O and in turn

R. J. SMITH
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lim (l — e)si(e—g1

(1)

#0 =

More strongly,
lim R(gn+1+

+gn+p)=

lim {R(gn+1)

Hence, by [3, (iv), Section 3] l i m ^ H

+R(gn+P)} = 0 .
\-gn) — 9, say, exists in 3ί;

also, by the continuity of multiplication, g—ege and g is idempotent,
being the limit of a sequence of idempotents.
In order to prove that lim tn exists in 9ΐ and so belongs to ffi we
TO->oo

note that

n+1

(gn+1 - gn+iSn9n+i)Vn+i(ί - e))tns
^» + i))(l-0« + isί(l-β)) = ίn+iS

-(l-gn+1sn(e-g1

where s* 6 9ί and yn+1 is defined by the condition gn+1=yn+1(l — e)sne
The last two factors on the left side of (2) may be transferred after a
similarity transformation to the left of tns, by Corollary 2, giving
(l +

Φ(gn+1))tns=tn+ιs

where Φ(gn+1) is an expression involving no more than 25—1 = 31 terms,
each containing gn+1 as a factor and so of rank <^ R(gn+1).
Hence tn+1
-tn=Φ(gn+ι)tn and

R(gn+i) -> 0 a s n, p «• oo .

[3, (iv), Equation 3, (Hi)]
We conclude that
lim (1-&

^K(l

Π~*oo

exists in 3ΐ. It equals (1—
. ^ - ^ = 0 by (1). Then

gr) for some ί e 3 ΐ .

g

0

0

0

(e-g)t(e-g)

(e-g)t(l~e)

0

0

Moreover, (1—e)

(l-β)ί(l-β) J

A DETERMINANT IN CONTINUOUS RINGS
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where R((e~g)t(e—g))<^l[2 and (e-g)t(e-g) has an inverse in the
subring ?fi(e—g).
By the proof of [4, Lemma 3.6], if (l — e)h(l—e) = h is an idempotent of rank equal to R(e—g), then e~ g, h define quantities x, yeίli
such that
x, hy=y(e — g)=y, xy=e — g, yx—h.
We have that 1+x, 1+yeG* since x*=xh(e — g)x=0f yλ—y{e—
and so (1+#)(! — y)(l+x) = l — (e—g)~h+x—ye S1" whence
g

0

0

0

0

(e~g)t*(l-e)

-Hfi-g)t(β-g)

(l-β)ί*(l-β)

_0
for some t* e 3Ϊ. Since

R(-h(e-g)t(e-g))=R(e-g),
then
and by a similar argument to one above we have, for some t' e 9t,
0

0

0

0

e—g

0

0

0

(l

This useful lemma permits us to obtain an analogue in continuous
rings for a diagonalization theorem of Dieudonne [1, p. 30].
THEOREM

nonsingular.

1. In a continuous ring 3Ϊ, let eλ — e, R(e)<l
Then, for some t e 91,

and s be

Proof. If jβ(e)<l/2, a similar proof to that of Lemma 2 yields the
result.
We may suppose then, that
p-1

2>

i=l

ί =l

for p>l

Let eι — eeιe be an idempotent of rank 1/2. Then, by Lemma 2, ^8 = ^
+ (1 — eijsxίl — βi) for some ^ e f i 1 and SiG^R. If p > 2 , we let e 2 =(β—β x )
βa(β—βt) be an idempotent of rank 1/4; then e2 has normalized rank 1/2
in the continuous ring 91(1— e j and (1 — e^s^l — eλ) is nonsingular in this
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ring.

Hence, there exists t2 in the group £ f of 3t(l —β^ such that

where s2 6 ^ ( 1 - ^ ) c9t.

Then

moreover, ^ + ^ 6 ^ as can be verified simply.
Proceeding in a similar fashion, we have eventually, for some sp-ι
and independent idempotents βt = ββiβ (i = l, •••, p—1) with i?(e4) = 2-*

Application of the first statement of the proof to the idempotent e — eι
ep-x in the subring SR(1 — βL
ep-L) gives
ίpίl-β!

βp-Oβp-iίl —βi
= e — βi

βp-0
βp-i + ( l — φ P ( l — e)

where
ev.λ), 6,+ --.+ep-1 + tpe ffi and 8,6 91.

tpe9l(l-eL
The result follows.
THEOREM

2.

/% α continuous ring $ — S1".

Proof. The equation utu~ι—ϊι is satisfied by any teC2, for some
w G @ depending on ί [2, Theorem 2.12]. Hence the arbitrary
teC2
satisfies
(3)

t=utu-H-

1

and

fttgjϊ.
By Lemma 2, if alf α 2 e © and β is an idempotent such that R(e)
= 1/2, then α ^ M i , a2=b2d2 where 6^ 6 3 6 ^ and

The commutator c^Oaαί"1^1 has the form bd^d^d^1 with 6 e S1" by Corollary 2. It is sufficient to show that d^d^d^1 e ffi and we need only

show that dβ^b^d-Ab^

where b^\ b&eSV.

Write (l-e)d1(l-e)

Now e, 1 — e define a matrix basis stJ with 8 n = β, s 2 2 = l — e,
=8 l a (l — e), s21 = (l — e)s21=s21e [4, Chapter 3]. Then

= λ9
su—esu

A DETERMINANT IN CONTINUOUS RINGS
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and
V

I ^12) —

^21

^22—

^11

•*•

belong to SV.
Noticing that λ has an inverse in 31(1 — e) we obtain without difficulty
e

(4)

0

0 λμ_

Svzf

β

_0

λμ _

e

s12μ

-λs21

0

0

Snμ

o

and on left multiplying the last member of (4) by — (—s 21 +s 12 )
λs21

z

0

0

0

s12λ
0

μ\

Retracting the steps of (4) we obtain the result.
REMARK 1. When 91 is a matrix ring over a field (discrete ring),
^, ffi are respectively the commutator group, and the group generated
by the elements of class 2. Provided the order of the matrices exceeds
1
two, as we assume, (3) holds and again ®tgS; also S " contains the
group generated by the transvections which is shown by Dieudonne [1,
p. 31] to itself contain $. Hence Theorem 2 holds for rings of matrices of order greater than two.

3. Determinants in a complete rank ring.
3. Let $i be a continuous or discrete ring. We define
the determinant Δ(a) (a e ©) as the coset S α .
We now proceed to obtain generalizations of some well-known results in determinants; the restrictions on characteristic and order apply
and the determinants, we note, are defined only for nonsingular ring
elements. Theorem 2, Remark 1 and the commutativity of the cosets
are used freely without additional reference.
( i ) A theorem on minors of the inverse.
DEFINITION

THEOREM

3.

Let c be nonsingular and e any idempotent in 3ΐ.

Then

Proof.

ec-\l--e)){l~-e+ec-ιe)}A{c)
= Δ((l~e)c+e)
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(ii)

The Laplace development.

THEOREM

z

4.

Let e =e, xeΰϊ.

(Compare [1, p. 37].)
If R{exe)=R(e), then

where eye is the inverse of exe in
Proof. A{x) — A {(1 — (1—e)xe eye)x]

• (1 — eye ex( 1 — e))}
— Δ{exe-\-(l—e)x(l — e) — (1 — e)xe eye ex(X — e))
=

(iii)

J(exe+(l-e))-J(e+(l-e)x(l-e)

Cramer's rule.

THEOREM

5.

Let ax~b be satisfied by a, b, xe$ϊ.

for any idempotent

Then

e.

Proof, ax—b implies axe—be and so

=
=

A(a)A(xe+(l-e))
J(a)J{(exe+(l-e)xe+(l-e))(l-(l-e)xe)}

REMARK 2. The fact that Theorem 5 includes Cramer's rule can
be seen as follows.
The matrix equation Ax—b with A=(ai5) an nxn matrix and x
= {xi, ••-, xn}> b={bίf •••,&„}, the components being in a field K, can
be expressed

A DETERMINANT IN CONTINUOUS RINGS
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bnl

where each vector is replaced by a ring element with identical columns.
Taking β = ^ = diag (0, 0,
, 1, •) with 1 in the ith place, Theorem
5 gives

=

Δ(A)Δ{dmg(l,

If C is the commutator subgroup of K*, the isomorphism of M£(K)[Cn
X
and M /C implies the preceding equation holds when we interpret Δ as
the Dieudonne determinant (K noncommutative) or as the ordinary determinant (K commutative).
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SUB-QUASIGROUPS OF FINITE QUASIGROUPS
DRURY W.

WALL

l
Introduction. Lagrange's theorem for finite groups (that the
order of a sub-group divides the order of the group) does not hold for
finite quasigroups in general. However, certain relationships can be
obtained between the order of the quasigroup and the orders of its subquasigroups. This note will give some of these relationships.
DEFINITION. A set of elements Q and a binary operation " o " form
a quasigroup (Q, o) if and only if the following are satisfied:
I. If α, δ e Q then there exists a unique ceQ such that aob — c.
II. If α, be Q then there exist x,yeQ such that aox—b and yoa = b.
III. If a,x,yeQ
then either aox=aoy
or xoa—yoa implies x=y.
If (Q, o) is a quasigroup and S is a subset of Q then (S, o) is a subquasigroup of (Q, o) if (S, o) is a quasigroup.
Throughout this note the quasigroup operation will be written
multiplicatively, that is, " α δ " will be written for " α o δ " . Also, " Q "
will be written to denote the quasigroup "(Q, o ) " . By quasigroup will
be meant finite quasigroup, since only finite quasigroups will be considered. The order of a finite set X is the number of elements in X.
For subsets X and Y of Q the symbols I n Γ , XU Y and X\Y
will be
used to denote the point set intersection, union and relative complement
of X with y, respectively.
The following elementary properties of a finite quasigroup Q will
be of use.
P I . // XdQ and aeQ then X, aX and Xa have the same order.
P2. If SdQ and S satisfies I then S is a sub-quasigroup of Q.

Proof.
PI, aS=S.
is inherited
P3. If

To prove II, let a,beS.
Since £ satisfies /, aSdS and by
Thus, since beS there exists an xeS such that ax—b. Ill
from Q.
S is a sub-quasigroup of Q then ae S and b$ Simply ab$ S.

2. Relationship of the order of any sub-quasigroup to the order of
the quasigroup
The order of a sub-quasigroup need not divide the
order of the quasigroup in fact, these orders may be relatively prime.
An example is given by Garrison [1, page 476] of a quasigroup of order
5 with a sub-quasigroup of order 2.
Received February 27, 1957, and in revised from June 15, 1957. Presented to the
American Mathematical Society, August, 21, 1956.
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THEOREM 1. If Q is a quasigroup of order n and S is a sub-quasigroup of order S then 2s^n.

Proof. Let xeQ\S.
lΐyeS
then xyeQ\S.
Thus
xSdQ\S.
But, by PI, xS has order s and since Q \ S has order n—s this implies
that s^n—s or
This shows that the order of a sub-quasigroup is equal to or less
than one half the order of the quasigroup. The quasigroup with two
elements gives the simplest example in which the equality holds.
3. Relationship between the order of a quasigroup and the orders
of two of its sub«quasigrouρs. Let Q be a quasigroup of order n and
R and S be two proper sub-quasigroups of orders r and s, respectively.
Assume that R and S intersect. Then P=^RΓiS is a sub-quasigroup of
Q. Denote the order of P by p. Note that the subsets R\P, S\P,
and RuS are of orders r—p, s—p, and r+s—p, respectively.
THEOREM

2. n^r+s+max(r,

Proof. 1. Suppose SaR.
max(r,s)=r, Thus,

s) — 2p.
Then Rf]S=S and hence p=s, s^r and

r+s + max (r, s) — 2p—2r —s^
But by Theorem 1, 2r^n and so r + s + max (r, s) — 2p<^
2. Assume R\P and S \ P are non-null. If xeR\P
and yeS\P
then xy$R\jS. Thus, for xeR\P, x(S\P)aQ\(R{jS). But x(S\P)
is of order s — p and Q\(#US) is of order n—(r+s—p). Therefore,
s-p<n~(r+s-p). Similary, if yeS\P then y(R\P)dQ\(R\jS) and
thus, r—ptίn—(r+s—p).
Therefore,
n—(r+s—p)^max (r—p, s — p) = max (r, s) —p
and so, w ^ r + s + m a x ( r , s) — 2p.
COROLLARY.

If r=s then n^3r—2p.

3. // w=r+s+max(r, s) — 2p then r=s if and only if
T=PU[Q\(#US)] ώ α sub-quasigronp of Q.
THEOREM

Proof. A. Assume r=s. Then i? and S are sub-quasigroups of
order r and ϊ 7 is a subset of order r. By P2, to show that T is a subquasigroup it suffices to show that if %e T and yeT then xy6 ϊ\
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(1) Let xe P. Then if y e P then xyeP since P is a sub-quasigroup. If y e T\P then y e Q\(R U S) and hence ?/ fέ R and ?/ 0 & Hence
xyφR, xyφS and so xyeQ\(R[jS) = T\P. Thus if #eP and ye T
then a^/ e T.

(2) Let xeT\P
and aeR\P.
First note that #α0B. For
beS\P,
batβRuS and so ( S \ P ) α c Q \ ( Λ u S ) = Γ \ P . But (S\P)α
and Γ \ P are both of order r—p. Thus, (S\P)a=T\P
and since
x$S\P
this implies xa$T\P
by III. Thus #α is in neither R nor
Γ \ P and so
xa e Q\[R U (Γ\P)] = S \ P .
Thus, for x ε T\P it follows that x(R\P)czS\P.
are both of order r-~p and so x(R\P)~S\P.
shown that x(S\P)=R\P.
Thus, for

But x(R\P) and S \ P
Similarly, it can be

x e Γ \ P , x[(R\P) U (S\P)] = [(R\P) U (S\P)] .
By noting that Γ=Q\[(i2\P)U(S\P)] and by use of III, it follows
that if xeT\P
and 2;eΓ then xze T. Combining parts (1.) and (2.), it
follows that if x e T and yeT then xyeT and thus, T is a sub-quasigroup of Q.
B. Assume that T is a sub-quasigroup. T is of order max (r, s).
Either r > s , r < s , or r = s . Assume r > s . Then max (r, s) = r and Γ and
R are two sub-quasigroups of order r. Thus, by the Corollary to
Theorem 2, ?ι^3r — 2p. But, by hypothesis,
(r, s) — 2p=
Thus, 2r+s — 2p^Sr — 2p and so s^r, which is contrary to the assumption that s<r. Thus r ^ s . Similarly, s>r and so r=s.
For the case in which R and S do not intersect the following results
can be obtained.
THEOREM

2'. n^r+s+

COROLLARY.

// r=s then n^Sg.

3'. If n = r + s + max(r,s) then r = s if
is a sub-quasigroup of Q.

THEOREM

Q\(R{jS)

max (r, s).

and only if

An example of a group satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3 is
the four group which has 3 subgroups of order 2 which intersect pairwise
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in the identity element. The following are examples of quasigroups
satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3.
a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

g
h

h

a

a

b

b

c

c

a

a

b

c

d

f

e

b

b

a

d

c

e

f

c

c

d

a

b

d

d

c

b

a

g
h

e

f

e

h

f

e

f

g
h

f

g

h

g

g
e

h

g

h

f

e

a

e

f

c

d

b

c

d

f

e

a

e

f

c

d

e

d

a

b

f

d

f

a

c

e

b

b

h

f

g
e

e

f

d

b

g
a

d

c

e

e

d

f

b

a

c

a

b

c

d

f

f

c

b

e

d

a

c

d

a

b

d

c

b

a

Example 2.

Example 1.

In Example 1, let P= {a, b}, i?= {a, b> c, d}, S= {α, b, e, f) and
T— {α, 6, g, h}. The hypothesis of Theorem 3 is satisfied and r=s and
T is a sub-quasigroup.
In Example 2, let P = {a}, R= {α, b], S— {a, c, d} and Γ = {α, e, / } .
In this case rΦs and T is not a sub-quasigroup.
Counterexamples to many of the possible generalizations to more
than two sub-quasigroups can be constructed. For example, it has been
proved that (1) if Q is of order n with a subquasigroup of order s then
n^2s and (2) if Q is of order with two non-intersecting sub-quasigroups
of order s then n^3s.
Thus, it might be conjectured that for any
positive integer m, if Q contains m mutually disjoint sub-quasigroups
of order s then n^(m+l)s.
However, this fails for m=3 since it is
possible to construct a quasigroup of order 3s with three disjoint subquasigroups of order s. In another direction, it is possible to construct
a quasigroup of order 4s containing three disjoint sub-quasigroups of
order s, in which the remaining s elements do not form a sub-quasigroup.
REFERENCE
1. G. N. Garrison, Quasί-groups, Ann. of Math., 4 1 (1940), 474-487.
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MONOTONE COMPLETENESS OF NORMED
SEMI-ORDERED LINEAR SPACES
SADAYUKI YAMAMURO

Introduction* Let R be a continuous semi-ordered linear space, namely, a semi-ordered linear space where, for any sequence xy^0 ( y = l , 2 , •)>
exists. 1

f\xv

R is said to be a normed semi-ordered linear space, if a

norm ||α?||(a?e J?) is defined and satisfies the condition:

implies

\x\^\y\

IMI^IMI

in addition to the usual conditions.
A norm |a?||(a;e22) on a normed semi-ordered linear space is said to
be monotone complete, if, when 0 ^ # v ΐ

I v =l l

and sup||# v || < + co , there exists
V§1

0 Xv
V= l

A norm on R is said to be continuous, if xΛ
and semi-continuous, if 0^α?v

0 implies l i m | # v | = 0

a? implies sup |a? v |=fa?||.
IV=l

It is clear that

VS1

continuity implies semi-continuity.
Kantorovitch [4] has proved that, if a norm on 22 is monotone
complete and continuous, then it is complete, namely, 22 is a Banach
lattice. Nakano [5; Theorem 31.7] has proved that, if a norm on 22 is
monotone complete and semi-continuous, then the norm is complete,
and, recently, Amemiya [1] has proved that, if a norm on 22 is monotone
complete, it is complete.2 In this connection, see also [2].
In this paper, we will consider several problems concerning monotone
completeness and completeness of normed semi-ordered linear spaces
and Nakano spaces.
l
In this
As
This is

Monotone completeness of normed semi-ordered linear spaces*
section, we will consider two problems.
usual, let (c0) be the set of all null-sequences of real numbers.
a normed semi-ordered linear space by the usual ordering and

Received December 12, 1956. In revised form April 22, 1957.
Namely, a conditionally cr-complete vector lattice. In this paper we use the terminology and notation of [5].
2
In this paper, Amemiya also proved the following lemma: Let R be a monotone
complete normed semi-ordered linear space. Then there exists a number f > 0 such that
1

x implies
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the norm: lα?[ = sup |fv|

for x=(ξy)£(Co).

V=l

The fact that this norm is

complete is well known. But, it is not monotone complete, because,
for the sequence of elements:
^ = (1,0, 0, . . . ) , e , = ( l , l , 0 , . . . ) , $ , = ( 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , . . - ) , . . . ,

I

oo

oo

and sup 1 ev 1^1 , but \J ev does not exist in the space

V-l

V§1

V = l

(βb).

Among function spaces, we can also find an example of this type.
Let L{Jt be the set of all measurable functions x(t) (Ofgί^l) such that
\ \ξx{t)\λlt dt<+ oo

for all

Jo

Then L{!t is a Banach lattice by the norm:
\\x\\= inf A

m(x)=V \x(t)\111 dt ,

where

C&osi|f|

Jo

but this norm is not monotone complete.
In § 1.1, we will state a necessary and sufficient condition in order
that a complete norm be monotone complete.
It is well known that every (norm) closed subset of a Banach
lattice is also complete. But, we have a monotone complete semi-ordered
linear space which contains a closed, but not monotone complete subspace. Namely, let Lljt be the set of all measurable functions x{t)
( O ^ ί ^ l ) such that

[\ξx{t)\lltdt< + oo

for some

?>0 .

Jo

This is a monotone complete normed semi-ordered linear space and L{ιt
is a (norm) closed subspace of LVt .
In § 1.2, we will state a necessary and sufficient condition in order
that every closed subspace of a monotone complete semi-ordered linear
space be monotone complete.
1.1Φ Let R be a continuous semi-ordered linear space. A sequence
# v (v = l, 2, •••) is said to be bounded, if there exists an element xeR
such that x^x

(^=1,2, •••). If 0 ^ # J

and this sequence is not
1 v=i

+ oo .
V= l

DEFINITION.

R is said to be K-bounded (bounded in the sense of

I

oo

+ cn implies we can find a sequence of real
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1

00

1, 2, •••) is not bounded.

DEFINITION.

0 and the sequence ζyxv (» =

R is said to be K'z~bounded, if 0 ^ # μ v ΐ

+ co for every

v implies we can find a sequence of indices μv ( y = l , 2 , •••) such that
the sequence xμ^ (y = l, 2, •••) is not bounded.
These concepts were introduced by Kantorovitch [4]. It is easily
seen that iP-boundedness implies i£-boundedness. If R is reflexive in
the sense of [5] § 24, then it is easily seen that R is iΓ-bounded. Therefore, for any R, its conjugate space is always if-bounded.
The ϋC-boundedness can be expressed in other ways, namely, the
following three conditions are mutually equivalent:
(1) R is K-bounded;
and Σ ξvxv is order-convergent for
V=l

all sequences

V=l

00

(fv) w i t h Σ l f v l < +

αD

V = l

(3) if x^O

» t h e n t h e s e q u e n c e x v (v = l , 2 , •••) i s

and Σ ςvίcv is order-convergent for
V = l

with fv

bounded]

all sequences (fv)

0, then Σ ^ v is order-convergent.
VV=1

V=l

For example, we will prove that (1) implies (2).

Let O^g#J

Iv =l

+co .

I OO

Then there exists a sequence of real numbers fv
1,2, •••) are not bounded.

Since

and
V

fv#v^ Σ

(

the sequence:

is not bounded and

This is inconsistent with the hypothesis of (2).

0 such that f v # v (V=
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1.1. Let R be a normed semi-ordered linear space.
the following three conditions are mutually equivalent
(1) The norm on R is monotone complete;
(2) the norm is complete and R is K-bounded;
2
(3) the norm is complete and R is K -bounded.
THEOREM

Then

Proof. We have only to prove that (2) implies (1).
and sup ||# v || < + °° . Then, for any sequence of numbers
V=l

V^l

oo

oo

f v > 0 (v = l, 2, •••) such that Σ fv< + °° , we have Σ fv|kvll< +c o

Since

V=l

the norm is complete by assumption, Σ f A is convergent in norm, and
so, in order convergence.

Therefore, # v ( v = l , 2,

•) is bounded, because

R is iί-bounded.
1.2. Let R be a continuous semi-ordered linear space.
element p ^ O and for all x^O, the projector [p] is defined as

For any

oo

means [p]#^>[#]# for any x^>0 .
Let R be a normed semi-ordered linear space.
continuous if

and only if #^>0 and [pM

A norm \x\ on R is

0 implies

Φv=l

lim||[jvM| = 0
V-»eo

([Nakano] Theorem 30.8) We will call a subset A of R monotone complete, if 0 ^ # v ΐ
and sup||^ v ||< + oo for xveA implies O ^ v ^ ^
l
^
i
If a norm on R is monotone
complete and continuous,
then every
(norm) closed subset is monotone complete in the sense described above.
Here, we will prove the converse. A subset A is said to be semi-normal,
if XQ.A, \y\^\xI implies ye A.
THEOREM 1.2. Let R be a normed semi-ordered linear space and
suppose every {norm) closed, semi-normal subset of R is monotone complete.
Then the norm is continuous.

Proof. Let us assume that there exist [p v ] 0 = 1, 2, •••) and
such that [pv]

0 and lim ||[pv]^o|| ^

closed set A containing all xeR

ε

for some ε > 0 . Then the least

such that liml[p v ]#||=0 is semi-normal
V->oo

and (1 — [pv])xoeA.

On the other hand,
^o

xoeR

and

|Kl
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Therefore, since A is monotone complete, xoe A.
with the definition of A.

This is inconsistent

2 Monotone completeness of Nakano spaces* It will be necessary
to state here the definition and several properties of Nakano spaces.
A semi-ordered linear space is said to be universally continuous, if
for any system of positive elements xλ (λ e A) there exists f\ xλ. A
λGΛ

Nakano space is a universally continuous semi-ordered linear space where
a functional m(x) (x e R) is defined and satisfies the following conditions:
(1) 0^m(x)^ + oo(χeR);
(2) for any x e R we can find a number ξ>0 such that m{ξx)< + oo
(3) if m(ξx) = 0 for every f>0, then x = Q
(4) I a; I <^ \y\ implies m{x)^m{y)
(5) m ί ^ t ϊ a W—{m(ξx)+m(ςy)\

for numbers ξ, ^>0 and for every

element x e R
(6) 1^^12/1 = 0 implies m(x+y) = m(x)+m(y);
(7) 0gxλtλ6Λ^ implies m(^)
This functional m(x) is called a modular on the Nakano space
In the Nakano space R, we can define two kinds of norms:
the first norm:

||a?||= inf ! ± ^ ( f ? )

the second norm:

III a; 111= inf

;

It is easily seen that |a?|||^||a?||^2|||a?[||. The modular is said to be
complete or monotone complete, if these norms are complete or monotone
complete. Namely, a modular m on R is said to be monotone complete,
and sup m(xv) < + oo , then there exists \J # v .
V=l

VSI

V=l

A modular m is said to be simple, if m(x) — 0 implies # = 0 . If m
is simple, we can define in R a convergence by this modular. Namely,
a sequence xv (v = l , 2 , •••) is said to be modular-convergent to xeR, if
—x) — 0. If a sequence xv (^ = 1, 2, •••) is convergent to xeR
v
by the norms defined above, then it is modular-convergent to the same
limit. But the converse is not always true. In order that the modularconvergence be equivalent to the norm convergence, it is necessary and
x λ
ξ... ,„ > 0 for

(

INK

any ξ >0 ([5] Theorem 48.1)
The norms defined above are not always continuous. If the modular
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is finite, namely, m(x)< + <χ> for every xeR,
continuous ([5] Theorem 44.4)

then the norms are

A modular m is said to be uniformly finite, if sup m(ξ—— )< + oo
for every ξ>0.
finiteness.3

It is clear that uniform ίiniteness is stronger than

2.1 In this section, we will consider the relations between monotone
completeness and completeness of Nakano spaces. In the sequel, let R
be a Nakano space and m(x) (xeR) be its modular.
The following lemma is a generalization of the essential part of
Kalugyna's results [3].
LEMMA 2.1. If m is monotone complete, simple, and its norms are
continuous, then m is uniformly simple.

Proof. If m is not uniformly simple, we can find a sequence x^O
(y = l,2, •••) such that limm(#v) = 0 and ||# v ||^ε>0 for all v. Hence, we
V-»oo

can select a subsequence xv

Then, for the

we

μ-

(/* = 1, 2, •••) such t h a t

elements:

have

Namely, we have y.λ
Iλ=l

and supm(2/ μ j λ )< + oo .

Since m is

complete, t h e r e exist yμ (μ = 1,2,

) such t h a t 2/μ= 0 2/μ,λ and

I t is clear t h a t j/J

other

^2/μ ( ^ = 1 , 2, •••), we

. O n

monotone

λgl

the

hand,

for

any

^^0

m(yμ)<.l/2μ+1.
such

that

have

m>(Vμ.—®) ^ ^(2/μ) »

thus,

lim

3

More details of the theory of Nakano spaces are given in [5]. As examples of Nakano
spaces, we cite two representative types. The first is an Orlicz space. The second is
the space LP(t)(p(fiy^ϊ)t namely, the set of measurable functions x(f)(figLts^X) such that

ί

o

|£;e(ί)|^cλ2£ is finite for some £>0. Here p(t) is a measurable function on Oj^t^l.
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Therefore,

that is to say, mi—xj — Q . Since m is simple, x—Q. This means that
0 . As the norm is continuous, we have lim||2/J| = 0, which con1

μ-*oo

tradicts the assumption, because
Therefore, m is uniformly simple.
The next two lemmas constitute the converse of the above.
LEMMA

2.2. If m is uniformly simple, then its norms are continuous.

Proof. Let xλ

0. Then there exists a number ξ>0 such that

Ψv-i

m(ξxv)< + oo for all v. For the elements y^ — ξXι~ξx^f since y^O and
£# v ^0, we have
so,
m{ξxv) ^ m(yv+fa?v) - m{yv) = m ( ^ )
On the other hand, we have m(f^1) = sup m{y^), because 0^?/v

^ .

Therefore, limm(f^v) = 0, and hence it follows that lim||a?v||=0 , because
m is uniformly simple.
LEMMA 2.3. // m is uniformly simple and its norms are complete,
then m is monotone complete.

Proof. Let O^xJ

and supmfe
m(xy—Xμ)^m(x

and hence, we have
lim

m(xv—Xμ

. Then
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Since m is uniformly simple, we have
lim ||α?v—#μ[=0 ,

V,μ-»oo

so t h a t t h e r e e x i s t s a n e l e m e n t xeR

s u c h t h a t lim||a? v —a?|| = 0 . F o r
V-»oo

this x, it is easily seen that x=\J xv, which shows that m is monotone
V = l

complete.
From these lemmas, we obtain the following theorem:
THEOREM 2.1. A modular on a Nakano space is monotone complete,
simple, and its norms are continuous, if and only if it is uniformly
simple and complete.
Next, we will consider the case when m is finite.

A modular m(x) (xeR) is said to be totally finite, if

DEFINITION.

1

°°

and supm(# v )< + oo implies sup m(ξxv)< + oo for every ξ>0 .

LEMMA

2.4.

// m is monotone complete and finite, then it is totally

finite.
Proof. O^tfJ
I V= l

and sup ra('#v) < + oo . Then, since m is monotone
Vgl

oo

complete, there exists xeR

oo

such that x— \J xv.

Therefore ξx— \J ξxv

V-l

V=l

for every ξ>0 . Hence it follows that m(ξx)~sup m(ξxy)< + ^ , because
m is finite.
LEMMA

2.5. If m is totally finite and complete, then it is monotone

complete.

1

OO

and supm(#v)< + oo .

V=l

Then, by the as-

V^l

sumption, we have supm(f#v)< + oo for every ξ>0 . Since
m(ξxv—ξXμ)^m{ξxJι—m(ξXμ)
we have lim m{ξx^—ξXμ) — Q for every ξ>0,

(v^μ) ,

therefore we have

V(μ-»oo

lim [a?v—a?J = 0 .

V,μ-^oo

Hence, there exists an element xeR

such that lim ||a?v—a?||=0 . ThereV-»oo

fore, we have x= \J xv, which shows that m is monotone complete.
V= l

Thus we obtain the following theorem:
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2.2. A modular on a Nakano space is monotone complete
and finite if and only if it is totally finite and complete.
THEOREM

REMARK. It is easily seen that uniform finiteness implies total
finiteness and the latter implies finiteness. The converses are not always
true. In fact, L{ιt is a finite Nakano space by the following modular:

mix) = ΓI x(t) \111 dt

for

Jo

x(t) e L{lt .

But, this is not totally finite, because, if it were totally finite, then,
by Theorem 2.2, it would be monotone complete, which is impossible.
Next, let /v(£) (v = l, 2, •) be a sequence of convex functions such that
if
if
Then, the space3' l(flff21

•••) with the modular
for

is t o t a l l y finite, b u t n o t u n i f o r m l y
take t h e elements:

finite.

xT o s e e t h i s , w e n e e d only

^ = ( 1 , 0 , 0 , • • • ) , βi = ( 0 , l , 0 , • • • ) , ^ = ( 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , • • • ) , •••

It is easily proved that ||e v || = l and m(2βv) = v + l - ^ + oo . But, this
sequence space is uniformly simple by Theorem 2.1. The relations
between uniform simplicity and uniform finiteness were considered by
my colleagues. If a modular on a Nakano space is uniformly finite and
simple, then, by considering the monotone completion and applying
Theorem 2.1, we can prove that it is uniformly simple. On the other
hand, T. Shimogaki has proved in an unpublished paper that, if a
modular is uniformly simple and the space has no atomic elements, then
it is uniformly finite.
2.2. In this section, we will consider relations between monotone
completeness and finiteness.
An element x is said to be finite, if m(ξx)< + oo for every ξ>0 .
The set of all finite elements is called a finite manifold of R and
denoted by F. F is a (norm) closed subspace of R and the norms are
continuous in F ([5] Theorem 44.5.). If the norms are continuous in
R and m is monotone complete, then F is universally monotone complete,
that is, if 0^# λ t λ 6 Λ and supm(# λ )< + oo then there exists \J xλ .
λ€Λ

λSΛ

m is said to be almost finite, if F is complete in R (that is, if
|α|nl2/| = 0 for all yeF, then x=0).
* For the definition of this sequence space, see [6].
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2.3. // m is almost finite and monotone complete, then m
is finite if and only if F is, as a space, universally monotone complete.
THEOREM

Proof. We need only prove the sufficiency. For any xeR, since
m is almost finite, there exists a system of projectors [pλ]tλe.\M such
that [P\}%GF, and there exists a number f > 0 such that m(fα?)<+oo .
Therefore we have
λ6Λ

since m is monotone complete. Hence it follows that m is finite.
2.4. If m is almost finite, monotone complete and separable
in its norm topology, then m is finite.
THEOREM

Proof. It is well known that if m is almost finite and norms are
continuous, then m is finite. Therefore, we need only prove that if m
is monotone complete and separable, then its norms are continuous.
For this purpose, let us suppose that there exists an element x^O
and a sequence of projectors [pM 0 such that
inf ||[pv]a?|| >e

for some

ε>0 .

Then, by Amemiya's lemma, we can find a number ξ>0 such that
lim | [ p j α - [ p v ] α | ^ξ\\[PM\ >& > 0 >
V-»ββ

a n d h e r e , w e c a n s e l e c t μv (y = l , 2, •••) s u c h t h a t

P u t t i n g p v =[P/χ v ]#—[Pμ v + 1 3^ ( y = l » 2 , •••)> we see easily t h a t
Pv^O ,

pvnpλ

= 0(vφλ)

and

|bv|l>£e>

and, for a n y subsequence p V χ (λ=l, 2, •••), we have

λ-l

λ

Moreover, t h e set of all such sequences is n o t denumerable and

λ-i

λ

P=I

for different sequences {p v j and {pv} . This contradicts the separability.
Therefore, norms are continuous and the proof is established.
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In order that m be finite, it is necessary and sufficient
that its norms be continuous and all atomic elements belong to F.
REMARK.
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SIMPLIFIED PROOFS OF "SOME TAUBERIAN THEOREMS"
OF JAKIMOVSKI: ADDENDUM AND CORRIGENDUM
C. T. RAJAGOPAL

Dr. B. Kuttner has kindly drawn my attention to a paper by F.
Hausdorff, Die Aquivalenz der Holderschen und Cesarbschen Grenzwerte
negativer Ordnung, Math. Z., 31 (1930), 186-196, which contains a
generalization of Jakimovski's fundamental theorem discussed in § 2 of
my paper (this volume, pp. 955-960) and Szasz's product-theorem referred
to in § 3 of my paper, under numbers VI and III respectively in the
list of numbered results I-VIII. There is a close connection between
Hausdorff's paper and mine, as shown, for instance, by a comparison
of Lemmas 1, 3 in the latter with the interpretation of Γ-k and the
result numbered VII in the former (pp. 195-6). It is unfortunate that
I should have been ignorant of Hausdorff's paper and that the paper
should have escaped mention in the lists of references provided by such
works as G. H. Hardy's Divergent series and 0. Szasz's Introduction to
the theory of divergent series.
Dr. Kuttner has also been good enough to call my attention to the
fact that my step numbered (6) in p. 958 is not a valid deduction from
my Lemma 2. For the convenience of the reader, I add that my incorrect
argument may be replaced by the following, after the deletion of the
last two lines of p. 957 and the lines 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9 of p. 958.
Since, if k — 1 we infer at once from Lemma 2 that sn—o{l)y we
suppose that &^2 and reduce this case to the case k=l. When k^2,
(7) in p. 958 shows that

that is, that the series Σ Λ%-k is summable (A) to 0. In this series,
the wth term z/fcsw_fc=o(%-fc), n-+co9 by hypothesis, so that the series is
convergent and necessarily to 0. Therefore
J f c - X _ f c + 1 = - Σ # s r _ f c = Σ ^βr-*= Σ o(r-*)=o(n-«+1) ,
r=0

r=w + l

n->™ .

r=w+l

By repetitions of this a r g u m e n t (if necessary), we reduce λ>
RAMANUJAN INSTITUTE OF MATHEMATICS
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.

CORRECTION TO THE PAPER " EXTENSION OF UNIFORMLY
CONTINUOUS TRANSFORMATIONS IN HYPERCONVEX
METRIC SPACES " BY N. ARONSZAJIN AND P.
PANITCHPAKDI, PACIFIC JOURNAL OF
MATHEMATICS, 6 (1956), 405-439.
Due to an oversight the authors make a statement (page 422) which
amounts to saying that every generalized absolute retract is an absolute
Gβ. This statement is not true, see for instance, Dugundji, Pacific J.
Math., 1951. The authors wish to thank E. Michael for drawing their
attention to this error. The statement as it was made was in the
nature of a side remark and has no influence on the developments of
the paper. However a change is made necessary in Problem V at the
end of the paper where the problem should read "If an absolute G8
space g7 is a generalized absolute retract, is it possible to define a
metric in i? which induces the given topology on Sζ and makes it into
a hyperconvex space?
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CORRECTION TO THE PAPER " THE REFLECTION
PRINCIPLE FOR POLYHARMONIC FUNCTIONS "
ALFRED HUBER

Dr. Avner Friedman kindly drew our attention to an error in The
reflection principle for polyharmonic function (this Journal 5 (1955), 433439). On p. 436 we stated that the operator (2.1) transforms x^x.?* .
y
v
xn n into ( — lyixiixj* •• xn n for p^v1iL2p—l.
Counterexamples show
that this is not generally true. In our proof we had overlooked the fact
that the formula on p. 437 does not represent σ if 2k*>2p—l—v1,
Correction. The statement is valid under the additional hypothesis
that ^+v2H
\-vn<Ξ>2p—l. Indeed, then a direct verification yields
σ = 0 in the case 2fc*>2p—1 — vλ.
In order to close the gap which now appears in the proof of the
theorem we first observe that the operator (2.1) transforms x?\χ?% xn\
into a sum of terms of degree vτ + v%-\ h^w. From this and the above
assertion we infer that (3.8) is true if
(A)

P^kvι^k2p—1

and

VX + HΛ

\-^nS2p—1 .

Hence, under the same assumptions,

everywhere on S. We conclude that (B) and (3.8) remain valid if the
second condition (A) is dropped. Now we can follow the previous reasoning.
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